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Personal Multitrack Recorders

Our multitracks sound as good as you do
... or better.
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The 8- input patchbay of the MR- 10B puts unlimited musical possibilities at your
fingertips. Add professional VU meters, switchable dbx noise reduction, and an
independent 4- channel mixer; and you're ready for any session. The MR-10PRO
offers all of this plus hi- speed recording for the ultimate sound quality. If you
have simpler needs, the " user-friendly" design and operation of the MR- 30 is your
ticket to the world of MTR. Whether you're at the top or just on your way there,
we've got a multitrack for you.
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MIDCO International
P.O. Box 748 / Effingham, IL 62401 / Ph. (217) 342-9211
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MidiEdit is the high-power, low-priced
editor/librarian for the IBM PC/XT/AT,
Compaq, and 100% compatibles.*
What can MidiEdit do for you?
-For use with the Roland MT-32,
Yamaha TX81Z, and the Yamaha
DX21/27/100 series. MidiEdit
supports ALL THREE in one package!
•You can design new sounds or modify
existing ones, then save them to disk.
You'll have sounds at your fingertips!
-Free technical support for
registered MidiEdit users.

•Allows you to use microtonal tuning
on the TX81Z.
•Prolib files and Patch Master Plus files
are easily converted to the MidiEdit
format.**
•Sounds grouped together by song can
be automatically sent to each synth.

See for yourself! Free Demo Package Available. Call or write for information.

Only $79.95!
VISA and MASTERCARD Welcome.

(We pay postage/handling within U.S.)
*Minimum Hardware requirements: 256K RAM, one floppy disk drive, and a
Roland MPU-401 MIDI interface. MidiEdit is easily installed on ahard disk.
**Prolib is aRegistered Trademark of Club Midi Software.Patch Master Plus is atrademark of Voyetra Technologies

Prelude Software
1200 River Avenue, Suite 5-D
Lakewood, NJ 08701
(201) 905-6363
Prelude Software

Toll-free ordering and information:
1-800-545-6661
Unes open 9am to 5pm Eastern
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

is a member of the National Association ofMusic Merchants
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EDITORIAL

Just Playing
BELIEVE IT OR not, I thoroughly enjoy
working with electronic musical instruments
and computers. Ilike to tweak synth patches,
work on programming some of my own,
compose with sequencers and engage in all
the other tasks which were added to a
musician's expected skills with the massive
acceptance of synths and MIDI equipment.
Sometimes I get so caught up in the
programming of various pieces of equipment,
though, that Idon't leave myself the time or
energy to do what these tools are supposed
to actually make easier and more enjoyable:
play!
Part of the problem stems from the fact
that Idon't have particularly good technique
on keyboard ( Igrew up playing trombone but
I haven't seen too many worthwhile
trombone-to- MIDI converters - at least, not
yet). As a result, the way to produce the
music Ihear in my head is to do some serious
sequence programming, editing, etc. Of
course, the capabilities of the equipment are
making it easier and easier to achieve acceptable results in this way (for which many people are very thankful), but you still miss
something when you create music in step
time. Besides the fact that you often get a
mechanical feel, you lose the sense of
spontaneity that occurs with live playing.
You also lose that sense of joy which
comes from simply playing a musical
instrument. No matter how well ( or poorly)
you play, there's something magical about
creating your own sound and your own
music.
If you
work
with
electronic
instruments exclusively, and thus need to
concern yourself with programming, it's
sometimes easy to overlook that idea. Ithink
every now and then you just need to say,
"The hell with programming, play!" and then
do just that. If you're not sure of what sounds
to use, go ahead and use the factory presets and don't be ashamed of it - there's no law
that says that you have to have all of your
own customized, personally
patches to make good music.

programmed

Irealize that to many of you that sounds
incredibly obvious, but occasionally it seems
like actually playing an instrument is almost
the farthest thing from my mind when I'm
working with it. It's anasty trap which 1think
others fall into as well.
Part of the problem, it seems, stems from
the nature of the gear itself. I do have
passable guitar chops and access to aguitarto- MIDI converter, so when Iget the urge to
jam on my toys Ijust pick up my Casio MG
and go. Before Ican get anywhere, however, I
have to make sure my switcher is set to the
right patch, that all the synths are on the
appropriate reception channels and in the
proper mode, and that they're playing the
patches Iwant to hear. Not abig deal really,
but it does make me appreciate my acoustic
guitar alittle bit more every time.
Of course, once you do get things set up,
synths and samplers provide atype of instant
gratification which you just can't get with
other instruments. Hit one note on that
mondo pad and you're in seventh heaven.
(I'm not going to even attempt to address
the question of whether or not that capability
for instant gratification is agood thing or a
bad one - I'll save that for a day when I'm
feeling particularly masochistic.) And having
that thirty-second note run come off cleaner
than humanly possible from your sequencer
can be extraordinarily cool. Many people are
starting to shy away from overprogramming,
though. It seems like now that they know
they can do it and have heard it done, they've
gotten sick of the notion and just want to
play. It's an interesting backlash; though I
suppose it's not that terribly surprising. ( History does have away of working in apendulum- type fashion.)
Not everybody is moving away from extensive programming and back to live playing,
though, as this month's interview with Scritti
Politti so pointedly relates. It seems everyone
needs to find the system which works best
for them. Just don't forget that playing music
is what it's all about. • Rob O'Donnell

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY ( ISSN 0896-2480) is published monthly, 12 times per year, for $ 35.40 per
year, at: Music Maker Publications, Inc., 22024 Lassen Street, Suite 118, Chatsworth, CA
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EUROPEAN OFFICE: Music Maker Publications Ltd., Alexander House, Forehill, Ely
Cambridgeshire, CB7 4AF, England. Tel: 011 (44) 353-665577. FAX: 011 (
44) 353-662489. PAN:
Musicmaker. (
Ad Manager: Graham Butterworth)
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One genius, 6strings,192 sounds.
odoubt about it,
Stanley Jordan is a
genius. Of course,
the new Casio
PG-380 SynthGuitar
is no slouch either.
The PG- 380 has an onboard synthesizer— incorporating our new VZ-1 technology.
That means you've got
64 built-in sounds with virtu(I II').,,
•WelegitWel

ally no tracking delay. With an
optional RAM/ROM pack, you
get an additional 128 sounds.
That's atotal of 192 different
sounds. And if you're Stanley
Jordan, you can get an almost
endless array of sounds. With
no external source.
Of course, if you do tap
into an external source, the
PG-380 also has an on-board
MIDI converter. So you can
blend guitar, internal synth and
any external sound source.
That's the kind of flexibility
that creativity like Stanley's
can really explore.
But don't think the PG-380
is all gadgets and bells and
whistles. With amaple neck,
ebony fingerboard, and locking tremolo, it's abeautiful
instrument.
Of course, if you ask
Stanley what he thinks
of the SynthGuitar,

e

he'll say: " Now
Ican play sounds
I've only heard
in my head."
Which probably says it best.
If you don't need synth,
try the Casio MG510 MIDI guitar.

Casio, Inc. Professional Musical Products Division: 570 Mt. Pleasarr Avenue, Dover, NJ 07801
Casio Canada Ltd., 2100 Ellesmere Road, Suite 240, Scarborcugh, Ontario Ml H367

CASIO
Where miracles never cease

IN THIS ISSUE
Yamaha GIO
MIDI Guitar System

o

As this preview points out, Yamaha's
version of what a MIDI guitar controller
should be is pricy, eye- grabbing, and
comprehensive.

On Circuit
Index

86

Finally, after two years, we got around to
compiling everything we've printed in
these pages. Boy, what a list . . .

EICIFJOIS
El Inside Christian Rock

31

In the first of aseries concentrating on hitech inside different musical genres, we
look with Michael W. Smith, Amy Grant,
and Brown Bannister at some of the
mechanics of writing and producing music
with a message.

Scritti Politti

42

Can white boys play funk better live, or in
the studio? Green, Gamson, and our own
Tim Goodyer debate the issue.

Michael Shrieve

82

Having come into his own electronically
with his popular Transfer Station Blue LP,
this hi- tech percussionist talks about the
joy of playing strings with sticks.

4

27

90

Other than the monthly deluge of
synthesizers and samplers, there haven't
been too many new instruments developed
in this past century. One creator - Emmett
Chapman - demonstrated his Stick and
Grid at a recent informal concert.

111111:111113 o

E- mu Systems
Emulator III v1.14

Casio

would

like

you

to

92
take

them

seriously. And by grafting aversion of their
new VZI synthesizer into an aboveaverage
Stratocastor
copy,
perhaps
guitarists will.

o

18

Temporarily forgetting those units you
have to mortgage your house to get, E- mu
has been at the very front edge of
developing sampling instruments. Here are
two views on the latest version of their
magnum opus.

Roland DI10
Multitimbral LA Synth

Casio PG380
MIDI Guitar Synth

Computer Newsdesk

Graphic Notes
Music Publisher 1.01
24

Sitting somewhere between the D.50 and
MT32, this new rackmount unit is the first
of their new trio of LA synths to be
released.

58

Variety is the name of the game in this
month's new releases . . .

60

A promising Macintosh music notation
package from Australia finally enters its
first release. Wheat Williams Ill thrashes it
about and comes up bruised but happy.
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Patchwork

80

3

A pleasant new age sound for the ESQ and
amondo VS patch round out this month's
reader contributions, while Chris Many
takes alisten to some new patches for the

Roland PC Desktcp
Studio

76

Get it all in one cardboard box - MIDI
interface, sequencer. patch librarian. MIDI
cables and an MT32 to boot. Just add an
IBM ( and adose of patience) and fly

Copy Protection

66

A sane, historical, reasoned look at why

E

0MU

copy protection exits, why some are taking
it back off, and some of the ways it is done.

Vocal Sampling ll

Micro Reviews

You've got your vocal c(h)ords on tape time to get them in your sampler for
playback.

68

A programming language for the Amiga
and ear training on the ST get this month's

o

D50.

14

OMNI A
Newsdesk
stands,
expander
modules,
Keyboard
books and more are given the special MT
treatment in this month's listing of the
latest and greatest.

Readers' Letters

10

The pen is mightier than the sword . . . but
where does a dysfunctional MIDI cable fit
into all this?

long ( ing) glance.

•••• .11P911. JIM

Readers' Tapes
ARP 2600
Dr. T's KCS
with MPE and PVG

Continuing our series on classic synths,

70

Though it's got enough acronyms to cause
aminor riot, the latest version of the good
Doctor's unique sequencing program for
the ST has sophisticated algorithmic editing
features and the ability to run several
programs from within its basic shell.

MT AUGUST 1988

36

Steve Howell looks at the only patchable
synthesizer that was for the masses - Alan
R. Pearlman's famous Model 26011

Introduction to Digital
Audio
50
Digital inputs and outputs a-e the new
trend in instruments and signal processors.
In this first installment, Peter Bergen
covers the basics of digital sound.

28

This month, classical music that cannot be
classified furthers Yung's de- evolution as an
independent tape reviewer.

Perspectives

78

Sequencers are usually viewed as aflexible
tape recorder. Our technical editor suggests that with afew features, sequencers
could ( and should) become tools for
jamming as well.

5

Programmed for
everything but
obsolescence.
When the Kurzweil 250' was introduced in 1984, it set the
industry standard for sampling excellence and programming sophistication. But what may have been a
crowning achievement for others was just astarting
point for us. The K250, you see, is being updated
continuously to keep pace with future technological
advances.
For example, we've recently developed powerful, portable RAM cartridges that vastly extend
the K250's memory. We've just releasea our
ninth sound library and have more on the
way Also, the option of having twelve separate outputs for unprecedented versatility
in using those renown K250 voices is
available.
Things have changed a lot since
1984, but the K250 and 25ORMX'
(rack mount expander) are still on
the leading edge of music tech,
r,i!
nology So when you buy a
K250, you know you're investee
ing in an instrument that will
continue to earn the admiration of music makers
eel de
everywhere.
Visit your nearest
Kurzweil dealer today.
By the time you get
there, he'll have
more exciting
updates to tell
you about.
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KURZWEIL'

Kurzweil 25Q K250 and 25ORMX are registered trademarks of Kurzweil M USIC Systems, Inc., 411 Waverley Oaks Road, Waltham, MA 02154 16171 893-5900
In Canada. contact Heinl Electronics, Inc., 16 Mary Street, Aurora, Ontario L4G 3W8 1416) 727-1951.

NAMM FLASH!
Just prior to our leaving for NAMM, two
manufacturers who aren't attending the
show announced some intriguing new
products. First, Korg introduced the Z3
MIDI guitar system, which consists of a
pickup- like interface that can be mounted
on any guitar and aseparate converter unit.
The converter also includes a built-in sixvoice synth (four operator, eight waveform
àla the TX8IZ) with 128 programs. The Z3
can work in a basic and advanced mode
(for more serious tweaking) and operates
both in MIDI Poly and Mono Modes. It is
also compatible with existing guitar synth
systems.
New from Roland are the EIO and E20,
the company's first home synthesizers.
Making use of the same L/A synthesis
technology as found in the DIO and D20,

EVERY W HICH W AY
Hot off the press: Music Systems Inc of Salt
Lake City, a new manufacturing company,
has announced the introduction of the
MIDI Routing/Merging unit and the MIDI
Processing unit, designed to get the right
signals to the right places.
The MRUI6 ( MIDI routing/merging) is
aI6X16 MIDI management unit, which can
be expanded to atotal matrix of 64 X64 by
cascading four of the devices together.
Each output can have an eight- character
lame and can utilize up to four inputs each.
128 patch settings can be stored by name.

the new E series of instruments come in a
completely redesigned case and include
built-in speakers. In addition, both instruments include anumber of intelligent autoaccompaniment and auto- play features,
such as the ability to create basslines or
melodies based on the chords you play.
The improvi%ed lines can also be sent out

the instruments' MIDI ports. The EIO is
expected to list for around $ 1500 and the
E20 for about $2000.

and each patch is accessible by MIDI
program number. MIDI program number
mapping, front panel switch or MIDI Time
Code.
The MPUI6 ( MIDI processor) is a16 in/
16 out device offering data filtering,
message filtering, keyboard layering, chord
generation, data mapping, data scaling, data
offset, reverse data around break point,
limit data range. MIDI delay, channel
output assignment. channel offset, and
(whew!) output port assignment for each
input and output. Memory stores 128
patches by name. selectable by MIDI
program change. MIDI program change

map,
front
panel
switch
or
MTC
sequencing.
Although retail prices were not available

MORE FROM Korg USA, 89 Frost Street, Westbury,
NY 11590. Tel: ( 800) 654-3188.
RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles,
CA 90040. Tel: ( 213) 685-5141.

at press time, the inside scoop is that the
MRU will go for less than $700; the
MPUI6 for less than $800.
Coming soon from MSI are a I6- track
MIDI storage and setup device and a 16track full function sequencer. All products
are expandable via a LAN interface to 64
ports and 64 tracks. Love to see the system
that can use all of this!
MORE FROM Music Systems Inc, 47 W. 200 South,
Suite 305, Salt Lake City, UT 84101. Tel: (801) 3552048

M ULTIPLYING M ODULES
If you like the looks of the MI and SI, you'll
love the similar sleek design of Korg's two
new modules, the P3 Piano Sound Module
and Symphony.
Symphony features seven selectable onboard sampled sounds, including strings,
brass, choral, organ, bass and guitar, and
promises high-capacity ROM cards to fill in
with acoustic instruments and synthesized
sounds. Up to eight different sounds may
be played simultaneously, and layer and
split functions provide flexibility in piling up
the sounds.
The P3 Piano Module produces sounds
of two different acoustic pianos as well as
of several electric versions. Features include I6-voice polyphony, a slot for additional ROM cards, and several operating
modes - normal, split and multitimbral.
Though Korg doesn't offer suggested
retail prices any more, these units are both
being touted as extremely affordable. A call
to your local music store will probably get
you the whole story.
Symphony, one of Korg's newest modules, promises multitimbral ac cess to sampled ensemble and
orchestral sounds.

MT AUGUST 1988

MORE FROM Korg USA, 89 Frost Street. Westbury,
NY 11590. Tel: (800) 654-3188.
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M IRROR, M IRROR.
And here's another guitar controller to
keep your eyes peeled for . . . the Mirror 6
from Zeta Music Systems.
This new guitar MIDI controller utilizes
fret-scanning, purportedly allowing the unit
to trigger within a half millisecond. It can
be set to trigger aMIDI note on command

gi
O

as soon as a string makes contact with a
fret, or it can be set to expect astring to be
plucked before a MIDI note on comman d

is used. Pitch extraction circuitry is then
mg used to analyze the pitch to accurately
respond to bends, glissandos and tremolo
tricks. Sounds good . . .

II

Each string can send Note On, Velocity,
Key Number, Bend, Continuous Controller and Program Number information, and
each can be assigned to its own MIDI
channel or all six can be assigned to one
channel. Four knobs control
Master
Volume, Mix, Guitar Tone, and a MIDI
assignable soft- knob, and switches include
Synth/Guitar/Both, three-way Mag Pickup
and a Rhythm/Neck/Lead selector. There
are optional velocity- sensitive Expression
Pads with polyphonic aftertouch, a Breath
Controller
Interface,
the
AmpTrak
Synthesizer Dynamics Processor, a hard
shell case and the FS64 Footswitch.
The suggested retail price is $ 1495 for
the Mirror 6; $ 1695 for the Zeta standard

Looking for support? Check out the Quik-Lok
stands.

STANDING Room ONLY
The

Mirror 6 combines fret-scanning with

pitch extraction, providing guitarists control
over their MIDI systems.

guitar; and $ 1995 for the Zeta Deluxe
(which sports a Kahier Tremolo bridge).
MORE FROM Zeta Music Systems Inc. 2823 Ninth
Street, Berkeley, CA 94710. Tel: (415) 849-9648.

Six new models of stands have been added
to the Quik-Lok series offering a pretty
good selection of styles and prices.
If you like what you see in the photo,
you might just check this out - as well as
the new introductions of aguitar stand and
one for smaller PA systems and amplifiers.
MORE FROM Music Industries, 100 Fourth Avenue,
Garden City Park, NY 11040. Tel: ( 516) 352-4110.

TICKLING THE I
VORIES
If you came up in music by playing wooden
or ivory keys rather than plastic laminates,
your interest may really be sparked by
KTI's latest products: the GZ Performance
Keyboard Series.
KTI claims that the GZI000 contains
"true piano hammer action," provided by
adjustable mechanical and software user
adjustments for the feel of the keyboard.
Percussive key sensors and MIDI operator
control system allow the player to design
multiple keyboard response parameters,
which are simultaneously transmitted over
MIDI. An edit footswitch allows the
keyboard to control data entry, selecting
edit functions and cursor movement. A
31
/ " disk drive will dump and save
2
thousands of GZ MIDI setups (globals),
and system exclusive synth patches help
store and manipulate extensive sound
libraries.

Is it real or is it plastic? The GZ Performance Keyboards promise true piano hammer action.

individual MIDI Out/Thrus, two MIDI Ins
(MIDI
merge),
three
programmable

The software- controlled rear panel
MIDI ports feature four Uarts with eight

footswitches and four programmable MIDI
foot pedals.

ATTACK OF THE KILLER
OCTOPUS

devices
under
programmable
MIDI
control
The Octopus is capable of controlling up
to eight footswitcnable functions and
storing 100 effect- combination programs all in ahalf- rack module.
Programs may be accessed via MIDI foot

Scholz Research and Development has
announced the development of the
Rockman MIDI Octopus, designed to place
Rockman Rockmodules and other effects
8

Price was unavailable at press time.
MORE

FROM

Keyboard

Technologies

Inc,

16137

Sherman Way, Suite 169, Van Nuys, CA 91406. Tel:
(818) 891-6999.

controller, keyboard, sequencer or front
panel controls. The price is still to be
announced.
MORE FROM Scholz Research and Development Inc,
1560 Trapelo Road. VValtham, MA 02154. Tel: ( 617)
890-5211.
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VLM Technology

Grey Matter's latest, D!, is an internal 3.5"
floppy disk drive for the Yamaha DX7I1D.
The kit contains all the materials needed to
install its disk drive into the cabinet of the
DX7I1D, including anew plastic side piece.

for Superior Sound

Once the drive is installed, the DX7IID
becomes
fully
compatible
with
the
DX71IFD, allowing the user to store Voice

An Audix exclusive, VLM (
Very Low Mass) represents amajor innovation in microphone technology.

and Performance data, Fractional scaling,
micro tunings and MIDI data from other

The result is remarkable! Increased diaphragm sensitivity, lightning reaction time, wider frequency

instruments.
Whether you can install it yourself is

response, and improved sound accuracy. It transforms acoustic energy into pure performance.

another question . . .
The suggested retail price is $399.

Lower handling noise, the best in the industry. The
VLM series mics are less sensitive to the low, boomy

MORE FROM Grey Matter Response, Inc, 15916

frequencies transmitted through hand-held use and

Haven Avenue, Tinley Park, IL 60477. Tel: ( 312) 349-

mic stands.

1889.

Higher sound pressure levels, 140 dB! VLM mics
are designed to handle any gig including concert
levels without distortion. A must for today's music.

VISUAL BASICS
Want to learn more about MIDI without
reading afew thousand pages? Silver Eagle
Inc has announced the availability of anew
instructional video, Making the Most of
MIDI, promising practical information on
setting up and using a MIDI system.
Among the topics covered are Basics,
Devices, Using MIDI and the Language of
MIDI, the latter dealing with all the terms
for MIDI Data and setups. Included with
each video is a MIDI technical reference
chart, troubleshooting tipsheet and MIDI
implementation chart. The running time is
60 minutes, and guest appearances include
visits from Stanley Clarke, Christopher
Cross, Larry Williams and Michael Bernard.
The " class" is taught by Marc Mann, a
performer and programmer in the music
industry.
The suggested list price is $49.95.

Unsurpassed feedback rejection. Up to 30dB!
VLM mics allow higher levels and cleaner separation
with less feedback in the PA and monitors.
Hear The VLM Difference!

New TECT Series for
Home- Studio Recording
The newly developed TECT Series feature two of the most
technically advanced mics ever designed for the Home-Studio
market. The result is superior performance at a surprisingly
low price.
"The UEM-801's bright response and detailed high end
make it ideal for...cassette multitracks... Anyone working
with samplers should also sit up and take note..."
Chris Meyer

MORE FROM Silver Eagle, 6747 Vahean Avenue, Van

Home & Studio Recording, March ' 88

Nuys, CA 91406. Tel: ( 818) 786-8696.

OPEN AND SHUT CASE
FSK, the FootSwitch Kit from Mescal
Music, is capable of converting normallyopen footswitches to normally- closed
footswitches, and vice-versa. The FSK fits
inside of the Yamaha FC4 sustain pedal,
but works with most other pedals as well.
This
product
may
be
especially
interesting to Ensoniq buffs, allowing the
Mirage, ESQI, SQ80 and ERS to use the
FC4 as a sustain pedal. The FSK comes
nsembled and tested and works with a9V
battery.

The

FSK

with

instructions
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Audix Introduces the

sells

for

$12.75.
MORE FROM Mescal Music, PO Box 5372. Hercules,

Contact Your Authorized AUDIX / TECT Dealer Now:
AL: Birmingham. FE Forbes: Hunt, Hr. Underground Guitars: Mobile. MusicExchange: AL:
win
orkshop MUNiC: CA Arcadia. Waltrip's: Coml. / one Mask: Downey. Downey Music: El Cerrito. Music Works: Eureka. IuoStreet: Hid') sxixsl
Nadine's: La Habra. La Habra Music: Long Beach. Whittaker: Los Osos. Music Center: Mont.Park. Sing- Young: NOI ilk
Norwalk Music: Redwood City. Gelb: San Diego. Guitar Trader: San Francisco. Haight-Ashbury Music: San Jose. Reik's.
Showcase: SanMalea. B- Street: Santa Cruc. Union Grove: SC Sound: Sepulveda. ABK: Thousand Oaks. Instrumenial 51.gi,
Tracy. lank: Turlock. Hendrickson's: Ukiah. Band Box: CO: Glenwood Spring, Rocky Mountain: Yuma. Plains: CT Sew sp.,'
Creative Strings: FL: Miami, Not JustGuitars: Pinellas Pk. Music Shop: Seminole. Seminole Music: Tampa.Cireen Shin. kk 1
.11,11
Beh, Doe's Jankie Music: GA: Atlanta. AdantaSound: Rhythm City: Stone Mt. Music Exchange: IA: Dubuque. Rondincl le Musk .
ID: Boise: Old Boise Music. Idaho Falls. Chesbro: Twin Fail,,. Music Center: It.: Chicago. Chicago Music: Music Works:Snukst.
Forest Park, Kagan-Gaines: Nonhfield. Gand Music: IN: Noblesville. Vid Zinn: LA: W. Monroe. Has maker's: MA: Framing
ham. Liberty-Music: ME: Camden. Northern Kingdom: Fairfield. Down Home: MI: Grand Rapids. Kik: Lipper. Pro Sound Ass1 ,,
MN: W. St Paul, Eclipse; MS: Pearl, Ronnie's: MT: Billings. Peter's: NC: Goldsboro. Frederick's: Win.Saleen. Might
Mouth:NE: Hastings. Hoeuet's: Omaha. Sound Show: NJ: Bergenfield. DiBella:Flemington. Flemington Music: Totwa. Sim- 0
Rama: Union City. Pastore: NV: Sparks. C & M: NY: Bronx. Bronen's; Elmsford. Color Tone:Hansdale, Bronen's: New York.
Alex's: Manny's: Poughkeepsie. Dutchess:Schenectady. Drome: Staten i. Fainavision; OH: Cleveland. limprical:Westpark.
Toledo. LO Sound: OK: Shawnee. Music (ni: OR: Bend. Mt. View: Gresham. Denny's Strings: Miissauk,e. Tech Audit,
Roseburg. Roseburg Music: PA: Hatboro, Zr,, Bros: King of Prussia. Trubador: RI: Johnston. JD's: TN: Cleveland. French s.
Nashville. Road Work: TX: Beaumont. Guitar & Banjo: Arlington. Cowser: Lancaster, Lancaster Music: Waco. Lone Si.. I1
Centerville, Price. Breinholt: Riverton. Riverton Music: Salt Lake, Jack's: Progressive Music: VA: Charlottsville. Hein/ 5%
Seattle, Pelusa Musk.:Vancouver. Brass Reed & Guitar: WI: Wausau. Jerry's: Laramie. Scorpio: Powell. Hedge

L\ LiEJ I .INNOVATION
5635 W

Las Postas

•

IN SOUND TECHNOLOGY

Ploaconton CA 94586 •

41 54R-*R-1112

For Deader,, in Canada, contact: TMI, Box 279, Port eoquitlarn, B.C. V3C 3V7 16041 464-9275

CA 94547. Tel: (415) 724-0804.
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LET TERS

Send any questions or comments that you may have to: Readers' Letters,
Music Technology, 22024 Lassen Street, Suite 118, Chatsworth, CA 91311.
Dear Music Technology,
In regards to Chris Meyer's editorial, June '88:
OK, let's admit this: "
let's all. . . admit it we don't want copy protection because we want
the software for free" was aimed purely at
generating maximum controversy. Perhaps the
magazine is not happy with the size of its
"Readers' Letters" section? The point is that if
we all swallowed an "honest pill," the answers
wouldn't be the same. If you truly feel this way,
well, you must hang out with on interesting
bunch of fellows.
With this, there's an implied -the only thing
wrong with copy protection is that we can't get
the software for free." Copy protected software
is a pain, even with the hard disk installation
capability. The programs are slow to load (since
they need to be unraveled from the encrypted
code on disk), and are aheadache for backing
up and optimizing your hard disk. I write
software for aliving, and so I'm naturally biased
a bit heavier than some towards actually
(gasp!) paying for the software Iuse. Idon't like
copy protection, but 1 am not completely
insensitive to the plight of the developer. Still,
there's something quite magical about paying
$400 for opiece of software and receiving those
sage words: "Please Insert Master Disk."
You imply that computer manufacturers
condone copy protection, and that sampler
manufacturers are negligent for not doing the
same. Computer operating systems are not
"built to allow copy protection." Idon't even
know of one that makes it easy for avendor to
copy protect his software. Rather, the protected
program is perverted in some manner that
makes it difficult for the operating system to
deal with it normally, without help from the
program itself What makes it difficult to
protect patches and samples is that they ore
just dota files, not programs, and copy
protection would require the operating system
software to be modified.
Anyway, I'm beginning to suspect (
based on
its popularity as a topic for editorials in music
magazines) that the copy protection subject is
mainly useful os a marketing ploy for the
magazine. Heck, it got a lot of print in
Keyboard, didn't it? It is reminiscent of
computer magazine editorials of a few years
ago. This kind of editorial serves only to annoy
those who pay for their software by throwing
everyone in one big vat labeled "untrustworthy."
All this is rather pointless. The argument won't
be resolved by editorials and letters to the
editor. It will be resolved in the market place
itself I don't have to be concerned about
whether o word processing, drawing, painting,
spread sheet, programming language, and any
general utility or business software package for
my Macintosh
10

is

copy protected,

because

virtually none of them are. The battle has
already been decided there. Copy protection is
only tolerated in relatively new and uncrowded
markets. Who knows, perhaps, as you suggest,
the budding music software market needs this
protection. As far as a sampler manufacturer
building copy protection into his product, Idon't
know of anyone who is willing to voluntarily
commit suicide for the cause of third party
patch developers, do you? Let's take a reality
pill, shall we?
Nigel Redmon
Torrance, CA
I'm always amazed at how rabid anti- copy
protection people are. Their arguments ore
pretty interesting, too - like complaining
about the extra minute (
tops) it takes to
boot a program they're probably going to
be running for at least an hour or so.
Did Iwrite the editorial just to create
controversy? No; Iwrote it to shed some
light on an ignored subject. And so far,
every reply we've received has attacked the
problem from a different angle (which has
been fun). You'll be seeing more replies in
these pages in the near future.
I'm not sure people who abide by copy
protection feel they are getting lumped in
with those who abuse it, or are just as angry
at me (and manufacturers) as at the
abusers. Copy protection has been getting
dropped as prices come down, with
manufacturers hoping to make it less worth
the effort of copying a program and
dealing without the manual (I thought
Southworth's MIDI Paint was an interesting first step in this direction in the
sequencer market segment). For an analysis on why others have been dropping
protection, see an article on the subject
elsewhere in this issue. However, sounds
are already so cheap, dropping the price
further may not be an option (and there's
no manual or customer support to factor
in).
And as far as nobody voluntarily
committing suicide by copy protecting their
sounds, read on . . . - CM

Dear Music Technology,
As a software and sound disk developer Imust
agree with Chris Meyer's June '88 editorial
about copy protection. Unauthorized copying at
music stores as well as by purchasers of my
products threatens to put me out of business
complete/y. The only way to beat these jerks
who copy software is to simply not offer my
product in the first place. So who wins?
Iwas intrigued with Chris' idea to build copy

protection into synths and samplers. Idid just
that over ayear ago. Irewrote Ensoniq's Mirage
operating system to include a foolproof
protection routine which would allow normal
loading and saving of unprotected sounds. Any
attempt to save the sound to another disk
would result in the copy being completely
scrambled.
Ioffered to license this protection routine to
all the major Mirage sound disk developers at
that time. Their initial reaction was very positive,
but apparently after consulting their marketing
people, nearly all of them decided against the
idea since it might be seen as anegative factor
by potential customers, and they also would
have to provide aback-up service for those who
did buy their disks.
So my company and another developer in
New jersey were the only companies with
enough guts to actually market this protection
scheme, and we're both still using it today with
very little negative feedback from our customers. Oddly enough, all the other companies I
approached a year ago have now either gone
out of business or are not selling Mirage disks
anymore.
This same sort of protection can easily be
incorporated into any synth or sampler's
operating system with arelatively small amount
of development time. A carefully designed
system would allow the owner to easily configure
his library of sounds as he wishes, so long as he
doesn't try to swap his new sounds with his
friends!
Steven Fox
Leaping Lizards
Seattle, WA
Brick throwing to be continued . . .

Dear Music Technology,
First, I've been reading/subscribing since issue
#2 or 3, and for the most part good work! As
with anything, there are things that I find
interesting and things that I find not so
interesting.
One thing that Iwould like to see discussed is
how to use System Exclusive and System
Exclusive tables, but in a way that musicians,
not computer programmers, can understand.
Books like Ferro Technologies' "The MIDI
System Exclusive Book" are good and
somewhat helpful, but they are pretty difficult to
decipher in terms of all the different bits and
bytes (and different categories of these) if
you're only your basic bonehead musician- type.
So it's o wee- bit esoteric, but how about it?
How about the mysteries of System Exclusive
deciphered?
MT AUGUST 1988

If this is alittle bit too out there, any idea of
who Ican talk to about this?
Stewart Liebig
Los Angeles, CA
Nothing is too out there for us, Stewart!
Seriously,
though,
your
idea
about
demystifying SysEx charts is a good one;
look for response to your request in the
near future.

Dear Music Technology,
Iwould never argue with an opinion as to the
likes and dislikes of an instrument's sound.
Music is an aesthetic matter and as such is
subject to such apersonal level of interpretation
that it is left up to the individual to judge for
themselves. The fact that Lorenz Rychner did
not like the sounds of the Keytek CTS- 5000
much in his Pianos to Go article in the June
issue is not the problem here. What is a
problem are the gross errors and prejudicial
statements that make me honestly wonder if
any time was actually spent looking at the front
panel, not to mention the possibly novel idea of
actually playing the instrument.
To make the statement, ' The keys are said to
be weighted . . ." has a very strong implication
that the speaker does not believe the claim. The
weighted action that Keytek uses in the CTS 5000 is the same action used by several other
manufacturers, including one reviewed earlier in
the article. I would be happy to loan Mr.
Rychner ascrewdriver and an instrument so he
can verify this on his own. If he does not like the

feel of the keyboard, that's fine, as it is amatter
of personal perference, but it was most unfair to
complain about it only when it was on the
Keytek and not when it is used on other
instruments.
Iwould agree with the statement that the
CTS- 5000 has a basic MIDI implementation.
However, if Mr. Rychner had taken the time to
read the labels on the front panel controls, he
would not have made the wildly erroneous
statements concerning limitations on the
Keytek digital piano. The button labeled "MIDI
int/ext" (
for internal/external) is his missing
Local Control Off function. The button labeled
"OMNI on/off" switches between OMNI mode
Iand POLY.
There are in fact 13 controls specifically for
MIDI including assignable program change
numbers for each of the lb user programs, the
ability to send on different channels on each
side of the split, independent channel numbers
for send and receive, pitch- bend receive on/off
. . basic MIDI but thorough.
I'll stop now, os this is beginning to sound like
on ad and all Iwanted to do was correct the
misstatements in the article. Iam sure that Mr.
Rychner is anice person who was just having a
bad day when it come time for our review.
Thanks for spelling our name correctly (as the
old theater saying goes, "
as long as they spell
your name right it's not abad review . . .) and
mentioning that Keytek is available at your local
Gibson dealer.
Richard Bugg
Gibson U.S.A
Oklahoma City, OK

Sorry to hear about the factual mistakes
regarding the MIDI implementation; we
pride ourselves on getting those things
right. As for the feel of the keyboard, Mr.
Rychner did not compare it to any other
instruments, nor make any harsh judgements of it; he simply mentioned that he
didn't like it. - BO'D

Dear Music Technology,
Iam writing this in response to your review of
our product, Concepts:One. I would like to
make a correction to your article. Real time
muting is possible from the Phrase and Step
Editor. The usage of this feature appears in the
relevant chapters in the manual for those
screens. Also, those functions appear in the
associated Help Menus in version 1.73.
The merge bug you mentioned in the article
was fixed approximately two months ago, with
release 1.73.
With regard to Matt's comments on the
overall user friendliness of the program, we have
taken steps to address this question. We are
shipping tutorials with all of our products, and
we have anew release of Concepts:One, version
2.0, which grew out of our continuing dialog with
our customers. This new version addresses the
need for asimpler, more intuitive user interface.
Our users comments are important, and it
helps build a better program for all of us.
Chuck Eaton
MIDIconcepts Inc.
Canoga Park, CA

At Martin,
you're buying more than
just abox.
At Martin Music Technologies, you'll find the same low prices as everywhere else.
Only here, you'll be glad to know, there's more to MIDI than the usual cardboard box, a
receipt and " have anice day."
First, our product experts will get you acquainted with the keyboards,
sequencers and software in our state-of-the-art MIDI
showroom.
Then you'll learn about Martin's top-notch technical
support and service staff. You'll even see the largest audio
parts department in New York. It's all part of Martin's 20 years
of experience serving the recording industry.
What it adds up to is atotal commitment to you and your
music.
So why just settle for abargain in abox? For the same
price, you can have all of Martin Music Technologies.
423 WEST 55TH STREET NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019-4490
(212) 541-5900
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Introducing Kawarb
Maximum music
You'll be amazed at the natural sound, expressive power and easy-to-use functions of Kawai's
remarkable Kl keyboard and Kim tone module.
The Kawai K1 is an exciting new class of
digital synthesizer giving you an inspiring range
of dynamic sound at an unbelievable low price.
Amazing sound that inspires the imagination.
Kawai's new Sampled Digital Waveform
technology results in arich multi-timbral sound
that you've got to hear to beheve!
The K1 features 32 sound sources that
generate 256 different digital waveforms. Kawai's
advanced digital circuitry creates aclean, welldefined sound which resonates with surprising
depth and character.
From the crisp snap of an electric bass or
snare to smooth sustaining strings and voices,
the Kl's advanced waveform samples let you

master the musical possibilities.
Imagine, up to four waves combined into a
single sound. The strike of apiano hammer mixed
with aviolin sustain. Or the breath of aflute
matched with avocal choir. Each source has independent enveloping and modulation controls to
give you total control.
Become an expert at sophisticated
color tone mixing.
Unlock the creative genius in you with the
las programming versatility
With asingle patch, you can
program up to 8sounds
into acombination
that includes splits,
layers, multiple MIDI
channels and indepenThe lam low- profile
dent keyboard control.
design is ideal for desktop use.

new K1 synthesizer.
Minimum moola.
Dynamic note assignment and velocity zone
functions further enhance the Kl's muftitimbrai
capability. Strike akey softly and one note will play.
Hit it alittle harder and you'll hear another sound —
atonal variation or acompletely different timbre.
Create asimple duet, complex orchestral passage
or monster solo unison, then save it for instant recall.
Touch response, easy access and full editing
for asuperb performance.
The 61-note K1 keyboard features Velocity,
After-touch and weighted keys for excellent responsiveness. The LCD display and direct access buttons
easily summon any of the Kl's 64 internal single
sounds or 32 multi-combinations. Optional memory
cards expand the library of sounds available.
You'll also appreciate the easy, intelligent
editing capabilities. Complete sound editing
functions are available from the front panel without

any additional equipment. Existing sounds can
be modified and new ones created easily. Sound
programs can be stored in any of the 96 internal
memory locations or externally on the optional
memory card.
The bottom line: You need to hear this synthesizer.
The K1 is the epitome of intelligent engineering
at avery affordable price. But don't take our word
for it. Visit your nearest Kawai dealer today and find
out how you can achieve maximum music for
minimum moola.

KAWAI
Kawai America Corp., 2055 E. University Dr., P.O. Box 9045, Compton, CA 90224
Kawai Canada htm.ie Ltd., 6400 Shawson Dr., Unit tql, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada 15TIL8
C '<AVM' AMERICA CORPORATION. 088
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you can manipulate vocals to make them sound
close in or far away, full or airy, subtle and sexy
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or tinny and thin. It's conceivable that several
sets of vocal samples can be obtained from one
set of recordings, just by using different EQ
settings.
When pushing the top end of your recordings
with EQ, or cranking up the " drive" on your
psychoacoustic enhancer ( aural exciter) to
bring out clarity or breathiness, it's agood idea
to put alow-pass filter between the mixer and
sampler, and set it to let only frequencies just
below half the sampling rate through ( perhaps
use agraphic and slam down all the sliders for
frequencies above this magical mark). This way,
you can do whatever you want to the top end,

moiripi
e:otte

'

while preventing any possibility of aliasing.
If you hadn't used any reverb while recording
your vocals and feel the need for some "space"
around them, now's the time to add it. A good
vocal plate or hall setting, with alittle top and
bottom end rolled off, will make your samples
sound more lush and professional. If you're
multitracking and put adifferent room around
each vocal pass while recording to add an
individual character to each track, routing them
all through the same room now will help to
homogenize the lot.

JOG

Sampling

I

With the raw vocal material safely on tape, a stunning set of
vocal samples is just one operation away: transferring the voice
to the sampler. Text by Tom McLaughlin.

T

0 JUMP RIGHT in: last month, I
recommended recording every semitone within your vocaFst's range while
singing both ascending and descending
semitone scales. With good reason too.
After giving your recordings arest and listening
to them with afresh set of ears you'll find that
some notes sound infinitely better than others.
Maybe some are more in tune or have amore
consistent coloration. Maybe the higher register
of the descending scale sounds less strained than
the ascending scale. Whatever the reason, some
notes will shine brighter than the rest.

List the pitches you recorded and, while
listening to arough mix of your recorded voices,
note the takes that sound best to your ears.
These are the ones you'll want to consider for
use in your multisample.
To avoid sampling every one of these
"superior" takes (even samplers at the upper
end of the market have a limited amount of
memory space), you'll need to whittle the
intervals between the takes you're gong to use
down to maybe every second, major/minor
third or perfect fourth. Keep an ear out for
consistency in tone color from one selected take
to another, paying special attention to the
14

transition area between your vocalist's chest and
falsetto registers.

Mixing for Sampling
THIS IS VERY similar to audio mixing. If you're
going to be sampling in mono, and I'll assume
that you are, be sure to monitor your recordings
in mono, so you'll get a good idea of what's
going to end up in your sampler. If your sampler
has amonitor output, by all means monitor your
recordings using that. If you're going through a
mixing board, set the equalization flat, and turn
off all the effects.
If you multitracked your vocalist's takes,
route your multitrack tape recorder's outputs
through individual channels of amixer, and start
playing your vocal recordings from the beginning
of the tape. Listen to the first vocal track and
while the tape is running, bring up the level of
the second track until agood balance between
the two is obtained. For a homogenous
ensemble mix, repeat this with the other tracks
so that no one track predominates.

Eq

FX

QUITE A LOT can be done with equalization. It
all comes down to personal taste, but with EQ

NOW TO THE serious sampling stuff. Make
sure you have enough torrnatted disks on hand.
You'll need at least three for the work ahead of
you; one for storing your unedited source
samples, aworking disk, and one to save your
edited and manipulated samples to. Once
you've arrived at the final versions of your
samples, the working disks can be erased and
used for another project. Make sure to name
each of your samples according to pitch, octave
and whether it's from the ascending or
descending scale. This is not only for keeping
track of them while editing and looping, but will
make life alot easier when mapping time comes.
Your job of sample editing, looping and
manipulation will be made infinitely easier and
less time-consuming with some sort of visual
editing. Forgetting all the fancy facilities, just
being able to see the waveform you're working
on will cut finding acceptable loop beginning and
end points down from possible hours to
probable minutes.
Be careful with input level when sampling
vocal ensembles. Monitoring peaks on tape
recorder VU meters and sampler input meters
can be rather deceptive. As with other
ensembles, there will be wide variations in level
along the length of anote due to the different
vocalists hovering around the central pitch
(visually displayed, vocal ensembles often look
like some sort of roller-coaster ride), so it's easy
to run into digital clipping on the peaks. Unlike
many percussive sounds, where aslight amount
MT AUGUST 1988

can be used to your advantage, digital clipping
sounds really ugly on sustained samples, so err
on the side of too little input level to be safe.

Sampling Rates
THE SAMPLING RATE(S) will be governed by
the available rates on your sampling unit, the
amount of memory space available on your

your sample, fade out, then reverse again to
hear the result ( if you have achoice of curves,
use linear or reverse exponential - when turned
around, it will become a natural exponential
attack).
There are several methods of editing and
looping vocals. The method you use will depend
upon how much time you want to spend, the

"Unlike many percussive sounds, where aslight amount can be used to
your advantage, digital clipping sounds really ugly on sustained samples."
sampler, how many edited samples you expect
to fit into that amount of memory space and the
amount of top end and fidelity you require.
It's widely accepted that aplayback frequency
response of 3-4kHz is the bare minimum
needed to sample intelligible speech. Since
you're working on samples that will hopefully be
more musical than ' ISpeak Your Weight' scales,
you'll want to work with sample rates
considerably higher than this.
From my experience, you'll need aminimum
playback bandwidth of 8-10kHz. If you can afford
the memory space, by all means sample at full
bandwidth, but for the sake of economy, agood
compromise seems to be in the 12-14kHz range
or 15-I6kHz if you're sampling exceedingly
breathy vocal samples. Remember, your
sampling rate must be at least twice your
required bandwidth ( plus another 10% or so at
the top, to allow for the anti-aliasing filter).
Take time to experiment with afew different
sampling rates to see what you can get away
with, and let your ears be the judge. Lowpitched samples can often be sampled at lower
rates with little or no apparent loss in fidelity.

Trimming and Looping
LET'S ASSUME YOU'RE working on aset of
oohs, aahs, humming and so on, so you'll want
to sample as long apiece of vocal material as is
practical. It's not uncommon when I'm working
on aset of vocal or string samples to fill up three
or four entire floppy disks with raw material.
Once fully edited, these samples might take up
anywhere from 75% down to as little as 15% of
the original memory space.
You'll do alittle of this trimming before you
start looping ( particularly off the beginning).
Unless you like your samples au naturel, you can
make your vocalist(s) sound alot more polished
if you fade in after any harsh or "out-of- tune"
portions have passed.
Aahs are notorious for having rather rough
attacks and virtually all of your takes will start
out flat or sharp of the desired pitch. Not having
the precision of a key or fret to rely on, we
approximate the pitch we're aiming at with our
vocal tract before we even open our mouths,
and there's always afew milliseconds of finetuning that goes on with both pitch and tone
color once somebody actually starts singing.
Although you can use aVCA to fade in harsh
attacks, if you play a sample back at
progressively lower pitches, the VCA will allow
progressively more of the rough portion to pass.
With the right software you can digitally fade
the sample in and ensure that it has asmooth
attack. If you don't have "fade-in" software, but
do have software for "fading out," simply reverse
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although you may find that alternating loops
work more successfully than forward loops with
this technique.
8. Discard sample material before and after
loop, then save.
- METHOD D is the same as above, except
that you leave enough un looped sample
material at the beginning to crossfade the attack
portion of the original sample through. The
advantage of this is that it gives you a more

editing and manipulation facilities available to
you and the amount of memory in your sampler.

natural entry to your manipulated sample. You
must make sure, however, to fade out the attack
portion of the original sample before the loop of
the looped sample begins.

To minimize confusion, adopt some sort of
numbering/filing system for your "samples in
works" . . . maybe Clal = Cl ascending, 1st

- METHOD E. If 1 have the time and
enthusiasm this is my favorite method of

version.
- METHOD A is the most straightforward,
being not a lot more than sampling common
sense, and requires the least amount of time and
editing software. Unfortunately it eats up
memory space like there's no tomorrow, relying
heavily on long loop lengths for its success.
I. Make sure original sample is saved as a
backup.
2. Find suitable sample start point.
3. Locate and set passable loop start and end
points aiming for as long aloop as possible.
4. If all is well, discard unused sample material
and save it. If not, recall backup and repeat 2and
3.
- METHOD B is pretty much the same as
Method A with the addition of loop crossfading,
merging, blending or whatever your sampler's
software calls it. This is what Ifall back on if I'm
in the middle of a session and a client wants
"instant" results. After 3 and before 4 in
method A. making sure 1have enough sample
material after and/or before the loop to meet
the requirements of the software I'm working
with, I'll calculate and carry out a " loop
crossfade" (while keeping my fingers crossed).
- METHOD C uses only the choicest portion
of your vocal sample, and is an excellent way to
cut down
on valuable memory space.
Depending on the amount of pitch variation
along the length of your sample, it can also make
your ensemble sound twice as large as the
original sample. Ideal for sustained vowel
sounds, it ignores the attack portion of avocal
sample and relies on VCA manipulation to fade
it in. For added realism, automatic pitchbend
(or "warp" as Akai calls it) on the way into a
note can be employed.
I. Make sure the original sample is saved as a
backup.
2. Find portion of sample with the most
consistent pitch and coloration.
3. Discard sample material before and after this
portion.
4. Save this new material.
5. Reverse this new material and save it.
6. Combine the forwards and backwards
versions of the same sample at a50/50 mix via
software, then save.
7. Locate loop start and end points equidistant
from the center of this mixed sample. With
sufficient loop-point hunting, you shouldn't
need to employ any form of loop crossfading,

ensemble sample looping and manipulation. It
uses up the least amount of memory space, gives
unrivalled loop results and gives your samples a
silky smoothness. The one snag is that it
requires aloop crossfade that takes its crossfade
material only from before the loop. If you're
clever enough, you could probably work it out
for other forms of loop " blending" by keeping
judicious track of loop and sample positions.
This method assumes that your sampler or
editing software doesn't need any sound after
the loop to fade back in.
I. Make sure original sample is saved as a
backup.
2. Locate smoothest portion of sample with the
most consistent pitch and coloration.
3. Discard sample material before and after this
portion.
4. Save this new material for safety.
5. Loop up to 50% of the later part of this
material.
6. Discard all material after loop.
7. You want to be left with exactly twice the
amount of material in your loop so discard any
material in the front portion of your sample that
adds up to more than two times the loop length.
8. Calculate and execute loop crossfade, save.
9. Reverse, save and combine with above
material.
10. Calculate and execute loop crossfade.
II. Pass GO, collect $200.
As in D, you can crossfade the attack portion
of the sample through the first half of this
material for amore natural entry or discard the
first half, leaving only the loop, to save even
more storage space. This process, theoretically,
can be repeated on the remaining material,
dicarding the first half each successive time, until
you are left with aloop only afew wave cycles
long epitomizing your vowel sound. I've
repeated this three or four times on samples
with varying degrees of success.

Mapping
ONCE YOU'VE EDITED and looped your
samples, the time has come to map them out on
your keyboard as amultisample. If you haven't
already, assemble all your final versions on the
same floppy disk, preferably in order from low
to high.
The best place to start mapping is to assign
samples to pitches on the keyboard relating to
the original sampled pitch. From there it is
merely amatter of experimentation to see how
15

10. far from the original pitch asample can be taken
to meet its adjoining sample.
Samples generally travel downwards better
than upwards. If I've sampled every minor third
I'll take asample down two semitones and up
one semitone from its original pitch as astarting
point.
As mentioned last month, this is where
having ascending and descending semitone
scales really comes into play. To arrive at the
smoothest transition between vocal registers in
your multisample, you'll probably have to do a
fair bit of " mixing and matching" between your
ascending and descending scales, maybe even a
bit of back- tracking to your source recordings to
fill up any holes in your multisample. ( It's agood
idea to jot down or make amental note of your
mixing levels, EQ and effects settings for this
reason.)
Positional crossfading is a life-saver with
awkward transitions between different samples,
but really should be used as alast resort. If a
sample sticks out of your multisample like asore
Le thumb, after a positional crossfade t
o th
e

U

II

al samples on either side of it the sample will still
stick out, but with a smoother transition
between adjacent samples. It would be wise to
sit on that sample for awhile and see if you can
find asubstitute from your source recordings or
do without it altogether, extending the adjacent
samples further up and down to fill the gap and
use acrossfade between them if necessary.
Remember that each positional cross-fade
uses up two "voices" on your sampler to do its
business.
Employing
extensive
positional
crossfading to make your keyboard map will
smooth things out, but also cuts your keyboard
polyphony in half - eight- note polyphony
instantly becomes four. Considering that
keyboard maps take up relatively little memory
space, experiment to your ears content.

VCA Envelope Shaping
VCAS ARE YOUR samples' window to the
world. You don't hear nothin' if these aren't
turned on.
Unless you want apercussive entry or have
your vocals fade away while akey is held down,
you really don't need to worry about the decay
control of astandard ADSR envelope (attack,
decay, sustain, release). A good starting point
for oohs and aahs is to set the attack to about a
half- second, sustain up full and the release to
suit your taste. The VCA release will be very
much like an ambience control on samples
recorded with reverb.
Once asuitable envelope has been created,
for added realism try making the attack and
release times slightly longer ( progressively so as
you go down the keyboard, if you have the
patience). You see, not only does it take longer
physically and acoustically for lower pitches to
be produced and to reach our ears, they also die
away at aslightly slower rate to higher pitches.

Vocal Formants
IN THE JULY issue of MT, Itouched upon the
subject of vocal formants. To recap: vocal
formants are accentuated audio frequency bands
that tell our brains what vowel sound we're
listening to, what size person is singing and what
register is being sung in. No matter which pitch
16

is sung, these accentuated bands stay the same
for agiven vowel sound. No ifs, ands or buts.
There are two main formants for each vowel
sound. For example, the formants for an average
adult male:
Oo ( as in spook) - 400 and 800Hz
Aah (
father) - 825 and 1200Hz
Ee ( feet) - 375 and 2400Hz
Womens formants are generally 17% higher,
children 25% higher.
To hear vocal formants at work and to
demonstrate that they stay fixed for a given
vowel, uy this little experiment: shape your
mouth and vocal tract as if you were to utter a
vowel ( say, Aah) and whisper this vowel rather
than producing a pitch. The effect should be
kind of like white noise with the distinct
characteristics of the vowel placed upon it.
You'll find that there is very little leeway in the
placement of your tongue and the shaping of
your vocal tract before the unsung vowel starts
resembling another vowel.
There comes apoint when singing vowels in
the extreme upper ranges, especially with
females, that these vowels start losing their
identity. This is due to the fundamental of the
note being higher than the lower formants.
Sampling the vowel whispered, with no sign of
pitch present, and mixing it in with these can
help retain its identity. Whispered vowels can
also be mixed with all the members of amultisample to add abreathier quality to them.

Silly Stuff
CERTAIN SONGS HAVE succeeded in sending
shivers up my spine using vocal sounds that
would
be
impossible
without
sampling
technology. While some of us go to great pains
to ensure that samples sound as natural as
possible, in many instances vocal samples played
well out of their range sound fantastic, for
example, when playing soaring lead lines in
songs that ten years ago would have been
delegated to the electric guitar. This is healthy
not only for its importance in extending the
palette of tone colors heard in today's music, it
also shows the Doubting Thomases of the music
world that sampling can be alot more creative
than merely putting session musicians in the
unemployment line. " Rules" are meant only as
guidelines, so that we don't waste alot of time
making the same mistakes as our predecessors
did to achieve acceptable results. Once the
reasons for their usage are understood you
should choose to use them or not, as your
creativity and better judgment dictate.
For the whackos among us, here are some
silly things to experiment with for the strange
coloration they impart to avoice:
- Sing down a cardboard or plastic tube; it
renders speech more sibilant and creates astatic
flanging effect.
- Sing with your lungs full of helium; it raises
the pitch of your voice, and to my knowledge,
used in moderation is perfectly harmless
(although you may find yourself re-enacting
scenes from The Wizard of Oz).
- Sample only the rever-bed or effected signal.
- Hum into a balloon, kazoo or piece of
cellophane.
- Mix humming and whistling the same pitch at

equal levels. This creates a most unsettling,
unearthly effect, perfect for film scores.
And while you're at it, don't rule out things
like sending the voice through a distortion,
octave-divider or other pedal effect, cardboard
megaphone, electric bullhorn, telephone, or
Leslie cabinet if you're looking for new vocal
colorations to experiment with. Try acontact
mic attached to drums, cymbals, guitar, piano ( a
brick holding down the sustain pedal),
cardboard box, or acookie tin, and sing in close
proximity to these for added resonance. Once
you get started with these ideas, I'm sure you
won't stop and I'm equally sure that you'll come
up with others.

Imitative Sampling
AS YOU'RE PROBABLY aware, many tracks
have used vocal samples to imitate percussion
and bass sounds. It shouldn't tax your
imagination too heavily to realize that with
sampling, acomplete band or orchestra can be
assembled with little more raw materials than
vocal samples - either clean or heavily effected.
With few exceptions, almost any vocal sound
can be made to center around afrequency or
frequency band using the tuning and/or looping
provisions on your sampler, and totally reshaped with a voltage or digitally-controlled
amplifier and low-pass filter to resemble just
about any existing or imaginary instrument or
synthesizer effect. Such is the magic of sampling.
When using sampled voices to imitate other
instruments, your raw sound material can be
tailored at source by mimicking the instrument/
effect you want to hear. Treating your vocal
approximation with old VCF and VCA
envelopes will go along way in furthering the
illusion. ( Well worth brushing up on your analog
synthesis theory if you're not thoroughly familiar
with all the different qualities that can be
imposed upon asignal, by altering the manner in
which we hear its loudness and brightness.)

General Attack Characteristics of
Instrument Families
AMPLITUDE:
Attack

Instrument Group

Immediate

Percussion, plucked/struck
strings.

Moderate

Brass, wind, bowed string,
vocals.

Slow

Wind, bowed strings, vocals.

FREQUENCY:
In tune
Keyboard, wind, percussion.
Flat
Vocals, bowed strings, brass.
Sharp
Percussion, plucked/struck
string, vocals, brass.
Of the universe of sounds available to us, the
human voice strikes aspecial resonance in all of
us impossible with any other instrument or
combination of instruments. With creative
sampling still in its infancy, we've awealth of
sonic colors open to us, requiring little more
than a microphone, a sampler and your own
voice.
•
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The long awaited follow-up to the company's popular Ell ups
the ante to I6- bit stereo sampling. Is it a Fairlight without a
CRT? Review by Chris Meyer.

R

IGHT UP FRONT - I'm into testing
the EIII. and 1have afew problems
and complaints. Icall two people at
E- mu, and both ask, "What version
of software do you have? Aw, you
should have the new stuff." One Federal
Express package later, and Ifind almost all
of my problems have already been yelled
about by someone else ( and therefore
fixed), plus a dozen features have been
added. Point - E- mu is going to keep this
machine growing; this review is going to
have to be asnapshot of it circa late June,
1988. However, that shouldn't change any
purchase decision you may have pending
on this review.
Why? Because reviewing the Ell' isn't
like reviewing yet another under $2000
synth or yet another I2- bit sampler. For
one, it currently sits in aprice category all
18

by itself (twice or more that of the I6-bit
machines announced by Sequential, Akai,
and Dynacord - let alone the 12 bitters;
half or less that of the AudioFrame,
Fairlight, and Synclavier. This may change
once Simmons releases the keyboard and
sequencer
software
for
the
SDX,
however). Second, it's so comprehensive
(we'll run down the specs in a bit) that
spec wars are meaningless. It'll really come
down to whether or not you need all ( or a
significant bit) of what's here, and how
painlessly it fits your way of working. So,
with that, here we go . .

The Hardware
THE ElII IS aI6-voice "stereo" 16- bit linear
sampling instrument with sample rates of
33.3 and 44.1kHz, 4Megabytes of RAM
standard (expandable to twice that), and

an internal 40Megabyte hard disk. Of
course, there's a 3.5" floppy drive, but
you'll be ignoring it most of the time
(there's that internal hard disk, and a
standard memory-fur takes six floppies to
back up).
Each voice has it's own (analog - ya»)
filter and amplifier, along with panning.
There are 16 individual outputs along with
stereo mix outs (tne individuals do indeed
take their related voice ( s) out of the
stereo mix, and bravo for that - the Emax
and others don't). Other holes in the back
panel include MIDI In, Out, and Thru,
SMPTE/clocking in and out. stereo sample
inputs, an RS232 and SCSI disk ports (the
latter allowing external hard disks to be
added - E- mu gives a list of nine that
already work, and are making their own
300Meg rack- mountable one), a metronome output, and two footswitch and one
footpedal inputs (supplied with the unit).
Also making an appearance are a pair of
trigger inputs that accept awide range of
signals (from pads to audio), with anice set
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of software trims to prevent double
triggering and the like. But why only two?
That makes this thing pretty expensive as a
drum slave; you'd want more for either an
electronic drum kit or replacing all your
drum sounds on tape. Oh, well . . .
The keyboard version (there's a rack
unit available too) also has a five-octave
plastic keyboard with velocity, aftertouch,
and mildly clunky feel along with a pair of
assignable wheels. There's a fan built into
both to keep all of this cool; between it
and the hard disk, the ElII isn't exactly
silent just sitting there ( not bad; just not
silent). I'm told E- mu is switching hard
disks brands to one that also happens to be
quieter.
User interface consists of a 4X20
character backlit LCD, aten- key pad, four
cursor controls ( that occasionally double

up for other functions, such as moving
through zero crossings of samples), inc/
dec buttons that double up for yes/no
responses, a data entry slider ( curiously
placed away from the keypad, as opposed
to next to it, where the master volume and
sample input level faders are), anumber of
dedicated buttons for the sequencer
transport control and things like common
disk functions, and a button per editing
module. Spartan, but it works. The buttons
have a good, solid feel, but the Enter
button on my machine was prone to
double-clicking.
LEDs prompt where
appropriate.

Communing with the
Machine
E-MU'S SAMPLERS TEND to be based
around the concept of a number of

product yet, and placing the operating
system on the hard disk has all but
eliminated the delays in switching modules.
Unfortunately, Istill hate using it.
Why? Because the modules won't let me
stay in any one place. You hit a module
button, it asks you for a submodule. You
scroll thru the choices and hit enter ( or hit
the number directly), and there you are.
As soon as you're done with asubfunction,
you get thrown out of the module - no
chance to stick around and fiddle with it if
you didn't like what you did, or want to go
do it again to somebody else. The worst
example is sampling - if your sample
clipped, it will sit there and tell you so, but
won't let you resample until you leave the
sampling module just to go back in.
Bear with me for one more paragraph of
gripes, and then I'll tell you what Ilike. The
ElII is not consistent from module to

Sequencer "
The reasons (for building in asequencer) aren't much
different than for building in sample editing features - it's nice to be able
to do something simple quickly at the machine."
modules with a number of submodules
(and occasionally, subsubmodules) accessed inside each module to get the job
done. Graphically, the ElII presents the
module approach better than any E- mu

Serious Books For
Serious Musicians

module (or submodule to submodule) as
to how everything works. In some, the
keypad can be used to enter numbers
directly; in others, they instantly select
alternate submodules. The machine likes toll>
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1
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•From the Yamaha DX7 to the Yamaha WX7 MIDI
Wind Controller
•From set-up to recording
It's all here for you in these hi- tech publications, loaded with
information on how to use your instruments to their full potential.
PERSONAL RECORDING. This book provides both ageneral introduction to the basics of multitrack recording, as well
as aguide to the use of Yamaha equipment — particularly the MT1X and MT2X multitrack recorders. Topics covered
include: basic recording and overdubbing procedures; punch- in and punch-out to make spot corrections; ping-pong
recording as ameans of squeezing out more parts onto fewer tracks; using sync recording to harness the power of
MIDI; using effects units; mixdown; choice and use of microphones.
00238855 $ 10.95
EXPRESSIVE FM APPLICATIONS — by Sal Gallina. This book and tape give practical applications for the Yamaha
WX7 MIDI Wind Controller. The book contains data for synthesizer voices that were created with the WX7 in mind.
Voices for both the Yamaha TX81Z tone module and the DX7Il synthsizer are included. Many of these include suggested alterations for changing their character, and diagrams showing the use of them in aMIDI performance setup. The
tape includes sample performances of the voices using the WX7, plus recorded data for the TX81Z voices.
00500967 $ 19.95
YAMAHA DX7 SET-UPS — by Terry Fryer. Aquick reference to operating the Yamaha DX7. Every major operation of
this popular instruments is exp'ained step-by-step.
00239054 $9.95
FM THEORY AND APPLICATIONS — by Dr. John Chowning and David Bristow. FM synthesis — the method of
sound generation used in the Yamaha DX synthesizers — has had an enormous impact on the musical world in the
past few years. And here at last is abook that explains it thoroughly. This book speaks in alanguage musicians can
understand while still covering the mathematics of FM synthesis.
00500966 $ 29.95
MIDI — IN'S, OUT'S AND THRU'S — by Jeff Rona. This book is aguide for anyone desiring agood understanding of
how to work with MIDI, especially musicians, performers, composers, producers, or recording engineers.
MIDI — IN'S, OUT'S AND THRU'S show how aMIDI system or systems for awide range of situations can be
assembled quickly, easily and trouble-free. Describes how to synchronize MIDI sequencers, drum machines, multitrack recording equipment, SMPTE-based equipment, and other MIDI instruments. Describes each and every MIDI
code and the techniques used in transmitting these codes between various MIDI devices. Includes pictures, diagrams
and adetailed glossary.
00183495 $ 12.95

Send Orders to:
Music Maker Publications, 22024 Lassen Blvd., Chatsworth, CA 91311.
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intended as asafety feature in some cases,
but it just slows me down). You can't back
up or gracefully abort a function if you
found yourself in the wrong place, or the
Enter button bounced again - you have to
either say " No" at the very last step
(harrowing), or go to another module and
come back. There's a wonderful Undo
function for every time you actually alter a
sample, but it's in its own submodule - you
can't just stay within asubmodule and try
again. Bleah, bleah, bleah.
What is cool is the Elll has a bunch of
defaults ( most of them even sensible),
which means you don't have to perform
every step if you're not being too strange
or picky ( ie. it will automap samples upon
sampling, if you wish). Undoing is cool - no
more hesitation or remembering to make a
backup before pushing that feared Enter
button in the Mutilate module ( it saves a
copy of the original on the hard disk). A lot
of functions are trimmable ( such as how
sensitive the zero crossing detector is).
Dealing with stereo takes no additional
thought on the part of the user. Numbers
tend to be displayed in both time and
number of individual samples (envelopes in
time; LFOs in terms of frequency). Also,
the Elll tends to be really good about
telling you what you're working on ( ie.
which sample), even if it forces you to go
to another module sometimes to change it.
Whereas most sampler manufacturers
base things such as analog treatments
around individual samples, E- mu bases
them around "zones." Once you have
spread a collection of samples across the
keyboard ( in one of two layers), you now
change envelope shapes, filter cutoffs, etc,
by ranges of keys with no attention to what
portions of what samples you're taking in.
Once you get used to this, it's nice to be
able to forget exactly where samples are
placed ( and the display tells you their
names, anyway). Copying a zone of a
keyboard into another preset ( or even
another bank) also automatically drags all
the samples that make it up along with it another of the many places the Ell!
manages to keep senseless bookkeeping
away from the user.

A Stroll Through the Modules
THE Elll IS a deep machine. There's no
way to detail using every function of the
machine here - even the manual doesn't
do avery good job of it. Here's some of the
more interesting points Iwandered across
in the week Iwent mano amano with it.
After playing the piano preset (which is
very nice, by the way - lots of hammer and
felt), Iwent straight to sampling. The user
gets to set up atemplate of parameters for
new samples: mono or stereo, sample rate,
number of keys to automap it over,

"True" Stereo
Sampling
THERE HAVE BEEN two "stereo" samplers Yamaha's TXI6W and the Ell' - reviewed in
these pages so far. We have also run an article
on "stereo" sampling with normally monophonic samplers by exploiting their stack
mode ( MT May '87). Alchemy can convert
stereo samples from a Dyaxis into the
equivalent on amono instrument. However,
none of these machines (with the exception of
the Dyaxis) are truly stereo in the audiophile
sense.
Ears are very sensitive to delay and phase
shift - that's how they localize sounds. To
keep astereo image intact, you have to keep
the time relationship between the left and

Left

(5C0 Hz Sine Waves)

Right

Msec delay

right sides very rigid. To keep this relationship,
the two sides must be sampled in sync ( or
edited later to make their start points match
perfectly), and must be started again at
precisely the same time. Shift playback of one
side in time against the other, and the stereo
image will shift (or be destroyed altogether;
add the two channels back together in mono,
and some higher frequencies cancel). For
example, if one side is delayed a scant one

whether or not to normalize the gain and
automatically trim the ends. From there,
you can sample away without abother. The
Ell' is one of those samplers that actually
grabs a little bit of sound before the
sampling threshold is crossed; if 1set the
sens.tivity on the zero crossing detector
really high, it got the perfect balance of not
leaving any silence on the front of samples
while not chopping off any of the attack.
Autotrimming the end was less successful;
even at full sensitivity, some sound got lost
(I was told the hardware in my machine
may have been slightly out, thereby fooling
the detector).
Looping was fairly cool. You have all
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millisecond, asine wave at 500Hz (and every
harmonic thereof) will be totally cancelled.
This is because it has awavelength of 2msec,
and adelay of Imsec puts it 180° out of phase
with itself, yielding perfect cancellation (see
Figure 1).
Most samplers have adelay from 500µsec
to afew milliseconds in starting two voices
"simultaneously," and this delay may even vary
from note to note. Refer to the June '87 issue
where Matt Isaacson and Itested anumber of
samplers, and look at the variance in the time
between note ons and sounds out. To'
preserve atrue stereo image, this delay would
have to be one sample or less to make sure
the highest frequencies didn't cancel (we're
talking 25µsec to keep 20kHz clean).
To
test your sampler for stereo
cancellation, perform the following test: feed a
mono signal with lots of high frequencies ( like
asnare drum) into the left and right inputs, or

sample it in mono and make acopy of it. Now
play it back in "stereo," and mix the two
outputs back to mono. Hear the flanged
effect? That's the cancellation. If split back into
stereo and listened to through headphones,
the sound will appear to be off center. Play
multiple keys and see if it changes character.
True, this may even turn out to be aspecial
effect you like, but it's yet another example of
what the ads say not equalling "true" reality.

sorts of tools to bring to bear - single
stepping, zero crossing detectors, autocorrelation, and crossfade looping. Autocorrelation is agreat idea in theory, but I
haven't found an implementation in any
machine that works as well as zero crossing
detection. In the Elll's favor, autocorrelation managed to slightly improve upon
its own zero crossing points. You adjust
the loop start and loop length ( as opposed
to start and end), which personally
annoyed me, but just as many people work
the other way. In all digital editing
functions, the pitch- bend wheel can be
used like avideo shuttle control to move
back and forth through the sound to locate
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a point (way cool). Loop points can be
changed while the key is held down, which
makes life easier. Crossfading may be linear
or equal power, with adjustable length. The
forwards equal power cross-fade is as
smooth as any I've heard; the backwards/
forwards left clicks worse than the original
(back to the Undo function . . .). Stereo
samples crossfaded just as well as mono
samples; they merely took longer ( it's
harder to get astraight loop out of them,
because either side could click).
Truncation is as you would expect.
There's anice collection of cut/copy/paste
features, which saves sample fragments to
an internal "clipboard" (à la the Macintosh). Gain change can be performed
over selected portions of the sound, and
can be faded in or out with four different
fade curves - kudos for the number of
choices; unfortunately, it didn't sound
quite smooth to my ears. There's also a
Taper function for just smoothing the
starts and ends of sounds.
Once Igot into the specialized digital
processing routines, Ialmost never got out
-kind of like afly that happily drowns in a
martini. The subfunction Ithought most
superfluous - digital sample rate conversion - ended up being the most useful.
One, you really can buy back memory by
lowering the effective sample rate after the
fact to pass just the bandwidth you need
(warning: loop after you're done). Ialso
found myself artificially converting sounds
to ahigher sample rate, which made them
sound less grungy when transposed downward. Using the sample rate calculator
built in, the sample rate can be optimized
to make perfect loop boundaries fall on
actual sample boundaries. A variation on
sample rate conversion allows you to
change the pitch of sounds, to make it
easier to mix them with others that were
originally sampled at a different pitch
(unfortunately, this function doesn't also
keep the length of the sound the same, so
there's no free ride in making one sample
stretch all across the keyboard without
chipmunk effects). All of these functions
take time (typically minutes) to perform,
but make me realize Iwas really missing
them before they existed.
Off in funland, there's submodules to
superimpose DDL and autopanning effects
onto samples that both work very cleanly. I
had agas taking amono sample, copying it
to make it stereo, tapering the two sides to
silence at different rates, autopanning the
two sides against each other (for atwirling
pattern), and then running them through
the DDL. Complaints? The DDL had really
restricted
values
for
mix/feedback
amounts (just numbers that were easy on
the processor, instead of the "any value
you want" philosophy of the rest of the
machine), and I wondered where the
Emax's
DSP
functions (convolution,
additive synthesis) were. Yeah, I'm greedy. a.

What's
News
from
Stick
Enterprises

The Stick ®
Injection molded in polycarbonate, reinforced
with spring steel, and equipped with life-long
stainless steel Fret Rods - ,
The Stick comes in
black, ivory, or metallic blue. It sells for
$1,041 with case, stereo cor
and book Delivery is
immediate.

A New Video

Emmett Chapman's new video cassette,
Hands Across The Board, can be purchased
for $20. His stage and studio solos include
standards, originals, and improvisations.
His Grid - MIDI interface adds live
synth backup to the natural sounds
of the Stick strings PAL
copies for foreign
systems sell for $30.
plus $ 5. for
air shipping.

Patch of Shades
An improved model of "Shades"
effects controller and cross- fader is now selling for $285.
Afoot pressure pad makes
smooth transition from one loop of effects to
another. It can also gradually -shade" from a
normal sound into the "wah" of abuilt-in
variable resistor.

TM

rp

Our expanded fingerboard
is an extremely capable synth
controller. it is fast accurate,
and expressive - araised "grid"
for the fingers of both hands.
This is our trademark for all Stick
synthesizers. We offer: the hybrid
with the regular Stick plus MIDI'd
melody; the complete synth with ten
thin strings in unison (you tune the box
to any pair of instruments), and the retrofit
For afree brochure or a $ 7.00 demo
cassette, and other information

STICK ENTERPRISES, INC.
8320 Yucca Trail
Los Angeles, CA 90046
213/656-6878
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I> Analog
processing
includes
three
envelopes: one VCA, one VCF, and one
wildcard that can go to pitch, panning. LEO
rate, or LEO depth to pitch, volume, filter,
or panning ( another good one, E- mu). All
envelopes are of the ADHSR ( stock
decade- old synth envelope plus a usefulfor- samplers hold stage) - I've gotten
kinda used to multistage envelopes, but
these are very adequate. The envelopes
also have a one-shot mode (they skip
decay and sustain) for percussive sounds

O

re

and playing. The filter envelope can be
Ma inverted, and as you would expect, the
filter has adjustable Q, cutoff, and
la keyboard tracking.
There's only one LEO per voice ( boo,
hiss), but it has four shapes, a wide
frequency range (0.08 to over I8Hz), a

O
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delay, separate depths for pitch, volume,
filter, and panning, and "variation": it can
vary in pitch per keystroke ( a little
humanization). Icouldn't find away to sync
the LEOs to keystrokes or each other. The
LEO can be delayed, but it doesn't fade in it just suddenly turns on. Velocity can go to
ten different places, all with their own
amounts (
nice for tweaking effects in),
including such esoterica as pitch, pan, filter
Q. and sample start point.
Like on the Ell and Emax, samples can
be given a range of voices ( and therefore
individual outputs) to use. Since the El11
performs some of its processing in analog,
it can't premix multiple voices to one
output jack like all- digital units ( Roland
S550, Yamaha TX I6W, etc) can.
As mentioned abit earlier, two layers of
samples can be defined. These can be
stacked ( with delay and detune), crossfaded by position, velocity, or real-time
controller ( ie. pressure), or switched
between by velocity ( with adjustable
threshold) or external switch. Iwas slightly
disappointed that samples on the same
layer couldn't be positionally crossfaded you have to checkerboard them and set up
a number of small crossfades alternately
between the primary and secondary layers.
Up to eight presets can be stacked for a
truly mondo sound. In general, the preset
module (and the MIDI that drives it)
seems to be really well thought out.

Remembering Notes
THE

Elll

HAS

A

nice

rudimentary

algorithmic composition device built-in
that's particularly well suited for new age
music ( read: it has a comprehensive
arpeggiator). That's not E-mu's sell line,
that's mine. Many slag off putting an
arpeggiator in anything these days; it's
obvious what E- mu did is take the fun
arpeggiator built into the Emax and merely
slapped it into this beast too. No
complaints.
Next to building in an arpeggiator, one
of the most common questions these days
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is why build asequencer into an instrument
anymore. Everybody has their favorite
outboard hardware or software sequencer,
and they tend to have more features
anyway . . . The reasons aren't much
different than for building in sample editing
features, despite the widespread availability
of external sample editing packages - it's
nice to be able to do something simple
quickly at the machine. Ilike the concept of
a scratchpad sequencer that 1 can later
download the contents of to a more
"serious" compositional sequencer: others
prefer having a sequencer built in for live
performance
rather
than
hauling
a
computer around. And some just prefer
having everything in one box. Neither the
arpeggiator nor the sequencer added much

cost (except for the SMPTE); it's up to a
user's individual preference as to whether
the software development time could have
been better spent.
By the way, the Ell l's sequencer ain't no
slouch. It's at least as competent as any
hardware sequencer you can find, with
SMPTE, MIDI Time Code ( the idea of
linking this up with a Yamaha DMP7
and some automation software boggles
the mind), decent resolution ( 96ppqn),
volume levels per track, cut, copy, and
paste, step-time entry and editing, some
pretty advanced autocorrection, and the
ability to view and edit events in terms of
SMPTE timecode or bars, beats, and clocks.
It does have some shortcomings - only 16
tracks, no time slipping or rotation

The EIII for
Electronic Foley
One of E-mu's beta testers discusses the pros and cons of using the
Elll for sound effects work. Text by Bill Koepnick.
IF YOU DO sounds effects for a living,
approaching amusical instrument with black
and white keys to do electronic Foley may
seem totally alien. However, once you think of
those keys as 61 switches and triggers to a
multitude of custom sounds, it starts to make
alot of sense.
Having been anear-fanatical proponent of
the Ell for sound effects work for over two
years, Iwas ready to move up to the 23
seconds of stereo I6-bit sampling at 44.IkHz
offered by the EMI. And after much pleading
with those in power at E-mu Systems and a
check sufficient to purchase a nice mid-size
automobile, Ifinally received my beta Elll -just
in time for Christmas, 1987.
The Ell' is alogical upgrade path for studios
already using the Ell by virtue of the similarity
in terminology, layout, and overall feel of the
two machines. Aside from sound quality, one
of the biggest advantages the Elll has over the
Ell is the ability to load single samples ( say,
your favorite door slam) from anywhere on
any disk up into the preset you're currently
working on ( perhaps a bedroom riot
ensemble) - an improvement over having to
haul out your library disks to build a
performance one. However, if you have a
library of Ell sounds, be forewarned that you
will have to use Sound Designer or Alchemy
(when they become available for the EMI) to
provide the file format conversions to transfer
your library.
If you have never used asampler in your
post-production work, Ifeel the Elll is alogical
place to start. In my opinion, its audio fidelity
and ease of use are truly superior to devices of
equal or lesser cost (as well as many systems

costing several times as much). There are alot
of automated sample editing features
(covered in more detail in the body review)
which take much of the drudgery and
guesswork out of sampling and editing your
sounds. The analog and digital processing
sections of the Elll offer sound editors an
impressive array of options for manipulating
samples.
OK, as a Beta tester, you might think I
wouldn't dare say anything bad about this
machine less Ijeopardize my insider status.
But, yes, there are some things I must
mention that are less than perfect.
For example, Ihad hoped that E-mu would
have provided for an audio loop through the
sampling chain (as in the Ell) to give the user
confidence that his or her sounds are being
sampled correctly, but they had to omit that
feature due to CPU restrictions during the
sampling process. Too bad. Also, the
sequencer is a marvel of engineering allowing some functions that even the
expensive computer-based music sequencers
lack - but its implementation of timecodebased effects editing is cumbersome. It works
well, but the user is required to operate in a
fashion that seems awkward.
The most difficult problem is mass storage.
High sampling rates at I6-bit density have the
inconvenient drawback of requiring lots of
memory. Once you sample 47 seconds of
sound, how do you store it? The standard
40Meg internal hard disk is capable of
containing only five full 8Meg banks of data,
and most people are going to require more
storage. The SCSI port allows attaching up to
six more hard disks for increased storage, but I
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functions, and to drive an external device,
it forces you to create an empty preset and
assign that the outside MIDI channel ( one
of the few cases where the ElII says "To
heck with the user; we're gonna make
things easy on me here"). Overall, if you
have advanced computeritis and want to
use adedicated sequencer, you really won't
be hurting here.

Uh - the Sound?
THIS IS THE first sampler I've used in
which what came back out was aimost
exactly like what went in. Iwas scared.
That's never happened to me before.
What can be said? Clean I6- bit is cool.
There's tons of dynamic range, and the
signal's quiet. Sounds hold up under

would prefer to have fewer hard disks and a
streaming tape storage unit ... or removable
media hard disks .. . or - best yet - aWORM
(Write Once/Read Many) drive.
I've been waiting for aWORM drive for its
archival qualities, inexpensive disks (storage at
about $ 1.00 per 8Meg bank), and huge 800Meg - capacity. E-mu has been working
with Optical Media International (who
brought us the CD-ROM for the Ell) to
develop the WORM system for the EIII, and
they hope to announce availability soon. 1can
hardly wait - Idon't want to invest in more
hard disks, and saving to floppies (and
reloading from them) is incredibly tedious.
The biggest drawback to the HI in apostproduction environment is, I'm afraid,
inherent in any high quality sampler: it takes a
while to load - even from the hard disk - due
to the huge amount of data being transferred.
If you are used to the Ell loading in three
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transposition at least as well as any other
sampler I've used - low end grunge stays
away for quite a while when transposing
downwards, and I couldn't detect any
sidebands under any transposition. There
was alow level buzz that would come up
whenever Iwas in adigital editing module
(it seems to come from the pitch/scrub
wheef looping on one sample while waiting
to move), but playback was pretty clean.
And
like having real VCAs and VCFs
around - I'm sure they distort more than
their digital brethren (or having none at
all), but it makes the instrument more
musical to my ears.
Downside - the ElII just barely fails my
"true" stereo reproduction test (see
sidebar for more details).

seconds from its hard disk, you will need to
adjust to the Ell' taking about sixteen times as
long when loading afull 8Meg bank (of course,
you are loading more than five times as much
sound ( in mono), so you would need to load
les!. often). Waiting times can be reduced,
however, if you work with smaller banks of
data. The ElII now allows you to save and
reload abank of any size as opposed to the
Elt's method of saving afull 5I2K even if most
of it was unused.
So, what's the bottom line? The ElII is an
evolving instrument; the company has already
made some hardware modifications to
overcome early engineering flaws. Presently, it
is afantastic tool for post-production sound
work, and I feel confident ( based on
experiences so far) that new features will be
implemented as E-mu continues to respond to
suggestions from users.
Bill Koepnick is the principal in Zound FX,
based in Von Nuys, CA. A former drummer
+timed recording engineer turned effects
designer/editor and Foley artist, he has
several feature films and well over 100 hours
pf television (mostly cartoons) to his credit.

Conclusions
A COMPARISON Ikeep making in my
head is between the ElII and a Fairlight
Series IIX. This comes up because used
Series II's are starting to drop down under
that of a new Ell' (from a list price over
twice that), and from remembering how
many bands, studios, and megaproducers
bought one to make themselves truly big
league (that's no jab - it really happened
that way). The Fairlight was loved because
it was so powerful, and so integrated multitimbral, sampling, sample editing, a
couple of sequencers ( including the muchloved Page R, known for how quick it was
to use), pretty friendly user interface,
SMPTE, and MIDI. Cool rhythm tracks
through a whole tune could be written
solo on one of them. Ifind some mental
block in thinking of an ElII as such astarmaker, but in reality, it beats the old Series
11 in almost every category: it sounds far,
far better ( and is stereo to boot), it has
more advanced sample editing, more
voices than the base unit, and is also
multitimbral. The sequencers are a wash,
depending on working preferences. The
ElII only loses out in terms of user
interface - a four- line LCD and some
cursor buttons is no match for aCRT and
light pen.
Sure, Icould niggle about a few small
features Iwould like to see in the Ell', but
the fact of the matter is that this machine is
about as full-featured and sonically clean as
you're going to get for less than a house.
And, as mentioned at the very top, the ElII
is isolated from its competition in terms of
price and features ( it doesn't outfeature
any more expensive system; no cheaper
system outfeatures it). Therefore, you have
to make abusiness decision as to whether
or not the El11 is a fit for how you are
expecting to be making money for the next
year or so.
Me? Ipersonally found the El11 to be a
lot more refined and thorough than I
expected; Ialso found it to be abit more
cumbersome to use. And it sounds great.
Methinks the EMI is perhaps best suited for
the artist or studio who wants just one
instrument (and therefore no interfacing
hassles to deal with), who wants to and can
devote the time to sampling, perfecting the
details of those samples, who would like
(at the least) a sketchpad available to
compose them into a song, and who
requires CD quality. For that (and nothing
more, such as sophisticated synthesis), it's
the best buy available. •
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PRICE E111, $ 12,995; ElII Rack, $ 12,795; upgrade to 8
Meg, $2695 ( installation: $200).
MORE FROM E- mu Systems, Inc., 1600 Green Valley
Hills Road, Scotts Valley, CA. Tel: (408) 438-1921.
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Roland
D110

LA
Synthesizer
Roland promises to populate the world with as many D's as
Yamaha has DX's. Here's a quickie on their latest variation.
Review by Thomas J. Clement.

A

LOT CAN happen in four years.
Sitting in my rack is an " old" Roland
MKS30 Planet S. The two rack-

space Planet sports 64 internal and
64 cartridge RAM memories and
friendly analog parameters. Its sounds can
be huge, but the Planet is unfortunately
limited to six voices and only one timbre at
atime. The 1984 list price was $999.
Directly over the Planet is Roland's new
DUO, a single rack- space module with 192
sounds on- board and another 192 sounds
available via Memory Cards. The DI10
utilizes Roland's well-known LA synthesis;
the sounds may not be as fat as some of the
Planet's soup-thick timbres, but they aren't
digital- thin, either. They have a warmth, a
majesty, and a certain coolness all their
own. Up to 32 notes can be played at the
same time, and eight different timbres can
be sequenced at once via MIDI. Not
limited to keyboard lines, there's also 63
strong percussion sounds built in. In
addition, there's on- board processing like
reverb and delay, and Ican add outboard
effects to individual sounds via the DI10's
six separate outs. In other words, in one
rack height is enough power to roll out
music that four years ago would have taken
several Planets, adrum machine, and digital
effects to create. The 1988 list price? $999.

Sums and Differences
THE DI10 HAS four Timbre groups: A, B,
1, and R. Both A and B are preset with 64
Timbres each. The programmable 1group
has another 64 Timbres. The final group, R,
stores
the
63
percussion
Timbres.
"Timbre," by the way, s LAese for a
"Tone" that's had performance parameters
like pitch- bend tacked onto it ( the DI10
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responds to mod and pitch wheels, but not
to aftertouch).
The DI10 is similar to other members of
the LA family, especially the MT32, the
D110's slightly older, less sophisticated, and
$300 cheaper sibling. ( One major improvement over the MT32 is that the DII0
has a battery backed- up memory.) About
90% of the presets are from the MT32, but
they're much improved on the DI10 cleaner, louder, and often tweaked for the
better.
The MT32 and DI10 aren't exactly the
same inside ( afew Timbres sounded better
on the MT32 - ' Fantasia' and the
trombones, for example), but they're fairly
close. The major difference is that the DI10
has new and better PCM samples land
more of them). Iused Beaverton Digital's
Editor/Librarian to transfer MT32 Timbres
to the DIO. Some made the crossing
intact, while others changed. often with
pleasing results. The DI10 doesn't understand a full bank dump from an MT32
(some of the Timbres don't port over).
The D110's percussion section is another
step up from the MT32. The sounds are
meatier and, with four bass drums, six
snares, four tom sets, plenty of cymbals,
and lots of latin percussion, they're perfect
for most sequencing needs. Any Rhythm
Part can be programmed to include
percussion and LA tones. If you have a
computer, asequencer, and aD110, owning
a drum machine could quickly become
redundant.
The DUO scores big with its multitimbral
powers. It can store 64 setups called
"Patches." Each Patch features up to eight
Timbre " Parts." You can place these Parts
anywhere in the 15 stereo pan positions,

assign key range and MIDI channel for each
Part, or turn MIDI off for each Part.
There's also aPartial Reserve feature which
can give a Part " Partial priority" to help
avoid note robbing in sequences. Finally,
the Patches can be named ( up to 10
characters). Overall, this is the easiest to
use multitimbral system I've seen.
An LA synth wouldn't be true to the
D50 line if it didn't have on- board stereo
effects. The D110's processing is a big
improvement over the MT32's, but isn't
nearly as sophisticated as the DSO's ( eg. no
chorusing or EQ). There's small and
medium room, medium hall and large hall,
plate, delay 1-3 and reverb Off. Effects can
be sculpted by altering the level and time.
Unfortunately ( but not surprisingly), the
reverb covers every Part in aPatch, not the
individual Parts.
Roland must be commended for building
multiple outs into the D110, but their use is
limited. Assigning Parts to various outs
isn't done in the Patch section; it's done
when aTimbre is programmed. Therefore,
whenever you use a Timbre in a Puch, it
always has the same output assignment
unless you reprogram the Timbre. Perhaps
this is why the DI10 won't let you use any
of its internal effects for aTimbre sent to a
direct output. And kiss outputs 5 and 6
goodbye if your Patch is using any internal
effects; processing has to be shut off
completely before all six outputs can be
used.

Programming
PROGRAMMING THE DI10 isn't impossible, but it isn't easy either ( adiscussion of
LA theory is given in Music Technology's
June and July ' 87 issues, when the D50 was
originally reviewed). The DI10 lacks a few
niceties found on the D50: one LFO
instead of three, and fewer effects.
The DI10 uses asystem of editing Pages
which are first launched by pressing the
Edit button (actually, there isn't a whole
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lot that can be done without pressing the
Edit button). Remembering which Pages to
step through and how to step through
them takes some getting used to - which
brings us to the D110's user interface.
The DI10 has one of the most baffling
interfaces I've seen ( and there's some stiff
competition). First, there's the front panel.
The DI10 features two rows of eight black
buttons. They're so close together that it's
easy to quickly press the wrong button a
few times, and get thrust deep into some
unwanted editing or full dump function
(there's room on the panel to spread
things out, and obviously Iwish Roland
had). It took a while to figure out which
series of buttons to push to sample all of
the Tones. Eventually, 1came up with the
magic combination: Timbre, Edit, Group,
Bank, and Value (of course, it seems so
simple now).
If I was going to spend more time
playing than guessing, I'd have to defy the
user's credo of " Damn the documentation
-full speed ahead!" and crack the manual.
But, aha! - the plot thickens. The
reading ain't easy. In the first three pages I
meet
the
following
terms:
Partial,
Common, Structure, Part, Tone, Patch,
and Timbre ( and acast of others). Roland's
lexicon is unnecessarily inflated and the
definitions ( when given) are foggy. The
illustrations aren't much help, either.
Under the description of the 8 modes, I'm
shown a diagram - of 13 modes (there
really are only 8 - you go figure). And
there's about 100 pages of this stuff, too. In
its favor, the manual finally begins to make
sense at page 36 with the discussion of
editing.
Naturally,
Roland
is
peddling yet
another in a long line of hardware
programmers - the PG10. Perhaps they
should put warnings on their synths:
"Sounds can be edited from the panel, but
we've made it so annoying that you'll
hopefully want to foot $ 399 for one of our
external programmers." Now, in fairness,
knobs and switches for easy programming
do cost money, and the philosophy in
leaving them off the base unit is to not
charge owners who don't bother to
program ( all too many). However, those
of us who do feel slightly stung.

Problems With Being Early
BUT THE DI10 has more problems than
just a poor manual. My D110's display
window occasionally shows gibberish, a
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combination of English, strange designs,
and what appears to be Japanese. This,
coupled with the fact that some Patches
that l'ie saved don't stay saved, but instead
mutate when Imove to another Patch ( a
glitch I've been able to repeat!), probably
means that Roland didn't work all the bugs
out before the DI10 went to market.
When Icalled . oland about some of
these problems, 1 encountered a temporary dead-end. It's not that the tech
peol>e don't want to help, it's just that the
person Italked to hadn't received a DIIC
by the time Ihad been able to buy mine off
the shelf. Not very reassuring.
Later, Roland informed me that many of
my problems had to do with slaving the
DI10 from an Ensoniq EPS. Apparently, the
DI10 has avery small MIDI buffer, which is
easily overflown by the gobs of polyphonic
aftertouch information the EPS sends ow..
Roland is going to reset my machine and
feels that will cure most ( if not all) of my
problems; meanwhile, I'm going to set up
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Der Verdict
THIS BEAST SOUNDS fabulous ( if you
don't believe me, listen to the eight built-in
ROM demos). It's a flexible all-arounder
and apowerful tool.
Time is music, though, and learning the
DI10 wastes a lot of time. But whenever I
got frustrated with the interface, I just
stopped, played those beautiful "Timbres,"
and tried again. The DI10 is aspirin for the
ears. It's too bad it can also be an
occasional headache. •
PRICE $999
MORE
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MVP- 113S8 and Microsoft® Windows
with an IBM® PC/XT/AT will let you get the KCiRG® DS-8 or 707 under
control with features like:
•Simulated DS-8 LCD to, familiar orientation to synth interface
•Graphic envelope editing for easy envelope changes
•One slider per parameter for quick and easy parameter changes
•Combination editor to create multi Umbral setups
•Create, edit, and sort up to two banks and a master library
MVP-DS8 requires a PC running Microsoft Windows 1.0 or 2.0 and able
to run Windows Write. A mouse and hard drive are highly recommended.
The retail price is $ 119.95. MC/Visa/COD/Check.

7308-C East Independence Blvd., Suite 310
Charlotte, NC 28212 (704) 536-3093
Trademarks and Registered Trademarks: MVP-: Playroom Software; KORG:Korg USA:
Microsoft. Windows:Microsoft Corporation; IBM:international Business Machines Corportation
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SDX KEYBOARD SAMPLER
New version 2software features:
16 programmable splits, (all up to 16
voicepotyphonic). *
9samples pet 'spilt (
3selectétby midi
note, 3by dynamic). .
144 samples aOcessible from akeyboard.
16 Programmable tracking' filters, '
Pitch bend by split. "
•
321iser definable x-facfe split gradients.
Layering of upo 16 seunds.
programmable LFOs (4per voice)
routed fo pitch,-amPlitucte, filter cut off,
pan and x-fadé layer balance.
96, 5point envelopes per.voice) controlled by dynainiCs and MC note..
LFOs independently controlled by any
MIDI controller number or .after tote.. '
41.F(YwaltefarmS, sine, ramp, reverse
random pluSfixed level offset
,

16 bit linear sampling ge.
.
441
fvffelMuntalisecencfs-0 44 1khz. .
•.
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Yamaha GIO MIDI Guitar System
rackmount " brains" of the system, the GIOC,
via a special 7- meter long cord. The signals
from the guitar are then processed and sent
out the GIOC's MIDI Out port ( it also has a
Thru port and an In for Sys Ex dumps).
Though it may provide more flexibility, this II
two-piece system seems more cumbersome
than the all- in- one approach taken by the
Casio MIDI guitars and the Beetle system.
They both allow you to simply connect a
MIDI cable straight from the guitar into
whatever synth you're using. Other connections on the GIOC include jacks for a
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The secret is sonar in the company's long-awaited MIDI guitar
system. Pret tett k Bob (.)' Donnell.
THE HISTORY OF products which attempt
to allow guitarists to play synthesizers has not
been apretty one. From the mid-' 70s days of
the infamous and ill-fated Arp Avatar up to
the present day of the SynthAxe and the
Stepp guitars. quite afew manufacturers have
bet it all and lost on the hopes that their
product would be the one that would
connect the millions of guitar players with the
joys of synthesis.
A few months ago, however, agreat deal of
hope and anticipation was created by the
announcements from several companies
(notably Passac. Beetle and Zeta) who
claimed to have finally overcome the
technical hurdles that prevented most guitar
synth systems from really working in a way
that makes sense to guitarists. Finally, it
seemed, guitarists were going to have several
workable alternatives for making the leap to
MIDI. Strangely enough, now some of these
same companies are starting to hedge their
bets, saying that maybe the MIDI guitar
market is never really going to reach the
enormous proportions that many people
originally envisioned.
Meanwhile, industry giant Yamaha continued to quietly work on their version of a
MIDI guitar controller - an instrument that
some felt would be the answer for guitarists
looking to take part in the MIDI revolution.
With the imminent release of the funkyshaped GIO Guitar MIDI Controller and
GIOC Guitar MIDI Converter, it's clear that
the price alone will prevent the new Yamaha
system from becoming astandard addition to
most guitarists' equipment collections. On
the other hand, it does look to be asignificant
addition to the professional market.
MT AUGUST 1988

The approach Yamaha has taken with the
GIO and GIOC is that of a dedicated MIDI
controller. It uses asingle set of . 016 gauge
(G-string size) undamped guitar strings and
has no conventional pickups or output jacks
(and therefore produces no sound of its
own).
The technology used by the GIO system to
convert guitar performance into MIDI data
(which bears a striking resemblance to the
system
used
in the
Beetle Quantar,
previewed in these pages last month) is the
main thing that helps separate it from the rest
of the field. To quote the Yamaha literature,
"An ultrasonic sound is transmitted along the
strings and the fingered fret is determined by
analyzing the reflected wave - sort of a
musical ' sonar' system." The whole process
supposedly occurs in well under amillisecond
so that no delays of the type found in systems
which use pitch- to- MIDI conversion occur
(see the review of the Casio PG380
elsewhere in this issue for more on the
topic). The velocity of the note is determined
by 3 separate electromagnetic pickup,
referred to by Yamaha as a string velocity
sensor, and a third pickup, using " optical
shutter" technology, is used to detect string
bends.
The three pickups work in tandem to
produce a system which is supposed to be
able to accurately track things like muting,
bends, hammer-ons and pulloffs. Ihaven't
actually worked with the GIO - this is a
preview, after all - but reports from those
who tried it at the Frankfurt trade show
(where it was introduced) suggest that it
does an excellent job of tracking.
The GIO guitar connects to the two space

single footswitch and a single foot pedal,
which can be assigned to control avariety of a
parameters per GIO program, and two jacks
for incrementing and decrementing through
the 64 available GIO programs ( an additional
64 can be stored on an external RAM4
cartridge).
You can also select synth programs from
the GIO itself, which has two program select
buttons located along the bottom edge of the
guitar and an LED along the top edge to
show you what program you've selected.
Next to the program inc/dec buttons are
two programmable control wheels - almost
like miniature pitch and mod wheels - which
can be assigned to things like volume,
modulation, portamento time, panning, etc.
You can also assign the whammy bar to
performance controls like pitch- bend. In
addition, the GIO features an overall sensitivity control ( the GIOC features individual
gain knobs per string) and abreath controller
input. All in all, apretty extensive degree of
performance control.
Programs on the GIOC include volume,
transposition, velocity curve ( four preset and
four programmable) and MIDI channel per
string,
mute
level,
program
changes,
controller assignments and other parameters.
Though the GIOC does not produce any
sounds of its own, within its memory Yamaha
has stored a special group of patches and
performance parameters for the TX8IZ and
TX802 synths - designed and programmed to
be used specifically with the GIO system. You
can dump these into the respective synths via
the G1OC's MIDI Out. It's a trickly little
incentive to buy a Yamaha synth as your
sound source. Smart, too, in that anything
other than a keyboard controller needs
something other than keyboard- oriented
patches to best show it off - and Yamaha has
always tried to provide plug- in- and- go
services to their customers.
The odd shape of the guitar and the
system's price may make the GIO atough sell
for Yamaha, but if it works well as an
expressive and effective controller, these
considerations may not matter. Only time
will tell.
•
PRICE $2499 for GIO and GIOC
MORE FROM Yamaha, DMI Division, PO Box 6600.
Buena Park, CA 90622. Tel: ( 714) 522-9011.
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The question to avoid from the Master of the Mystical: What's
New? Reviews by Yung Dragen.
THE TOPIC OF this month's pseudophilosophical ramblings is the word " neo." I
asked afew months ago if anything could be
neo. No one answered ( and when Ithrew
the IChing, the sticks wouldn't even shake
out of the can). Iguess I'm just trying to find
some
grounding
to
tie
the
term
"neoclassical" to without resorting to
reincarnation; what Bach did really has no
more to do with this month's collection of
neoclassical tapes ( there are some other
styles here, but there's nothing resembling a
yin/yang sort of balance) than does Scritti
Politti. Yet it's a term that gets applied to
"serious" music that's modern in nature kinda like the same pigeonholing jazz gets,
but without the beat.
The best example is Glenn Meade's
three- movement demo of his " new music for
synthesizer orchestra." Glenn " has been
writing contemporary orchestral, chamber,
solo, and musical- drama works since 1975,"
and his three- page list of compositions does
indeed look like that of asemi- important new
local (to the Chicago area) serious composer. Instead of writing at the piano and
training others to perform his works, he
employs his MIDI "orchestra" consisting of

«

.

Yamaha TX8I6 and FB01 synths, an Oberheim Matrix 6, a Mirage, and the ubiquitous
CZI01. All are driven with a Roland master
keyboard and recorded into aMac.
The three pieces (' Momenta,' 1n Motion In Repose' and ' Rondo') all feature fairly
bland but uninsulting, mostly percussive
timbres that electronic neoclassical composers seem to prefer ( the Dan Schaaf
Ensemble comes to mind, who, by the way,
have recently submitted a much improved
second tape). These pieces are tonal - while
still having challenging sections - and show
confidence and maturity. When I listen
closely, I'm impressed. They are, however, a
bit lacking in human emotion to keep my
interest from
wandering.
Nonetheless,
Glenn, you're good now, and more years of
study will further you down your path.
Stepping left into a slightly different
continuum finds Bruce Maccabee and The
Joy of Ivories, Part II. The music here consists
of personal compositions split between
neoclassical and piano boogie woogie. Bruce
uses an ESQI, Mirage, and Roland CRI000
drum machine to compose on; and he details
in his letter how various pieces came about
from collecting jams, or laying down scratch

01. 1•••••.101.1....d,

Glenn Meade
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parts on the sequencer to layer over ( and
replacing the scratch lines later). ' Mountain
Storm' is a dark one- pass composition that
starts off with a wonderfully ominous low
string part that then wanders aimlessly
around some very good themes and ideas.
This is followed by ' Smooth Sailing,' which is a
laidback, wistful instrumental that also
features some nice chords, but doesn't grab.
The rest can be quite unfairly dismissed as
boogie riffing at the piano that sounds fun,
but also, unfortunately is not riveting. Bruce skills and talents are wasted if one doesn't
latch onto alight ( inner or outer) to follow
(or at least stare at constantly while moving
in that general direction).
Ikeep invoking the name of Jaxon Crow as
mantra for those who want to do interesting,
soothing electronics without being seduced
by the current opiate of the masses, New
Age music. Jaxon has formed acassette label
(Neon Tetra) with some friends, and sent a
handful of their first releases along with a
letter.
Crow's new cassette, Amazonia, is a
pleasant if ever so slightly weak follow-up to
his own Nextworld. Amazonia is less dense,
and shows agreater variety of styles ( to its
benefit and detriment). The first and last
pieces are the best ( the first including areal
nice breathy flute inflected in atotally nonflute manner; the latter is ameditative water
piece composed with Music Mouse); in
between are pleasant Nextworld spinoffs
along with an annoying, harshly clanging
"dance of the spirits" style piece and one that
sounds like " short theme for MIDI stack."
However, calling this bad would be like
calling any one of Bach's Brandenburgs an
obvious slump.
Jaxon
pairs
with
David
Price
for
Alphawaves and deals up a denser, cloudier
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version of Nextworld that Ireally like ( hazes
of sequences, sounds and unusual drum
machines). Even hazier is David Price and
Tim Boone as Square Wave - Scubatronics.

and Godley lyric, " Does getting into Zappa/
mean getting out of zen?" The last cut, ' Idle
Ju Ju,' is the first time I've been relieved to
hear adrum machine come in, because Ray

We're thoroughly underwater at this point;
one side was amazingly performed live ( with
Will Clay on sax waaaay in the background).
These two are great for having your
neighborhood meditational class over.
Jaxon's psychedelic rock band is BYOTV Flirting With Disaster. Teamed with James E.
Flory Ill and J.D. Haight, we get a twisted,
quirky acid rock version of his meditative
efforts complete with fascinating lyrics
("Come and see what 1have done/I think
I've killed him with my gun/With alittle more
light Icould see/It's just acriminal mystery").
One of my all-time favorite tapes. Ipretty
much want everything on his label.
Another sideways shift to another neoclassical alternate universe, and Ifind Ray
Brunelle and his first tape, The Fall of the
House of 1ponemo. Ray is another percussionist who has used MIDI and a slew of
equipment to create semi-serious music. This
again falls into the class of Simmons MTM
music that Paul M. Van Patten and Bob
Gatzen have previously submitted ( fragmented times, percussive chords and notes),
but Ray applies more flow and melody. The
lead cut, ' Equal Amounts of the Same Thing,'
is perhaps one of the most successful pieces
of this genre. The third cut, 'The Powered
Himalayas,' starts to sound like travelog
music; the fifth and title cut ( which closes
side one) sounds like a cross between the
timbres of Patrick Gleeson's staid electronic
version of The Planets and an alternate
universe version of Alan Parson's 'The Fall of
the House of Usher' ( heavy themes, rain, and
the like, but too few ideas for seven minutes).
'The Talking People' is a humorous runand- hide piece with treated gibberish voices,
but the jokes get old quick. This is followed
by a twelve- minute opus (' Eleven Bucks')

MIDI-TECH will provide you with
the help you need in designing
your MIDI set-up— FREE. You will have
access to any of our Professional
Consultants, who will assist you with
your needs. That's not all — MIDITECH can provide hands-on training and after-the-sale SUPPORT.
FREE GIG BAG! Ask for details.
For one of the largest selections in
the midwest in computers, MIDI software, MIDI interfaces and more...
Byron Fordham
creates some really nice patterns, sparsely
weaved around a good collection of chords
and timbres. Ray is closer around the ring to
musical enlightenment than most of the
percussion- heavy artists I've heard so fr.
Alas, I end this month's séance with
another songwriter that is falling short of the
mark. Byron Fordham is writing and
producing adult- oriented tunes at home with
a Roland HS60 and Dr. Rhythm drum
machine. He submits aharmless, lightweight,
fast- paced instrumental called ' My Cup of T
that gets bogged down by a lack of variety
and attempts to comp astring pad faster than
the patch can articulate it. The second cut, a
spacey love song called ' Startrip,' is based on
adream Byron had of awoman that came to
him, and they flew out among the stars.
Again, it comes off abit too light and syrupy,
and attention is not paid to selected sounds the echo on the voice garbles the line, instead
of enhancing it. It seems that too often
songwriters aren't looking at a big enough
universe when they compose - they please
themselves with a nice idea, but don't hold
their match up to the candle of the rest of the
world.
New worlds ( and for that matter, musical
genres) are being created faster than names
for them. And you know. Ithink Iprefer this
bit of chaos in my world more than perfect
Western order. Until next month ...
Contact Addresses:
Glenn T. Meade, 734 South Lyman, Oak Park, IL
60304.
Bruce Maccabee did not provide an address.
Jaxon Crow do Neon Tetra Productions, PO
Box 222311, Dallas, TX 75222-2311
Ray Brunelle 212 1
/ Miller Avenue, Portsmouth,
2
NH 03801. Tapes are $7.95 ppd.
Byron Fordham, (
301) 963-9382.

that is too light again for my tastes - which
then leaves me to wonder if I've had too
many TM sessions and can't take humor in
music ( Ican, but it's gotta be Zappa, Creme
and Godley, or Devo) - kinda like the Creme
MT AUGUST 1988

Send your demo-tape, abiography, equipment
details, and full color charcoal portrait ( if you
have one) to:
Readers' Tapes, Music
Technology, 22024 Lassen St., Suite 1(8,
Chatsworth, CA 91311.
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"LET TI1E MUSIC PLAY!

MONDAY- SATURDAY 9AM- 9PM CENTRAL

1-800-243-MIDI
1-312-816-8154
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5119.95

4139.95

including
wheels
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top shelf
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Including
wheels

Mheel Sets
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-estalledl

88

559.95

f574 95 in oak
or birch)

Introducing the Best Value
in 19" Rack Mount Furniture,
• Av.rjJ,rltJ,

n Onk or 8,, rl pJy or C3,0, Black

• 2 sizes holding up to 8or 18 rack spaces of gear
it Heavy duty locking wheels included with DIS 8. W18
Optional 15x22" removable top shelf for drum
machine. computer tape deck. etc
• COMenrent hand holds for easy mobility
▪ Black equipment mounting screws & washers provided

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE I
• SHIPPED FULLY ASSEMBLED
• SHIPPED UPS FREE OF CHARGE
• M/C F. v1SA ACCEPTED
•ALLOW 2WEEKS FOR DELIvE.
SAUSALITO CRAFTS/0RM
20 B. 1792
Sausakto. CA 94966

415-332-3392
1-800-332-3393
A

— DEALER INOLIIRIES INVITED —
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MAXI MIDI.
MIDI equipment is the best thing ever to happen to musicif you can use it the right way. Too bad that most equipment
owner manuals read like awiring diagram and are about as
tough to follow.

pick up on this material faster, more easily, and snore
thoroughly than you ever thought possible (
just ask any one
of our thousands of readers).

Written by Experts.

But now there's help for the musician who wants to get the
most from his MIDI equipment without having to get adegree
in computer engineering first - the popular, easy-to- read MIDI
music books from Alexander Publishing.
Don't think that just because our popular books are
unbelievably easy to comprehend, they're only asuperficial
skimming of the subject- far from it. The fact is, Alexander
Publishing books give MIDI musicians like you such asolid,
comprehensive understanding of how to get the most from their
MIDI-equipped gear that we've earned enthusiastic
recommendations from Yamaha, Ensoniq, Korg, Oberheim,
and other leaders in the MIDI equipment field. And if that
weren't enough, our proven learning systems are used by Cornell
and Duquesne Universities, the U.S. Navy School of Music, the
U.S. Air Force Bands, and other renowned institutions.

Written in English, Not Gibberish.

When we publish abook, we don't fool around with second
best. Our authors include LORENZ RYCHNER, Synthesis
Dept. Program Director, the Grove School of Music...
CHARLES KOECHLIN, the man who orchestrated for
Debussy and Cole Porter... TERRY GRIFFEY, Chief MIDI
Consultant for the U.S. Air Force Bands... DAN WALKER,
Synthesizer Instructor, Brookhaven College... DAVID
CRIGGER, known around the world for his Drum Drops
albums... to name afew.

Maxi Learning- Mini Cost.
Each information-packed book from Alexander Publishing is
the equivalent of hours of classroom training- if you could find
it. Yet the cost is about what you'd pay for acouple of record
albums- in most cases, under $20. And many come complete
with audio cassettes giving you over three-quarters of an hour of
recorded musical examples.
You paid agood chunk of money for your MIDI equipment.

Alexander Publishing offers you easy-to-understand books
that help you get aquick grasp of how to use your MIDI
equipment to the max. We call our books " Learning Systems,"
because they're written the way you've told us you want to
learn, not the way we think you "should" learn. But what we
call our books isn't important- what is important is that you'll

Why not get all your money's worth from your equipment - and
use all your musical potential- with the MIDI learning systems
from Alexander Publishing? Try us: We guarantee you'll learn
more- and more quickly- than you thought possible. Order
your Alexander Publishing books now, and start getting the
most from your music!

ORDER THESE ALEXANDER PUBLISHING BOOKS NOW!

MUSIC MAKER PUBLICATIONS
22024 Lassen Street
Chatsworth, CA 91311

The Yamaha DX711/DX71IFD

TO ORDER: Fill in titles below, complete name and
address information, and mail coupon to address
above, with check or money order. Please add $2.50
shipping and handling per title. CA residents, add
6.5% sales tax. Allow 3to 4weeks for delivery.
FOR FASTER SERVICE, call (818) 407-0744 for
MasterCard or Visa orders.

$21.95

Yamaha DX7S

$21.95

Yamaha TX8:Z

$ 19.95

Yamaha TX81Z Sounds
Yamaha FB01

$29.95
$9.98

Roland D50 Right Now

$9.98

How to Be Successful In Music Without
Overpaying Your Dues
$ 19.95
How to Stay Booked
aYear in Advance

$ 18.95

NEW TITLES!

Programming the Roland D50

$24.95

The Freshman Year - 3rd Edition

$39.95

Korg DSS-I Sampler

$34.95

Advanced D50 Programming, Vol I

$ 19.95

Revised Ensoniq ESQ-1, Vol I

$24.95

Roland PRIO0 Sequencer

$ 17.95

Ensoniq SQ80, Vol I:
Sequencing and Recording Handbook

$ 19.95

Ensoniq SQ80 Drum Set Handbook

$21.95

How to Make Your Drum Machine Sound
Like A Drummer: (Specify Make/Model:
Yamaha RX5, Yamaha RX11/15, Roland
TR505, Roland TR707, Roland TR626,
Korg DDD-1, Korg DDD-5) $29.95
All Make-and-Model Version of Above:
Casio CZ101
Murphy's Law MIDI Book

$21.95

$ 14.95
$ 19.95

The Professional Writing Series:
-Orchestrating The Melody (Koechlin) .$ 17.95
-Advanced String Writing (Koechlin) $29.95
Kawai K1, Vol. I

$ 17.95

Yamaha TX802

$ 19.95

Ensoniq SQ80 Programming Guide $24.95
Yamaha QX5 Sequencer

$24.95

Kawai K5: Vol 1, Operations

$ 17.95

Teach Yourself Keyboard Playing
and Improvisation
-Vol. I
$21.95
-Vol. II
$21.95
The Instant Composer, Vol. I

Korg 707 Operations & Tweaking Book

$ 17.95

101 Songwriting and Composing
Techniques

$9.98

$21.95

(please print)
Street

Apt. #

City
State

Zip

Telephone (
PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING TITLES:

How To Do A Demo-Quality Recording
in Your Bedroom
$ 19.95
Sequencing and Arranging Series:
-Vol I, Arranging the Whole Song $ 19.95
-Vol. II, Basic String Writing
(with tape)
$24.95
-Vol III, Arranging for Woodwinds
(with tape)
$ 19.95
-Vol. IV, Arranging for Brass, Strings
and Percussion (with tape)
$ 19.95

Recording, Syncing and Synths

Name

$ 17.95

Total Order Amount: 5,
Plus $2.50 S&H per title: S
CA Sales Tax: $
TOTAL ENCLOSED: S
MT1
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Rock, pop, rap, heavy metal is this part of your concept of
Contemporary Christian
music? To initiate aseries of
interviews with artists working
in particular genres, we take a
glimpse into the technology
and philosophy behind two of
today's top Christian
artists - Amy Grant and
Michael W. Smith.
Interview by Wheat Williams III.

BELMONT

D

OING AN ARTICLE on
Contemporary Christian music
seemed pretty radical to me at first,
especially for amagazine like Music
Technology. For some reason, Itend
to pigeonhole the breadth of amagazine
into awell-defined area - like TV Guide
should only interview people in television,
Creem should only interview heavy metal
acts, and MT should only interview people
who are first and foremost famous for using
electronics. You know what Imean - they
should play it safe. No reason to go out on
alimb.
"But realize," says Don Roberts, a
technological consultant to the music
industry in Nashville, "that the
Contemporary Christian music we record in
this town, and the tours we put on, are up
to the same high standards of technical
excellence you'll find in LA, New York ...
anywhere. And the artistic creativity is on a
par with anybody's."
OK, so maybe pigeonholing the kind of
interview Music Technology should run is
just as absurd as, say, trying to keep an
artist locked into aparticular classification
ofsmusic. Perhaps these labels only serve to
alienate listeners who would otherwise be
able to enjoy all kinds of music. Maybe this
labeling process hurts everyone.
Istarted thinking about some of my
favorite pop/rock bands who haven't been
labeled as Contemporary Christian acts, yet
express agood deal of Christian values in
MT AUGUST 1988
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their music - U2, Mr. Mister, The Call,
Bruce Cockburn, Earth, Wind & Fire,
Deniece Williams, Aretha Franklin - and
soon realized there are hundreds of them.
So why should there be such ahuge
distinction between those folks and the
artists who want to call themselives
Contemporary Christian musicians? Why
the prejudice agaiast these acts? And why
would anyone choose to use alabel that
might prevent them from becoming a
commercial success?
A goad number of musicians do decide
ta identify themselves with this genre,
however. Superb instrumental artists
include rock guitarist Phil Keaggy,
producer/lceyboardist Michael °martian,

and classical guitarist Christopher
Parkening. There are progressive rock artists
like Petra and Michael W. Smith, and
heavy metal bands like Stryper and
Bloodgood. Amy Grant is an adult
contemporary artist. Artists like Gary
Chapman (Grant's husband) and Bil?y
Sprague record country-flavored Christian
music. There are even Christian rap acts,
like Michael Peace. Now, please; somebody
tell me why they've gone for the Christian
label.
'There is acamaraderie among most of
the people who do Contemporary Christian
music because they can hardly pay the
bills," says Amy Grant, the tour-time
Grammy award winner. "They want toll>
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communicate their feelings, so they stick it
out with this genre of music even though it
has anegative reputation with many people.
There are some great musicians that will
never make awidespread mark on the
musical community of their day because
they have chosen to communicate Christ in
their lyrics."
"I really think that there is alot of high
quality music to be found here," adds
Brown Bannister, one of the genre's most
respected producers. "In fact there is a
sense in which people in Christian music

Amy Grant
shoot for ahigher degree of excellence.
There's not as much money to be made or
to invest in this music as you find in the
mainstream industry. The market isn't as
large. It's really amazing how far it has come
with as many impairments as it has. It just
comes down to the talent and integrity of
the artists."
Of course, not everyone would agree
with that assessment, as Grant relates.
"There are some musicians that would
never make it in any other area except for
contemporary Christian music."
"There's good quality and bad quality in
any musical genre, isn't there?" asks
Bannister in response. "I'd recommend that
people try to get to know the artist and not
worry about the label so much. Sometimes
you have to dig below the surface before
you really find out what it's all about."
Michael W. Smith, Christian rock's bestknown keyboardist and 1985 Grammy
winner, echoes the point. "Ithink what
we're doing is just as good or better than a
lot of stuff that's out there. It seems like
the only thing that makes Christian music
Christian music is the lyrics. If anybody
heard my records and didn't know anything
about them, they'd think, this guy's making
pop music. Labels confuse the issue. And I
think I'm tired of trying to figure it out. I
just need to do my thing and make the best
32

records possible."
Perhaps the most insightful information
came from Don Butler, august Executive
Director of the Gospel Music Association,
which awards the industry's equivalent of
the Grammys, the Dove Awards.
"Contemporary Christian music is part of a
larger form called 'Gospel, ' " he explains,
"which merely means good news. What
happened in the case of Contemporary
Christian music is that in the early Sixties it
was derisively called 'Jesus music,'
associated with 'Jesus freaks.' It first hit the

scene in LA, and people like Gary McGuire
and Larry Norman got it started. They were
Christians, and yet they were bred into the
rock idiom. They wanted to do their style
of music and the church wouldn't let them.
And that's when they went to the streets
and coffeehouses. They wanted to play the
rock style, but they wanted to let people
know that they were Christians."
Christian music is, admittedly, sometimes
hard for those not involved with it to
understand. Grant observes, "Ithink some
lyrics are written on the premise that we all
have this certain common experience that's
going to unlock the meaning of the lyric.
And Ithink that can be seen from the
outside as being exclusive."
Consider this: when you talk about your
music to another electronic musician, you
don't hesitate to load your conversation
with comments about frequency response,
envelope generators, overtones and MIDI
status bytes. Those terms are the vernacular
of your language. But if you have ever tried
to explain your music to anon-technical
friend, you know that you could not expect
him to understand those terms, so you
would describe your music in alanguage he
speaks. Similarly, some Christian music
addresses lyrics in avernacular that is
understandable and familiar only to people
who spend agreat deal of their lives going

to church and learning about the Bible. Not
all Christian musicians take this approach,
however.
"As Christians, the last thing that we
should be is exclusive," asserts Grant. In
her own writing, she seems to be
particularly sensitive to and avoids the
problems that occur from explaining the
world with simple black and white
dogmatic answers. Instead, she thrives in a
world of greys and is able to communicate
those feelings in and through her music.
"On this new album (Grant's I
1
th, Lead
Me On, on A&M Records) you don't feel
like 'Hey, I'm not amember of that club!'
when you listen to it," explains Bannister.
"It's more spiritual in ageneral way."
"When Istarted it, A&M wanted me to
express who Ireally was, not just to record
hit pop tunes," says Grant. "During tracking
sessions Igave birth to my first child,
Matthew. As far as writing this album, I
kept thinking, 'What if something happened
to me before Matt and Ihad achance to
talk about life? How would he know who I
really was?' He'd be thinking, 'Gee, my
mom was aChristian singer. What does
that mean? Iwonder what she really
thought about God.' Ifound myself
needing to say things on this album that
I've never felt the need to say before. Ifelt
areal need to just be painfully honest.
Radically real. It's like saying, 'Do you want
to see the reality of Jesus in my life? Here I
am. And this is what it's like. And if you
can come to understand God by looking at
me, go ahead.' "
Two tracks off Lead Me On stand out as
being particularly revealing: the Janis Ianpenned 'What About the Love' and Grant's
own 'Faithless Heart,' which she admits to
nearly pulling from the album on two
different occasions. The latter deals with
the occasional thoughts of infidelity which
pass through amarried woman's mind.
Grant was worried about the perceptions it
would create in others. "Iwas thinking, 'I
don't want people to be needling my
relationship with Gary (Chapman, her
husband). 1don't want anybody to try to
put aname and aface on who I'm singing
about.' There are amillion names and faces,
OK? But then Ithought, 'Look, if you were
not singing and you were sitting in your
room at night listening to records, would
you want someone to sing this song to you?
Would you want somebody to articulate
what was already there in your heart?' And
Ithought, 'Yes!' so 1put it on."

G

RANT'S LAST ALBUM,
Unguarded, was atechnological
tour-de-force of dance rhythms,
drum machines, keyboards,
sequencers and Brown Bannister's
skillful production. Bannister believes that
her new album reflects anewfound
maturity, musically and lyrically. The title
track is asoaring arena-rocker, dealing with
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the pain and suffering of the American
slaves of the Old South, and with the
persecution and extermination of the Jews
at Auschwitz under the Nazis. But it is a
triumphal song.
The rest of this 62- minute album has an
easier musical feel, abit reminiscent of
Bruce Homsby's sound. "This time out,
there are no sequencers, no drum
machines, although alittle sequencing will
be needed on tour," explains Bannister.
The technological edge is still there, but
it wears adifferent mantle. "Lead Me On
was tracked live, with all the musicians in
the same pair of rooms in the Bennett
House in Franklin, Tennessee," continues
Bannister. "It's an old Victorian mansion,
with astudio behind the house, but I
wanted to use anatural setting. So we took
an 8" PVC pipe, knocked awindow out of
the house, drilled ahole in the wall of the
control room out back and ran over amile
of Monster Cable through the pipe. The
engineer in the control room
communicated with everybody by aseries
of closed circuit TV monitors.
"Most of the musicians were set up in
the living room. We put the drums in abay
window of the parlor, which has aloose
floor, because we wanted alot of vibration
-totally opposite to what the recording
technology dictates," laughs Bannister.
"We put the guitars in with the drummer
in that room, and then we put the
keyboards in the second room: Shane
Keister, who relies on aSynclavier that I
co-own with him; Robbie Buchannan; and
Michael W. Smith. Alan Pasqua's PPG was
used on virtually all the overdubs."
"My Synclavier has 100kHz stereo
sampling and the new mouse-driven N
series software," explains Shane Keister.
"We actually recorded the entire piano part
on 'If These Walls Could Speak,' played on
a13t5sendeorfer grand, direct to disk on
the Synclavier at another studio. For the
other tracks, Iused my Fairlight llx,
an Oberheim Matrix 12, an OB8, and a
MID1'd Oberheim Four-Voice analog (serial
number 0024), along with aYamaha DX5,
an Ensoniq ESQ1, and aMemorymoog. We
also had aRoland MKS20 and aSuper
Jupiter. Icontrolled everything from a
Yamaha KX88.
"Robbie Buchannan used aKX88 as well,
and his gear included an Akai sampler, a
Sequential Vector synth, aPPG, ai* X816 ,
an OB8, aSuper Jupiter, aMinimoog, and
the first Roland D550 rackmount ever
made, which arrived while we were
tracking," says Keister.
"Benmont Tench, of Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers, was flown in to play a
Hammond B-3 organ that's on several
tracks," reveals Smith.
Bannister continues: "We put the bass
player and the two guitarists in the same
rooms with the keys and the drummer, but
we ran cables and pur the guitar amps in
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separate bedrooms and the bass amp in a
stone cellar with aunique frequency
response. Iwasn't quite expecting the
results, but we ended up not using any
processing like echo or reverb on the
guitars. The drums were all recorded with
natural room ambience - no AMS, no
Lexicon, no nothing. We didn't even gate
the microphones.
"The whole album was recorded on the
Mitsubishi X850 digital 32-track. But the
use of purely acoustic ambience, plus the
fact that Imixed the album with Shelly
Yakus in LA, who has ahealthy distrust of
digital recording, contributed to avery
analog warmth."

M

ICHAEL W. SMITH will be
touring with Amy Grant in Europe
in late August when his fifth
album, 12 (EYE), is scheduled for
release. His last album, 1986's The
Big Picture, was atechnological assault of
progressive rock, recorded at The Power
Station in New York and produced by John
Potoker (of Mick Jagger fame). Complete
with Synclaviers and Fairlights, and making
the most innovative use of drum machines
and percussion samples I've ever heard,
Picture was augmented by session players
like bassist Tony Levin (Peter Gabriel, King
Crimson) and heavy metal guitarists Eddie
Martinez and Dann Huff. Smith's gritty,
distinctive tenor voice at times took on a
surprisingly lyrical quality.
The songs on Picture are arelentlessly

bridge where Michael's unprocessed voice
faded naturally into the same lyric in a
completely synthetic vocoder sound."
The lyrics of the songs Smith and Wayne
Kirkpatrick wrote for Picture deal with the
serious problems of maintaining integrity
and self-esteem in modem society. Most of
the songs' themes were actually suggested
by letters from Smith's younger fans.
i2 (EYE) displays amore personal lyrical
bent, and most of the recording was done
in Smith's own home in Franklin,
Tennessee. It began in the Bennett House
just after tracking Amy Grant's album.
Smith was involved in playing keyboards for
her at the tracking stage. "Then we cut our
own tracks in 32-track digital, and made a
slave copy to 24- track analog. 1continued
working on the album in the studio in my
house, which has an Oran 24-track and a
Trident 80B console with Mastermix
automation. And so all the vocals and
overdubs went down analog. Here at
Sixteenth Avenue Sound Studios in
Nashville, we are syncing the original
Mitsubishi digital tracks back up with my
analog machine and mixing down to digital.
So we've got both. We preserved the
drums and the bass and alot of the guitars
digitally."
Smith has always been right at home with
synths and studio technology. He was one
of the first to use digital FM synthesis on
an album, in the form of the Yamaha GS!
and GS2, before MIDI.
"The GS synths have aheavier sound.
And I'm still nor convinced that you can
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L- R: Bill Whittington ( engineer), Wayne Kirkpatrick, and Michael Smith.

paced montage of sequenced counterpoint,
samples of found sounds and radio dialog,
wailing guitars, and Shane Keister's
trademark vocoder work.
"Yes, that's me," says Keister, "on an old,
rare 16-channel Moog vocoder from 1978.
Only 500 were made. Iusually use it with
an Electrovoice RE microphone to
modulate an Oberheim synth with atwopole filter. We doubled vocals and string
lines. On one song we were able to do a

duplicate that kind of sound on aDX7," he
says. "So Istill use them, even on this
album. I'm aYamaha endorser, but lately
I've really come to love the Roland D50,
and there will be alot of it on this album,
too." From his home studio, Smith has
brought along two D5O's, aYamaha TX816,
aDX711FD, aKurzweil 1000SX String
Expander, aRoland MKS20 piano module,
and an Emulator II- HD jokingly restenciled
to read 'Emulator III.' Smith's ancient>
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L- R: Don and Doug Roberts.

I> Roland SVC vocoder sits in acorner,
unused for the moment.
"Back home," says Don Roberts, "Smith
also has aDX1, an old Prophet 5, aRoland
Super Jupiter and an Oberheim Matrix 6R."
"I control everything from aYamaha
KX88 and aQX1 sequencer, even the GS2.
Ihaven't found aMIDI kit for the GS1. If
you find one, let me know!" implores
Smith.
Back in the control room, Inotice an
E-mu SP12, which is being used to replace
drum sounds triggered from hits played by
drummer Paul Leim on the master tape,
converted to. MIDI and stored in a
Macintosh SE running Passport's Master
Tracks Pro. Hip indeed. Smith and
company rely heavily on Don Roberts and
his brother Doug, who own Roberts Music
in Nashville, to provide the technical
expertise that is necessary to translate their
studio sound into live performance.
Roberts did all the pre-production
sampling and sequencing for Amy Grant's
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Unguarded tour, and went on the wad
with Smith for the Big Picture tour. Grant
and company were among the first to make
use of sampled and sequenced backing
vocals and vocoder effects, mostly from
Grant's Emulator II. Don is now involved
in sampling sounds from the new album.
"Brown Bannister and Iare weighing the
pros and cons ot loading everything into
either apair of Emax HD racks or asingle
Emulator III," Roberts says. "Ido all of my
sample manipulation on aMacintosh, and
all my sequencing in Master Tracks Pro,"
continues Don, "although we download all
our sequences and much of the system
exclusive data to aYamaha QX1 for the
road. We will be taking aMac with us this
time, but we depend on the QX because of
its proven roadworthiness and its eight
separate MIDI outs."
On the last tour with Smith, Don found
himself managing agreat deal of gear.
"Smitty played aYamaha KX88, and
another stage keyboardist played Smitty's

DX1. We had three full TX816s and three
Roland Super Jupiter modules. We had two
of the original LinnDrums, and two E-mu
Turbo SP12s, triggered by sequences and by
the live drummer's Simmons SDS5 kit."
"At that time, managing concerts on that
scale through MIDI was arelatively new
idea," says Roberts, "and Smith's band went
abit overboard with the technology. They
would constantly want to know if
something was possible but alot of times
they wouldn't think if it was practical. With
alittle planning, you can keep things simple
and still achieve results. For instance, the
QX1 has eight MIDI outs. Ialways dedicate
acertain output to acertain channel and
use that for drum sounds, another for bass
parts, others to melodic roles. We are
looking into the possibility of live MIDI
sound mixing automation. And the two
keyboardists and the drummer on this tour
will be triggering entirely separate racks of
MIDI gear, going to separate groups of the
32 channels of audio Ihave to sub-mix
backstage.
"Everybody enjoys working on our
tours," he continues. "Roadies we hire who
are not familiar with Christian music come
away saying, 'There's something different
here. A presence. There's something Ilike
here.' And everybody gets treated like
family. Ifelt that from the first day."
Lots of people are excited over the fact
that Michael W. Smith and Amy Grant will
be touring together this fall for the first
time in years. "We will be touring Europe,
and have three dates in England, in
August," says Grant. "I've never actually
taken aband over there. So that is the
biggest stepping stone for us this time. Then
we will do about sixty dates in arenas in
North America. Australia and New Zealand
are definitely part of the tour. This will be
the third time that we've been there."
"I'm excited about it," says Smith.
"We've worked together in the past. We
did Amy's Age to Age tour together. We
did the Straight Ahead tour, in '83-84.
Those were very significant tours for both
of us. It was magic. And now everybody's
going, 'Gosh, Smitty and Amy are going to
tour together again.' And we're feeling like
this could be incredible!"
So who's afraid of contemporary
Christian music? It can be as exciting,
artistically satisfying and technologically
excellent as any other form of music. It has
to be judged on its own merits for its
artistic creativity, just like any other form of
expression.
"That's what you judge every mainstream
album by," says Brown Bannister. " Every
artist. Ithink you have to use the same
standards."
Christian musicians believe the
perspective that they put into their music is
aunique one, one that needs to be heard
today. And the only way to judge that
claim is to go out and listen to it yourself.•
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SIG's and User Groups ( all computers, law, financial,...etc.),
Electronic Mail,
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2)
3)
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Dial (toll free) 1-800-638-8369
Upon connection, enter HHH,
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classic synths of yesteryear

2600

paths to happiness
Remember the days when a synthesizer was a collection of mysterious boxes linked together with
yards of cable? Whether you do or not, take a nostalgic look with us at the ARP 2600.
Memories by Steve Howell.
with the alien mother ship at the end of
Close Encounters of the Third Kind. ARP's
first commercial success was the successor
to the 2500, the 2600. Also a modular
synth, the 2600 was essentially aslimmeddown 2500.
Pearlman decided that the rotary knobs
on Moog equipment ( and his own 2500)
were not graphically representative of their
setting, so he used slider controls
throughout on the 2600. The idea (and
one that was subsequently adopted by
other companies) was that you could
literally see a sound by looking at the
control panel. Another move ARP made
was to eliminate the necessity of using
patchcords to connect modules together.
Instead, patches were internally wired but
could be overridden by inserting patchcords into 1
/"minijacks on the front panel.
4
ARP also saw fit to include an audio and/or
voltage mixer at the front end of practically
every module in the sound production
chain. On Moog's modular equipment, you
had to patch in separate mixers when you
wanted to get fancy, which was not only
laborious but also obscured the front panel
with cords.

o

Modular Elation

I

N THE EARLY days of synthesizers, life
was simple. There were only two main
manufacturers offering a relatively
limited range of instruments. Furthermore, these weren't being superseded
every six months, so there was time to
actually learn to use them. OK, we didn't
have polyphony, touch sensitivity, programmability and all the other things we
take for granted these days but somehow it
didn't seem to matter.
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The two manufacturers were, of course,
Moog and ARP who, ironically, both no
longer exist. Robert Moog needs no
introduction, being the "father" of the
synthesizer we know today, but Alan R.
Pearlman is less well-known. Pearlman, the
founder of ARP, tried to improve upon
Moog's designs and provide a viable
alternative to them.
The first ARP synth was the 2500 - an
awesome modular affair seen "conversing"

LETS TAKE A closer look at the hardware
of the 2600. First off, there are three
VCOs, each with a frequency range of
0.3 Hz to over 10kHz, which could be used
as control sources ( ie. LF0s) as well as
audio oscillators. These oscillators weren't
as flexible as the 921 VCOs found on
Moog's modular synths, but they were alot
more stable and consequently the 2600
didn't suffer the tuning problems of the
early big Moogs.
Two of the VCOs offered square/pulse
and sawtooth waves, while VCO2 also
boasted sine and triangle waves. The 2600
was also ( to my knowledge) the first synth
to feature pulse width modulation. All the
waveforms were available simultaneously
for mixing from each oscillator, which is a
feature I miss on today's synths. Each
oscillator also had athree-channel voltage
mixer for precise control of elaborate I>
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▪ modulation on the input (say, keyboard
plus vibrato plus FM).
The 2600 had a standard voltagecontrolled lowpass filter with a 24dB/
octave slope. It had a5-channel audio input
mixer, plus the usual resonance control.
The ARP filter had a very different
character than that of the Moog filter - in
fact, Pearlman went out of his way to
design a filter that would sound totally
unlike the characteristic Moog filter, and in
this he succeeded. To many's ears, the ARP
filters aren't as " beefy" as Moog's design,
but are a lot cleaner. Sadly, there was no
highpass filtering on the 2600 - though it
appeared a few years later on the less
expensive Odyssey.
There was only one VCA on the 2600,
which could be used to govern the level of
control sources as well as the usual shaping
of the volume envelope. It had two audio
inputs and two control inputs, one of
which offered exponential control over the
amplifier's response, instead of the usual
linear modulation option. The practical
result of this was the availability of far more
percussive envelope transients.

The best thing about Listen?
•triads, 7th, 9th, 11th, and
It works.
13th chord exercises
Listen's interactive design
provides a perfect environment
for anyone - from beginners
to professional musicans - who
wants to develop a sharper ear.

•on- screen piano and guitar
•playback using 4- voice Mac
synthesizer or MIDI keyboard
•adjustable degree of difficulty
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•full Mac and MIDI compatibility

Interactive Ear Training
Software for the Macintosh

•newly revised and expanded
manual

"A music educator's dream and a Mac musician's salvation"
-- Geary YeIton, Electronic Musician
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The 2600 had two envelope generators
- one an Attack/Release (AR) type, the
other a standard Attack/Decay/Sustain/
Release (ADSR) type. All the transient
slopes were variable between 2msec and 10
seconds, and were also exponential (as
opposed to the more common linear). To
my ears, this gave a certain undefinable
"naturalness" to the 2600's sounds.
Another case of the backwards march of
technology is that exponential envelopes
were de rigeur on all-analog synths, while
computer controlled ones resorted to
linear shapes because they were easier to
implement in software. The EGs could be
triggered from any external pulse as well as
from the keyboard.
Other modules included a noise
generator offering white, pink and low
frequency noise types which could be used
as a voltage control source if you so
desired. There was also a serious
programmable Sample-and- Hold module.
This could sample the temporary level of
any incoming waveform and hold it for a
period of time in the form of a stepped
control voltage output. The sampled
control voltage could be derived from a
low frequency VCO for arpeggios, or from
the noise generator for random voltage
changes. Another interesting application
was to process the voltage from an
envelope generator for stepped envelope
transients (akin to the much later PPG's
clicking effects). The S/H internal clock
could be overridden and synchronized to
an external pulse, such as a keyboard or
sequencer ( or an early drum machine) for
synchronized sample and hold effects. In
all, avery flexible module and a personal
favorite.
A bi-directional clock allowed you to
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•inversions, intervals, simple
and complex melodies
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II> automatically switch between two inputs
(audio or control) at arate determined by
an external clock for chopping, or aform of
quick patch changes. Also on the 2600
were two voltage processors, which were
basically just voltage mixers/inverters as
well as a source of + 1-10 volts DC for
manual control of modules (Zawinul used

could be derived and sent to different
oscillators (though there really wasn't
enough support modules to patch two
entire voices) - which was a great
improvement on the original. It had abuiltin glide function and LFO so that you
didn't waste avaluable modular VCO for
vibrato effects. All very nice, but the rotary

flexibility sadly missing from today's
instruments. Because the VCOs could be
used as control devices in the audio
spectrum meant that some of us were
dabbling in FM synthesis some 12 years
before Yamaha gave us their DX synths.
Like most old analogs, the 2600 was
littered with dedicated control knobs
allowing you to alter any aspect of asound
instantly and hear the results in real time.
In this respect the ARP is also graphically
representative - thanks to those slider
controls, you can see at a glance what's
going on. And don't let anyone tell you
that programming amodular synth is hard
work - today's parameter-access synths
are slow and tedious to program by
comparison.

to invert the keyboards on his two 2600s
by sending them through this module). In
the
same
section
was
a " lagtime
processor," which added avariable amount
of portamento to an incoming control
voltage. This module could also be used as
a very basic lowpass filter (since it in
essence "smoothed out" whatever was
being fed to it).
An external input preamp allowed
processing of external audio signals, and an
envelope follower generated an envelope
voltage proportional to an incoming audio
signal, which could be used to control
modules ( for example, using this with the
VCF gave a dynamically controlled filter
sweep) or to trigger devices such as the
EGs or S/H circuit. There was also aring
modulator for the creation of clangorous
sounds, but it could also double as aVCA.
The 2600 also had asimple stereo output
mixer with a pleasing ( but noisy) stereo
spring reverb. And if all that wasn't enough,
it even had a built-in amplifier and
speakers.
All the modules were designed and built
to astandard more akin to test equipment
than amusical instrument. This resulted in
precise control over sounds as well as an
exceptionally clean audio output; in fact,
apart from the reverb, the 2600 is quieter
than most of today's digital delights. That's
progress for you.
Originally the 2600 came without a
keyboard, although an optional "cheap ' n'
nasty" affair was available upon request.
Then came the " rev 2" 2600, complete
with a four-octave duophonic (twovoiced) keyboard. Two separate pitches
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pitch- bend control was something of adog,
and was nowhere near as "musical" as the
wheels found on Moog's designs. The
ability to play two notes at once was afirst
for ARP and seemed quite aluxury in those
earl) monophonic days. Interestingly, the
keyboard was light enough to be worn
around the neck as aremote keyboard.
Interfacing was easy and the 2600 ( and
all other ARP gear) was compatible with
older Roland, Sequential and Oberheim
equipment. If you intended hooking up to
Moog, however, the story was quite
different, as Moog was using "switch
triggering" ( S-trig) as opposed to ARP's
voltage trigger (V-trig). The combination
of aRoland MC4 Microcomposer (an early
multitrack sequencer) and a2600 gave you
an absolutely evil compositional tool, and
was well worth the trouble of sorting out

Sadly an ARP 2600 is hard to come by
these days, but they are available if you
keep your eyes peeled. When they were
new, they were selling for afew thousand
dollars,
though
the
price
dropped
significantly just before ARP went under.
Nowadays asecond-hand model will cost
you somewhere in the region of athousand
(less, if you're lucky). Don't worry about
repairs - there are plenty of synth repairers
that can fix them, and as components
aren't too specialized (no VLSI technology
here), you should have no problems.
If you're at all serious about synthesis, a
modular system will go along way towards
helping you understand what's going on,
and if you're contemplating spending your
cash in this way you could do worse than
provide a good home for one of these
classic instruments (and sampling it to
death). If your funds won't run to the 2600
but ARP's sound intrigues you, check out
the Odyssey or the humble Axxe - they
both share circuitry with the 2600, there's
just less of it.
If you need any further recommendation, give Stevie Wonder, Josef Zawinul,
Michael Boddicker, Tony Banks or Steve
Porcaro a call and ask them what they
think. If they're out ask me; I've had mine
for eight years and, even now, Istill write

"Because the 2600's VCOs could be used as control devices in the audio
spectrum, some of us were dabbling in FM synthesis 12 years
before the DX7."
this pre- MIDI language barrier.
So there we are: an impressive line-up of
modules that provided an alternative to the
big modular Moog systems of the day.

The Bottom Line
SO WHAT DOES it sound like? To these
ears, wonderful. The 2600 could deliver
strong basslines, searing leadlines and an
unlimited range of special effects. The fact
that practically everything could be
connected to everything else with a
minimum of fuss gave the machine a

pieces of music entirely on the 2600,
resisting (temporarily) the attractions of
an Ensoniq ESQI, Akai S900 and aYamaha
TX802 .....ve MIDI'd up my 2600 with a
Roland MPUI01 MIDI- CV converter, and
so can take advantage of touch-sensitivity,
better pitch-bend and a mod wheel that
can be assigned to any of the 2600's
modules. I'll admit the 2600 has its
limitations - it's only monophonic (duophonic at best) and it certainly pre-dates
programmability - but don't ask me to sell
mine. I'd rather listen to aFlock of Seagulls.
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OUTSTANDING

PERFORMANCE.

D-10

Powerful Multi-Timbral
Linear Synthesizer
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Roland's award-winning breakthrough in digital technology is now available in
the powerful D-10 MuftiTimbrai Linear Synthesizer, avery affordably priced

MIDI keyboard featuring 32-note polyphony with built-in programmable
Rhythm Composer and Digital Reverb. The D-10 excels as a high-quality
performance instrument by providing 128 programmable Patches, 128 programmable Timbres, plus 128 preset and 64 programmable Tones for an
almost unlimited variety of distinctive VA sounds. In addition, the Rhythm

PG 10 Optional Programmer
PG- 10 Optional programmer enables you to edit tones quickly
and ea_sily—a powerful tool for creating exciting new sounds.

Composer otters 64 preset PCM Rhythm Sounds and 32 preset plus 32
Programmable Rhythm Patterns, which can be combined to assemble afully
independent Rhythm Track. (Optional IC Memory Card doubles complete
internal memory.) Rhythms can be programmed from the velocity-sensitive
keyboard, and in Performance Mode you have the ability to play two individual
synthesizer sounds along with the programmed Rhythm Track at the same time.
In Multi-Timbral Mode the D-10 becomes an impressive MIDI sound module,
delivering its unsurpassed VA sounds with performance capabilities equal to 8
independent polyphonic synthesizers. Used in conjunction with amicrocomputer or sequencer, such as any of Roland's Micro Composers, the D-10 forms

"L";".._
•";
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the core of acomplete MIDI system that's ideal in live performance as well as
being an indispensible songwriting tool. In addition, there's an exciting
Autodemo that features awide variety of musical styles specially built right into
the unit, making it easy for you to directly hear the 1)-10's extensive capabilities
at the touch of abutton. Whether you're aseasoned professional expanding

Roland
WE DESIGN THE FUTURE

your MIDI system, or atalented beginner to the exciting world electronic
music, it's time to visit your local Roland dealer and get your hands on the
powerful D-10 today!
For more information call or write Roland Corporation US, 7200
Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040. Itlephone: 213-685-5141.

What today's mu
is agood dc
For years now, Yamaha has been
giving you the tools to explore new
musical worlds.
But today we'd like to direct your
attention to planet earth. Where you
can capture sounds that are absolutely
real, with the new TX16W Digital Wave
Filtering Stereo Sampler.
The TX16W allows you to sample
anything you can hear, and then filter
that sound while it's still in digital form.
So you can create the cleanest possible
tonal effects.
It also gives you the power to experiment with awide range of sounds
only possible with stereo sampling

Perhaps even more important,
the TX16W lets you build sounds in a
very realistic way. For example, you can
assign up to 32 samples to any single
voice, for anatural effect across the
entire keyboard.
In addition, you can layer up to 16
voices, using the Crossfade function
to assign designated voices to different
sections of the keyboard. Resulting in
gradual tonal changes, as opposed to
abrupt splits.
Likewise, aTouch-Crossfade feature makes it possible for you to combine designated voices as afunction of
key velocity.

YAMAHA
E FILTERING SAMPLER

POWER

PERFORM
SELECT

SYSTEM
SETUP

PERFORM
EDIT

VOIC
EDIT

sicians could use
se ofluality
As well as 1.5 megabytes of memTo give you an even more natural
ory, which you can easily bump to six
sound, the TX16W has 32 individual
LF0s, one for each of the 32 timbres megabytes via plug-in modules.
And all this power in apackage
that can make up asingle voice.
There's yet another LFO for each that takes up only two rack spaces.
If you'd like asample of what the
of the 32 digital filters. And for good
TX16Wcan do, stop in and see your
measure, aglobal performance LFO.
nearest authorized Yamaha Digital
Of course, in keeping with
Yamaha tradition, the TX16W has a Musical Instruments dealer.
We realize it may seem like too
number of other features to make your
much sampler for the money, but that's
musical life easier.
Like abuilt-in 3.5" disk drive that the way it is.
Welcome to the real world.
quickly saves or loads even complex
setups. A40 x2LCD you can read in
YAMAHA
most any kind of light. Anumeric keypad for fast data entry

lamaha Music Corp. rat ion, USA. Digital Musical Instrument Division, PO. Box 6600, Buena Park,CA906Z'2.
In Canada: Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner Avenue, Scarbomugh, Ontario, M I
S3R1.
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After athree-year hiatus Scritti Politti is back with acharting
single and new album of immaculate white funk.
Interview by Tim Goodyer.
42

HAT DO YOU think about live
performance? " Ienjoy it." What
do you think is interesting or
valuable about it? "Ithink you
can create an atmosphere that
you can't create on record. It's too easy to
put arecord on and be distracted; instead,
you're shut in aconcert hall for two hours
and somebody says, 'I'm going to push my
music down your throat whether you like it
or not.' If you don't like it it's hell; if you
like it . .. Either way it's an experience."
The interview is going smoothly - or it
would be if Iwere asking the questions
instead of answering them. Scritti Politti's
Green Gartside and Dave Gamson have
turned the tables on me and Ifind myself
defending live music. They seem to have
grown out of it, preferring the studio as an
ideal environment in which to create their
music. Although the music has been along
time coming. Scritti has remained
ominously silent since the Cupid and
Psyche: 85 LP and its attendant singles,
'Wood Beez' and 'Absolute,' were released
back in 1985. A new album, titled simply
Provision, has brought about this unusual
confrontation between interviewer and
interviewee.
Getting back to the issue of live music,
Gamson is in full flight.
"The end product is music; public
performance, at least to me, is not that
interesting. What we're dealing with is
creating music and making records. Ireally
couldn't care less if you're the greatest
guitar player in the world. If there's another
way for me to get that sound onto arecord,
I'll do it.
"What we're doing is not an improvised
form in any way. What we're trying to do is
to record awritten song. Improvisation is
not something that ever interested me."
And his sentiments are unequivocally
shared by Green.
"Marveling at the dexterity of an
individual on aplatform is probably an
unhealthy thing; it's certainly something
that now seems very alien and old, even
fascist in its own way. And it has no ardor
for me.
"I'm not even happy with that distinction
between what is written and what is
improvised. Idon't really believe in the
mythology of this pure, untainted source of
expressivity - it's garbage, it's metaphysical
reactionary garbage.
"It was pointed out to me the other day
that, as I'd started with punk Imust be
interested in the whole business of playing
music live, but what actually interested me
about it was independent records. People
MT AUGUST 1988

had made records for acouple of hundred
dollars. Our first record cost around $ 500
to make, that was what was appealing.
Realizing arecord was more appealing than
putting myself on astage in front of an
audience."
Perhaps another tack . . . one of the cuts
off the new album is 'Oh Patti (Don't Feel
Sorry for Lover Boy),' which features the
talents of jazz legend Miles Davis guesting
on trumpet - after Davis had covered
Scritti's 'Perfect Way' on his own album,
4
,

progression or these intervals or this
inversion over something else, it's as
spontaneous as anything. He's thinking on
his feet, but you're doing that when you
write and when you sing. It's all just
thinking as you go."
Gamson again: "Roger was playing, but
the end product is our selection of what is
going to work from what Roger's done. If
we have ten tracks of him playing from
beginning to end of the song, that isn't an
interesting song. He was so nervous about

"What we're doing is not an improvised form in any way, we're trying to
record awritten song. Improvisation is not something that
ever interested me."
Tutu. And the single currently shooting up
the charts is 'Boom, There She Was,'
which, along with 'Sugar and Spice,'
features Zapp's Roger Troutman on voice
box-treated synthesizer. In both cases the
soloist's contribution has been improvised
over Scritti's song structure and backing
tracks. Not live music? Gamson to the
defense.
"He's avery good musician responding
to asituation. He's making it up, yes, but
we've given him the rules."
"But then, we're making it up," interjects
Green. "We're just conduits for our history
and influences at agiven moment. At the
moment of writing, when you choose this

doing the session that, at first, he found it
difficult to play. It was only when he was
able to loosen up and feel as though he was
in the studio that he could be creative.
Also, to some extent, what Roger's doing is
responding to what we've got on tape."

A

LTHOUGH GREEN LATER
describes the interview as
"adversarial," Iappreciate his and
Gamson's point of view. Indeed,
popular music would be
considerably poorer without it. Let's take a
closer look at the nine songs that make up
Provision. First of all, they've chosen to

SPECIAL
INTELLIGENCE

THE KEYBOARD SHOP - HOUSTON
WE SPECIALIZE IN INTELLIGENT,
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
ON WHAT WE SELL
THAT'S WHY WE DO IT BEST!

release different singles in the UK than here
-why?
"Boom, There She Was' is the most like
the last record in alot of ways," comments
Green. "Idon't think we wanted to come
out with something like that again. In
England, it's better to throw it at abit of a
curve. Scritti's songs have always been abit
jittery and syncopated - well this one isn't."
"To me it's adefinite continuation and
an improvement on the last record,"
continues Gamson. "Ithink the vocals are
much, much better and 1think the
arrangements generally are alittle more
open. We tried to take into consideration
leaving alot of space for the vocal, while
still keeping the concept of how we build
the arrangements. Ifeel much happier
about this record than Idid about the last
one."
"This album has been acompletely
collaborative effort," Green comments.
"Initially there was alittle bit of asense of
David being brought in to apre-existing
Scritti as an accessory."
Gamson: "By the end of Cupid and
Psyche we were working quite closely
together and this record is acontinuation
of that. We went into it from the very
beginning saying we're going to do this on
equal terms. To me at least, if something
happens on this record it's there for a
reason; Itried to be very careful about

PROFESSIONALS DEMAND
THE BEST TOOLS AVAILABLE.
MANNY'S SUPPLIES
THE BEST SUPPORT SYSTEMS
NECESSARY TO HELP
ACHIEVE EXCELLENCE PROFESSIONAL TOOLS
TO ASSIST
IN CREATING
THAT EXCELLENCE

CALL US & WE'LL PROVE IT TO YOU

Manny's - The Professional Choice
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OUR TOLL- FREE
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THE KEYBOARD SHOP
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HOUSTON, TX
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1-800-624-2347

MANNY'S MUSIC
156 West 48th Street
New York, New York 10036
(212)819-0576

Mon.- Sat.- 9:00 - 6:00
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>where things were happening around the
vocal."
As aresult, Provision comes across as a
refined continuation of the clean funk of
Cupid and Psyche. Both are afar cry from
the punk days that saw the conception of
an almost unrecognizable Scritti Politti.
Green is the only surviving member of the
original line-up, Gamson only joining him
for the making of Cupid and Psyche. Much
has changed in both the album and single
charts since the last Scritti long player, so
where does Green see himself fitting into
the popular scene of '88?
"There is ahuge catalog of options
offered to the consumers as to what they'd
like to constitute themselves with. Aesthetic
inclinations are choices people make either
consciously or unconsciously to one degree
or another. It would be impossible to
generalize about music. Idon't know where
we are in it really. History dumps us pretty
unequivocally in white pop territory; I'm
afraid that it might dump us somewhere
between Johnny Hates Jazz and whatever
else is just around the comer. I've willingly
lost all sense of where it's coming from or
going to. Ithink that's agood thing.

happening there than anywhere else. That's
why Iembraced the idea of returning to a
dominant aesthetic and Isee no good
reason to be anywhere else. Although I
might - the map could be carved up again
or Imay want to be involved in carving it •
up again as much as it's possible to do so. I
just want to emphasize the fact that Idon't
think there's anything inherently more
challenging or truthful or more radical than
where we are. You get involved in minutiae
of pop, and the journalists and papers
involved in packaging and presenting the
consumer with acatalog of choices of
musics that he can use to construct or
deconstruct himself. That all tends to
overlook the fact that pop music in itself is
this gloriously enigmatic, pleasurable,
meaningless/meaningful thing.

o

II

"The brief that took the original Scritti
into this Scritti was areactive brief. But it's
sustained enough interest for me - and, I
suppose, for David - to sustain over two
albums. Idon't think of it in terms of being

happy with it, although l'in always
dissatisfied.
"Whatever's conventionally thought of as
more marginal music - whether it's the
independent scene or whatever, they are
the margins of conservatively designated
space - there's nothing more inherently
interesting or expressive or radical

"But all you can ever do is talk around
music, you can never actually refer to music
-in the same way, music itself doesn't have
asemantic level. Ibecame hooked, when I
was younger, on finding challenging musics.
Iwould seek out records that initially
frustrated me and were unsettling for me.
The Beatles were an unsettling thing: each
subsequent single was asufficient departure
from the last in terms of its language, its
melody, its rhythms, to be avery big thing
for alittle boy - alittle boy who took it
very seriously. These things were thrown
down as things of great power and beauty,

You're aMusician.
Your Language is Music
and BBE is Your
Essential New Tool!
You speak through your instruments and your songs. No ordinary words can convey all the
complexities, the joy, the pain, the ideals and the dreams. Only your music can do that. But how does
the music you hear in your head fight its way through amorass of electronics to reach the ears of your
audience without losing some of your meaning? BBE IS THE ANSWER!
BBE will become your indispensable companion in the recording studio, the radio station, the club and
concert stage. BBE will reveal the richness of your texture, the nuances, the subtleties, the inner meanings
in your music. Your artistic presence will be more vivid the colors in your sound more vibrant. The
crystalline clarity of your music will be triumphantly unveiled!
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and troubled me. Isearched them out and
they led me to listening to rock 'n' roll:
Matching Mole, Robert Wyatt, Henry
Cow.
"I no longer have that cartography of the
world - this is difficult music, this is easy
music - Ijust don't think it's like that. But
those musics are there to be found as
challenging to listeners throughout the
whole catalog of possibilities of music.
There are musics that may even seem
terribly anodyne to me and you, that
hopefully are undoing little boys and girls
throughout the country as they did me. I
believe that to be the Great Hope. I'm
retaining awillful naiveté about these things
while theorizing at the same time and
finding to my surprise and delight that Ican
keep both of those alive. Music is
essentially so resiliently enigmatic."

T

ALKING ABOUT PROVISION in
terms of the equipment that helped
construct it proves considerably
more straightforward. Being the
,more technical half of the
partnership, Gamson takes the lead.
"All the drums were done on the
Synclavier. We had alibrary of drum
sounds that we transferred to the Synclavier
and then we had awhole bunch more

drum samples that we did in the studio. •
We already had all the drums sequenced
and we did MIDI dumps into the Synclav
and then we just went through and picked
the drum sounds we wanted to use. That
was all we used the Synclav for, really.
Then it was just basically my keyboard
setup on top of that: TX rack, Super
Jupiter, Prophet 2000, DX7, Minimoog,
Matrix 12, Prophet VS . . ."
Simple, really. Gamson came into Scritti
through the band's decision to work in

time trying to do it. It depends on what
kind of record you're making, but if you're
going to make asequenced record, alot of
what the sound is, is how it's being struck
and how long it's holding for. When
sequence stuff Ihave to make sure every
release is together and all the velocities are
what Iwant so Ican bring out certain notes
within achord. You could never do that
playing - Idon't care who you are, you
could never have the kind of control you
can have with asequencer. It makes such a

"Arguably, music technology should lead you to have greater freedom in
reshaping music - and Iwould testify to that being the case."
New York's Power Station studio (with
help from producer Arif Mardin) on the
Cupid and Psyche LP.
"What's happening now is that you're
getting guys who are players and guys who
are programmers," he explains. "The players
don't usually have very big equipment
setups and the programmers have
ridiculously big setups but can't do very
much with them. The players will hire a
programmer to do all the programming
while he just plays. Imyself can't deal with
somebody else doing my programming. If
you know what asound's supposed to
sound like, it ends up being easier to do it
yourself even if that means spending some

difference to the whole sound. Ithink it
makes more sense to be aplayer who is
also going to program because you have to
control all the parameters."
And once again the idea of a "live"
performance seems to go out of the
window.
"I don't want to say that performance is
bad or not valuable," Gamson continues,
"but making arecord is atotally different
thing. When you're making arecord you're
using awhole bunch of things that don't
exist in live playing. That's not to say that
all live performance is uninteresting, but to
me, live performance is uninteresting
because Ienjoy making records.

Wherever There is Music and Sound, BBE Plays AVital Role:
Electric and Acoustic Guitars, sound clearer, cleaner with BBE. All the skill in your
fingers comes through in the music.
Keyboards Synthesizers take on anew realism. Percussive and plucked sounds are
uncannily clean and sharp. Chords are rich and fully-textured, each note in the chord
retaining its integrity. BBE puts clarity, verve and vitality into the unique sound of the

BBE Goes on Jackson " BAD" Tour
The superb musicians in the Michael Jackson Band
have anew tool to help them provide the musical
framework for Michael Jackson's unique artistry.
Music director Greg Phillinganes, Rory Kaplan, chief
designer of keyboard systems and Chris Currell,
guitarist and synclavier specialist, all have BBE
802's in their rack's for the tour. They love the
marvelous clarity, definition and sheer musicality
BBE provides.
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classic Rhodes piano.
Vocalists and Soloists BBE is for everyone using microphones — singers, saxes,
horns, flutes, whatever. You'll hear all the texture of the sound, all the rich harmonic
structure. All the essence of your music.
Recording Studios home and professional. On individual tracks, multitrack down to
two track, cassette duplication and mastering, BBE brings out the full spectrum of sound
and gives asuperb, professional result.
Percussion The snap of the drums, the ping and sizzle of the cymbals never sounded
so real as with BBE.
Stage and Club Sound systems are wondrously improved with BBE. Disco's leap into
life. The vitality, presence, texture and realism of the performance shine through.
Radio and TV stations all over the world are broadcasting with BBE for richer, fuller,
cleaner sound and apresence that commands and holds the audience.
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lot "The interesting thing about working in
studios with electronic instruments is that
what you're playing in the end is the studio.
Hearing aviolin in aroom is avery
different experience to heating aviolin over
aspeaker. When you go to alive pop
performance you're hearing sound waves
moved by large speakers which is very

Trower. More recently Bon Jovi used one
on 'Living on aPrayer.'
"I saw Stevie Wonder doing all that with
an ARP 2600 on TV back in the early
'70s," comments Gamson. "Inever knew
what Roger used until he showed up."
Talking about the experience of working
with Troutman elicits more natural

something of an unsung hero. He's one of
the few people keeping that whole P-funk
flag alive in an age that's become alittle
ariPe far as good grooves go."
Where did all the good grooves go?
Could it be that our old friend technology
has led the musician astray?
"You can say that about any instrument,"
replies Green. "The frets on aguitar lead
you to acertain way of thinking about
music. You're saying that new technology
has led us, and I'm saying that old
technology has led us. It's no more or less
conducive to aconservative way of making
music. Arguably music techology would
lead you to have greater freedom in
undoing, unsettling, rewriting, reshaping
music than before. And Iwould testify to
that being the case in pretty general terms."
"You don't make music from an
instrument," observes Gamson, "you make
it from an idea. The instrument is only a
way of communicating your idea. At any
point in time there are going to be people
doing uninteresting things - it could be
with computers, it could be with anything. I
don't see that making it easy for people is
necessarily bad in itself."

different than going to see an orchestra.
Each of these things is something you have
to worry about; if you're going to perform
using electronic instruments and speakers
it's different to performing with acoustic
instruments. If you're making records, they
have to sound good over aspeaker, which
is different again to using aPA system. The
Synclavier certainly doesn't seem to be
designed to bridge the gap between live
playing and the studio."
One of the more unusual aspects of the
recording of Provision is Roger Troutman's
contribution. His voice-treated synthesizer usually assumed to be avocoder - has long
been one of Zapp's trademarks, but the
details of the equipment he uses have
remained aclosely-guarded secret.
"I think he likes to keep it alittle
mysterious," confirms Green. "Basically it's
abit of garden hose taped to afree-floating
speaker and aMinimoog. It's amazing but
it's obviously awhole different principle to
avocoder."
In fact, what Troutman has done is to
build himself aDIY voice-box. These were
most widely used during the ' 70s by
guitarists such as Peter Frampton and Robin
46

enthusiasm from both Green and Gamson
than their considered views on the merits
of live performance.
"He turned up in this tight-fitting,
double-breasted red suit with red mocksnakeskin shoes, alittle red tie, the hat and
red-rimmed shades; it was classic," Green
recalls. "And he had an identical outfit in
blue which he wore the next day. He's
definitely athrowback to 1974. He made us
all put sunglasses on in the studio, and it
was like aparty. He's awonderful man."
"We've both been fans and it's fun to get
people that you've always admired on your
record," says Gamson. "He was great, so
quick -once through asong and he knows
the whole thing. We got him plugged in,
started the tape and just took it the minute
he started. We got ten tracks of absolutely
fantastic stuff that we had to wade through
and decide what we were going to use
because so much of it was just fabulous."
"Watching him work was like watching
somebody possessed," Green adds. "He was
suffering. He's so syncopatedly ' in there.'
And with all that he has agreat melodic
sensibility.
,"He's got atop five single, but he's still

In spite of their refusal to accept live
performance as auseful part of Scritti's
music, it transpires that concerts were once
considered.
"We did rehearse to play live at one
point," admits Gamson. "We said. 'Let's
start from the song and work up.' What
happened was that the people we got in
focused in on the record - to them the
song is the record.
"But you'd have to take aradically
different approach to doing it live. You
certainly couldn't try to recreate the record,
you'd have to totally rearrange it for live
playing because we're talking about avery
precise way of recording. Some of it is
unplayable by ahuman being. And if it's
sequenced live then what's the point? It
certainly wouldn't be terribly interesting
from our point of view."
But it must be interesting to Virgin
records who, having put money into the
recording of Provision, must be eager to see
areturn on their investment - and atour is
one of the accepted ways of promoting an
album.
"The music industry as awhole does
expect you to go out and promote arecord
it has subsidized, and you're certainly up
against some difficulty if you don't - and
we don't, so we're up against some
difficulty. It takes the form of making
expensive records that then have to recoup
that money through cover sales alone. I
think Virgin has now got the message that
we're not very keen, so they're not pushing
us to do that."
Me, I'm still going to go to gigs, even if
seeing Scritti Politti play live is one pleasure
I'm likely to be denied.
MT AUGUST 1988

Here's the only
plug you'll see on
our new product.
At Yamaha, we've been putting all our
sound reinforcement expertise into our equipment for years. Now we've put it all into words.
Presenting the Yamaha Sound Reinforcement Handbook. Without adoubt the only
volume of its kind.
In it you'll find nearly 400 pages of explanations, definitions, diagrams and answers about
sound. Covering everything from "What is a
sound System?" to "Putting it all Together;"
plus every component and variable in between.
Which makes it perfect for the newcomer to audio. And awelcome refresher for
the seasoned professional.

The Yamaha Sound Reinforcement
,Handbook. Available at your nearby Yamaha
Professional Audio Dealer, college, university
and technical bookstores. Published by Hal
Leonard Publishing Corporation, P.O. Box
13819, Milwaukee, WI 53213.
Pick one up today. It just may be the best
source material you ever get to work with.
Yamaha Music Corporation, Professional Audio Division,
P.O. Box 6&)O, Buena Park, CA 90622. In Canada, Yamaha Canada
Music Ltd.,,135 Milner Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario M1S 3R1.
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you had a " MIDI Out"
your forehead?
Wiith the .A'sis MMT-8!Multi Track MIDI Recorder
it's almost that easy. Just think. Adirect line from
your mind to amulti track recorder.
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Bass lines, keyboard parts, horn punches or
jLst grooves. You'll swear there's a
MIIDI cable connected to your
head. Tie MMT-8
stores your
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as perfectly as you hear it in your imagination, with no noise
or loss of fidelity. And editing's as easy as charging your
mind. With all the advantages and power of tapeless
recording. Lke changing sounds or changing key. Or
finely ad;using the rhythmic feel to sour.. well.., human.
Plus, you can stDre your ideas forever and bring them, back
out when you land arecord deal or wne - you just wart to
impress sorrrebody with instant musical recall.
The MMT-E sonly half the story though. Combined with
the stunning 16 Bit realism of the Alesis HR- 16 Digital Drum
Machine, you'll nave the ultimate creative tool for
songwriters and musicians: The Alesis Music Production'
System. Wi:h the MMT-8 as the melodic brain and the:
HR- 16 as the rhythmic heartbeat, you'll have annusica
notepadl directly connected to your .nspiration. Th sis
exactly wha everyone needs. Whether your gcal is
Grammys or goofin' off. And the price? Forget about it.
Go see your Alesis dealer now. Becaus:e the only thing
more ricicLlous than a " MIDI Out" on your forehead is
letting agocd nausical idea slip away.

\

Itto
And if you buy the MMT-8 and H11:116 a: the same tine,
we'll give you E. free carriing bag worth $ 59.95. Ask vu7
Alesis dealer for details.
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HERE'S SOMETHING RATH ER
special happening in the world of
music and audio technology which
you are probably already aware of the appearance of products which
come equipped with a digital audio
connector, in many cases allowing direct
passage of digitized audio between one
unit and another. Among these products
are a digital mixer, an equalizer, a reverb
system and various recording devices including high-end units such as the
AudioFrame and Fairlight Ill. These latter
units can be properly called workstations,
in that such functions as sampling, storage,
sequencing, processing and other modifications all take place within one unit, with all
signals remaining in the digital realm.
Digital audio connectors are going to allow
the signal to stay in the digital realm outside
the unit.
What's really exciting about this development is that it now appears possible, or
will be in the near future, to assemble a
system out of separate components that
will have at least some of the flexibility of
the workstations, but for alot less money.
Whether or not this becomes possible for
you depends on three things: compatibility
between digitized audio sent by one unit
and received by another (which we'll talk
more about next month); your understanding of the basics of digital audio
(which we'll dwell on this month), and
50

Digital technology is sneaking up on us all, so the time seems
right to get the theory behind it straight. In Part One of a
look at digital audio, we move quickly from basics to brawn.

Text by Peter Bergren.
your pocket book (which isn't any of my
business anyway).
But please understand, we're not talking
about MIDI, which is really acoded set of
gestures - nor sound itself - passing from
machine to machine. Rather, the advent of
direct passage of digitized audio from
device to device involves transmission and
reception of the audio data itself - that
which can then be modified and/or
performed by MIDI instructions. A chief
significance of this ts that keeping audio in
digital format from your system's input to
output involves none of the losses
commonly associated with the conversion
of analog signals to digital and back again.
To understand these losses, let's start the
discussion with some review of analog
processes.

Analog
IN A WAY, you can never really "hear"
anything. Now give me a minute - don't
write me off as completely nuts yet.
Hearing is really a personal perception,
rather than a direct experience. If the

classic tree in the forest falls, there's a
physical disturbance, causing the air
molecules to move, thus creating asound
wave. When we are in the forest and hear
the tree, we are still several steps removed
from actually having direct contact with the
motions, actions and reactions of its fall.
What we're really experiencing, or
"hearing," is merely the compression and
expansion of air moving against our
eardrums. It is not the literal tree we are
hearing.
In each stage of the hearing process, one
form of energy in a particular medium is
translated into another form of energy in
another medium. What is common to all
these stages is the replication of energy
changes (amplitude, polarity, time factors,
etc) from medium to medium, sound
source to listener. Unfortunately for the
energy, the mediums themselves are in a
constant state of flux (even if viewed over
very small periods of time), and therefore
have continously changing characteristics.
It follows that each energy transformation
causes inaccuracies in translation, so that
MT AUGUST 1988

some of the original information will be
lost, or spurious information be added.
So, to take aWebster's stock definition
of analog - something similar to something
else - hearing something on analog tape
ends up being an analogy of what really
happened. To be fair, it's an almost exact
replication, offering a real similarity to the
real ( Iuse the word loosely) thing, but
there are going to be differences.

Analog Audio

Figure I. Quantizing a 100Hz sine wave.
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IF SOUND IS an energy event that varies
continuously with the passage of time,
what's the most logical way to transmit it?
Well, by some means that can be made to
vary in a way that's similar to the
soundwave, of course! Old Alexander
Graham did this by varying the spacing
(and
thereby resistance)
of carbon
granules, thus modulating acurrent in step
with air pressure changes. Edison made a
permanent record of these changes by
using sound pressure to cut awavy groove
in awax cylinder, agroove that was similar
in contour to the invisible fluxation in air
pressure occurring as he said " Mary had a
Little Lamb."
But there are a host of problems
besetting this kind of approach, many of
which take the form of noise and
distortion.
Unfortunately, most noise
sources (such as dust in arecord groove or
hum from aturntable motor) have either a
physical contour that varies continuously
(such as the scratch in a record) or an
electrical characteristic that does the same
(such as white noise or radio interference).
Systems sensitive to reception of the
variations in sound waves are also receptive
to the characteristics of noise sources.
That's why you have to take care in
handling your LPs, and also why companies
make so much money on devices that can
lower the noise level and increase the
signal level in transmission, processing and
recording systems.
But there's alimit to how high the signal
level can be increased. There's no way you
could engrave a groove in a record or
saturate a tape with magnetic energy in a
way that is really similar to the amount of
energy emanating from a 16" cannon on a
warship, for instance. The physical limits of
the media prohibit such high energy levels,
just as low level noise sources compete
with signals on the other end of the
loudness scale. And when you add the fact
that these problems increase with each
copy you make, analog methods don't
seem like such agood bet after all. So what
to do?

Digital Audio
SUPPOSE THAT INSTEAD of conveying
the continuous variations of asound wave
as changes in another form of energy and
medium, you make a series of many
MT AUGUST 1988
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Figure 2. How a sample and hold circuit breaks up a sine wave. Shaded gray area shows error.

measurements of these changes at precise
points in time? Then you can convey this
information in away that won't let analog
noise and distortion be recognized by your
system. This is precisely what digital
systems do. They sample the analog
waveform many times a second and
quantize each measurement made during a
sample period, so that astream of discrete,
unambiguous numbers is the result numbers which represent changes in the
sound wave's amplitude and polarity over
time.
You're probably wondering just how in
the devil you can accurately represent a
constantly varying event with a fixed
number of measurements, and I'll get to
that shortly. Back to the digital signal itself.
Because each sample is a particular
number, these numbers lend themselves to
being encoded in binary form, as One and
Zero bits, or if you will, as trains of On and
Off pulses clocked at a consistently
accurate rate through the hardware. This
scheme
is
ideally suited
to
digital
transmission, storage, and manipulation
(just think about how quickly alight can be
switched on and off). Outside analog noise
ends up being too low in level to register as
l's and O's on its own ( okay - unless it's
present at the input, right before the signal
is digitized - but that ain't digital's fault),
and therefore doesn't get registered at all.
And achieving representations of really
loud sound events is simply a matter of
generating a larger number.
The sound wave can be looked at as a
stream of numbers, thus, processing a
number affects the audio. For example,
making it greater and thereby making the
sound louder is amatter of multiplication;
making it less, for alower sound level, is a
matter of division. This explanation greatly
oversimplifies, but Ithink you can see the
advantages - computers are great at math,
and ( if proper care is taken, and big enough

numbers used) performing math on a
signal while it is in the digital domain is less
prone to errors and noise than dealing with
it in the analog domain. Some of the math
that can be performed produces the
equivalent of filtering, EQ, mixing, reverb,
pitch shifting, delay and the like. As a
matter of fact, almost any analog process
can be analyzed and an algorithm, which
consists of aprogram, be devised which can
then direct amultipurpose set of hardware.
Neeto, eh?

Sampling/Quantizing
IMAGINE A PIECE of graph paper divided
into one hundred segments vertically, and
one hundred horizontally, with ahorizontal
line drawn midway across. The vertical
scale is divided into one hundred voltage
divisions consisting of 50 positive and 50
negative, with the midway line being the
zero voltage point. Adding the total of
positive and negative voltage equals one
volt. The horizontal scale represents one
hundreth of a second, divided into one
hundred parts.
Now imagine one cycle of a 100Hz ( 100
cycles per second) sine wave drawn on the
graph paper, with its zero crossing exactly
midway on the horizontal midline of the
graph. ( See Figure I.) Let's describe this P"
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Figure 3A. Trying to sample a sine wave more than twice the sample rate ...

N
Ei

Figure 3B.... results in an alias frequency lower than the original.

waveform in strictly numerical terms, in
base ten, decimal notation.
To do this you have to relate time to
voltage, and come up with a "data stream."
It's fairly easy, if rather tedious, to do this.
Simply correlate each time value on the
horizontal axis with its corresponding
voltage value on the vertical axis, being
careful to note the polarity of the voltage
read-off. Read upwards from atime value
to its intersection with the waveform, then
across to the voltage level that comes the
closest to also intersecting at the same
point on the waveform. Note that time
and voltage intersections don't always
coincide exactly on the waveform line. This
is called quantizing error, which is not of as
much significance as you might think, save
for generating a small amount of white
noise- like interference.
When you're done you should have two
columns of one hundred numbers each,
both starting with zero. The decimal
representations
of voltages
can
be
relatively easily changed to base two
(binary) notation, consisting of strings of
Ones and Zeros. Once in that form, they
can be easily stored as pulses/no pulses on
atape or disk, or conveyed by awire, fiber
optic cable or whatever.
Modern digital systems will sample at
44.1kHz, or 48kHz, and in a I6- bit linear
format offer 65,536 measuring, or quantizing, increments. This large number derives
from allowing 16 bits, each of which can be
on or off, to form a byte, or word,
describing a particular voltage measurement taken during each sample period.
Since each bit can have two states, and
there are 16 of them, you have 2 to the
16th power, or 65,536. An 8- bit word by
comparison is 2 to the 8th power, or
256 measuring increments. This disparity
52

creates a considerable discrepancy in dynamic range between 16- and 8- bit
systems.
Rapidly varying ( high) frequencies and
transients require more sampling intervals
than low frequencies, and defining very
loud versus very soft sounds requires more
number choices. Also, the more measuring
increments you have available, the less
likely it is that asmall change in the analog
waveform
will
occur
between
two
measurement increments, assuming also
that the sampling periods coincide so as to
catch the change. When asmall change like
this does occur, the bipolar nature of
change in the analog waveform is not
represented by a change in the voltage
levels recorded by the digital system, and
distortion results, which will be reproduced unless certain measures are
taken. But I'll get to these later.
It's important to realize that any analogto-digital conversion is always subject to
quantizing error, because you're trying to
pin down a continously varying process

hybrid analog waveform that consists of
discrete "stairstep" voltages that rise and
fall with the contour of the sampled
waveform, much like stairs going up and
down a hill. The ratio of stair " riser" to
"tread" measurements varies with how
long a given voltage value remains for a
given number of sampling periods, but the
form of these stairs could be considered to
be fairly symmetrical for apure sine wave.
The sample/hold circuit forms this
staircase by capturing the voltage in the
waveform present at the beginning of each
sample period and then holding this value
until the next sample period. This hold
function creates the "tread" in the stair
step. At the next sample period, the value
of the next held voltage changes, because
the analog waveform has itself changed
value,
continuously,
between
sample
intervals. This change in voltage level to
that captured and held during the last
sample period creates the "riser" in the
stair step. (See Figure 2.)
The important point here is that the

"In away, you can never really 'hear' anything. What we're really
experiencing, or '
hearing,' is merely the compression and expansion of air
moving against our eardrums."
with stable numbers. So how important is
this error, especially at high frequencies
where, for example, you would have
roughly two samples (44.1kHz rate) taken
within one cycle of a20kHz waveform?

Sample and Hold
TAKING THE 100HZ wavecycle we
graphed earlier as an example, let's imagine
what happens when it enters the sample
and hold circuit of an A-to- D converter.
This circuit is analog, in that it creates a

stair step voltages more or less follow the
contours of the analog waveform. Isay
more or less because quantizing errors are
always present when the actual value of the
waveform doesn't exactly coincide with a
quantizing ( measuring) increment at the
start of each sample period. Nevertheless,
the stair step waveform can be decoded
back into aquite accurate recreation of the
original waveform it represents by the
simple expedient of filtering.
You see that the stair treads really are a
bunch of square waves (or in some cases
MT AUGUST 1988

rectangular waves). As you may or may not
know, square waves are formed when all
possible odd harmonics are combined. This
can be thought of as a collection of sine
waves starting upward from a given
fundamental frequency (another sine
wave). In the case mentioned, that of a
100Hz waveform with an amplitude of one
volt peak to peak, there would be 480 such
square wave "treads" following the
contour of each wavecycle, and 48,000 of
them per second. This assumes we're now
sampling at the 48kHz professional rate
rather than the rate implied in our example
with the graph paper. If we pass this stair
step wave through a filter with a "brick
wall" stop band that cuts in at, say, 22kHz,
all the stair step components will be
deleted. And what will be left will be the
100Hz sine wave whose contour they were
rising and falling with.
In the case of a20kHz sine wave, as long
as it rises and falls within at least two

USER BASE
OVER 24,000
WORLD WIDE

complex and contains aharmonic "wiggle,"
this harmonic would be far too high to hear
-and would be filtered out in any event. It
should be noted here that this filtering
happens at the system output, after
the waveform time/voltage measurements
stored in binary form have been reconstructed back into a stair step waveform. This filter is often called an 'anti/
imaging filter, for it also removes high
frequency multiples of the input waveform's
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If you are making aliving in
the music business you don't
have time to deal with unwieldy software, likewise,
you don't want to stifle your
creativity with t(x)Is that are
limited in an way... hence
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frequency response curve (spectrum).
It should be obvious by now that the
more quantizing increments you have
available, and the more samples taken per
second, the more likely it is that the
varying line of the analog waveform will
land on the intersection of asample period
and a quantizing increment, or at least
come very close. Manufacturers have
decided that a44.1kHz sample rate and a
I6- bit quantizing word are sufficient (for
now - progress marches ever onward) to
accurately encode and decode signals in
the normal audio range. Large amplitude
and complex signals relate randomly to any
errors that are generated, and the errors,
when reproduced in a digital system's
analog output, are low in level, resembling
white noise. When the signal level being
quantized/sampled drops, however, the
errors become correlated to these smaller
excursions of the signal, for there are times
when the signal's change in amplitude does

sample periods and crosses at least two
quantizing intervals, asquare wave representation will be formed by the sample/
hold circuit. By definition, this square wave
will contain odd order harmonics higher in
frequency than the sine wave it represents;
but when it runs into the filter, the square
wave will lose all harmonics that are odd
order ( 180kHz, 9th harmonic; 140kHz, 7th
harmonic, etc) and become the 20kHz sine
wave it wants to be!
If by chance this sine wave is more
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>not cross more than one quantizing
increment.
For reasons too complex to describe
here, the above generates anasty form of
distortion known as "granulation noise."
One way around this is to introduce asmall
amount of white noise to the incoming
signal called dither. This becomes superimposed on the waveform, and effectively
causes low level in the waveform to cross
two quantizing increments instead of one.
When the resulting data is recreated and
filtered, the result is the original waveform
sans distortion, but with a negligible
amount of white noise added. This situation often occurs when the minute
harmonic "wiggles," riding on the larger

Sample
Maker'

excursions of acomplex wave, don't quite
cross from one quantizing increment to
another between sample periods.

Aliasing and the Nyquist
Theorem
A FELLOW NAMED Nyquist came up
with a very interesting theory, which he

"When it runs into the filter, the square wave will lose all harmonics that
are odd order (
180kHz, 9th harmonic; 140kHz, 7th harmonic, etc) and
become the 20kHz sine wave it wants to be!"
proved experimentally, and which has since
come to be the basis of the design of all
digital systems. Stated briefly, he said that

for Atari ST
Computers
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graphic sample editing. This combination gives you acomplete environment for creating and manipulating
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More samplers will be added in the
near future!
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the highest frequency one can convey by a
digital sampling system must always be at
least one half the sampling frequency. Thus,
if you wish to record 20kHz, your sample
rate must be at least 40kHz. If you try to
record any frequency higher than the
20kHz limit, the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) will not be able to take two
samples per cycle; meaning it won't be able

BUM

•60 Operators in user-defined algorithms.
•Three-dimensional FFT sample analysis.
• Full 16-bit noiseless samples.
•6selectable waveforms per Operator
(including afull sample).
• FM, AM, additive synthesis, nonlinear
waveshaping, or combinations.
•Computer assisted loop selection.
• Many cut, copy, and paste edit options.
•Sample merging including time-shifting.
• Sample scaling and reversal including
sample fragments.
• Play samples through Atari speaker.
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to accurately show the bipolar nature of
the waveform and its frequency.
Remember that two samples must be
taken and two quantizing increments must
be crossed to create a square wave (via
sample/hold) of the same frequency as the
wave sampled. Beyond this Nyquist limit,
the sampler will take samples of the rapidly
varying amplitude of, say, a 30kHz
waveform, but catch samples at points not
really related to each cycle of this
waveform. The result will be descending
frequencies ("aliasing" frequencies, since
the original is being represented as
something else) which take the place of
the original harmonics. (See Figures 3A
and 3B.)
For example, if Sequals the sample rate
of 48kHz, and F equals the 30kHz
"defiant" harmonic you wish to capture,
then S— F equals the spurious harmonic
added to the legitimate frequencies below
the Nyquist limit. In this case, you would
suddenly find yourself with an 18kHz signal
never present at the input. This and other
frequencies formed by similar interactions
cause aliasing distortion in the audible
signal. To avoid this, a filter with a flat
bandpass and very sharp stop band is
inserted ahead of all other elements in the
digitizing system. In some ways it's similar
to the anti- imaging filter at the tail end of
the chain, and it's usually called an antialiasing filter.

Fading Out
SO MUCH FOR a few of the, uh,
"fundamentals." Obviously there's agreat
deal I haven't covered or have had to
glance over. I'm indebted to Ken C.
Pohlman, from whose excellent book
Principles of Digital Audio Iwas able to draw
much useful information while compiling
this article. Isuggest you buy it ( Howard
W. Sams and Company is the publisher) if
you want to learn more.
Next month I'll outline acomplete PCM
recording transmission system, discuss
some of the more salient aspects of D-to-A
and A-to- D converters, and cover some of
the new all digital products coming on to
the market. In particular, Ihope to make
clearer the do's and don'ts of digital
interconnection.
It's awhole new world out there.
MT AUGUST 1988
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THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN A COMPUTER THAT
MAKES MUSIC,
AND ONE THAT MAKES TROUBLE.

Of all the personal computers
you can buy to make music, none
makes it easier than Atari computers.
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No other computer company has
made the commitment to music
and musicians the way Atari has.

I1,

That's because, unlike the others,
the Atari 512- kilobyte 520ST",
1-megabyte 1040ST", and 2- and
4- megabyte MEGATM computers
have more of what you need
already built-in.
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We're working in harmony with
all the major music software houses
to produce the software you want
to make music with.

Here's what we mean.
El

MIDI. The Key
to Electronic Music.

And building adistribution network of music dealers— not computer dealers— who know electronic
music well enough to help you, no
matter how much you know.
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As you may already know, the
MIDI interface is the key to electronic music.
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If you're unfortunate enough
to not be working with an Atari,
you'll have to buy an interface
separately.

That commitment, by the way,
doesn't end with our hardware.
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And make sure it's compatible
with the rest of your equipment,
not to mention your software.

Samford
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And then you'll have to make
sure everything is installed correctly.
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THE COPYISTrm Dr. T'sTm Music Software

What's that like?

The Atari ST and MEGA computers are just parts of afull
system. So there are lots of things
you can add when you're ready.
Like our MEGA File 20'
20-megabyte hard disk for storing
your magnum opus.

And our SLM804" laser printer for publishing it.

You know the song, " What are you doing for
the rest of your life?"

Plus one of the largest libraries of music software in the industry.

Atari ST' and MEGA computers, on the other
hand, have aMIDI port built right into the back
of the computer.

But perhaps the nicest thing about an Atari is
how little it costs.

So you can connect all kinds of equipment—
synthesizers, samplers, drum machines, SMPTE
controllers, pitch-to-MIDI converters— as easily
as plugging into an amp.

With what you save on an Atari, you could
buy yourself asynthesizer. And some software.
Want to learn more? Write or call for the name
of the Atari music dealer nearest you.
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YAMAHA PORTABLE COMPUTER
Right before we headed off for NAMM, Yamaha
told us to come by their booth and check out
their new computer(!), the Cl. The product of
21
/ years of development, it's a laptop AT
2
clone featuring a 10MHz 80286, dedicated
SMPTE in/out, two assignable sliders on the
front panel, and eleven MIDI jacks in all - two
in, eight out, and one thru. The display is
640 X400 square pixel backlit Supertwist LCD
with normal 1:1 aspect ratio, and there's outputs
on the back for external Hercules, CGA, or
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PASSPORT MASTERS MORE
COMPUTERS
Along with upgrading their popular Master
Tracks Pro sequencer to level 3.0, Passport has
ported it and its baby brother Master Tracks Jr.
to a number of computers. New features in
version 3.0 include support of two independent
MIDI interfaces, synchronization to MIDI Time
Code as well as song position pointers, aSMPTE
window with continuous timecode readout, and
a Marker window that displays each marker's
song position and SMPTE time. These enhanced
markers can act as acue list t.t can be printed
out, and can be placed anywhere within a
sequence (to one clock accuracy) for sound
effects work. Version 3.0 also includes MIDI
controller chasing, which means it will send out
the most recent continuous controller and
pitch- bend values when started in the middle of
asequence. This makes it well suited for MIDI
automation.
Both versions of Master Tracks run on the
Macintosh, Atari ST, and now the IBM PC
(under Windows). The Junior version also runs
on the Apple IIGS (an all-too- rare new music
package for that computer). Pro retails for
$395; Junior retails for $ 149.95. Owners of
older versions of Pro may update to 3.0 for $45.
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patch librarian), and a carrying bag. There is
extensive developer support (including an
application toolkit), and several IBM music
software companies will apparently have their
wares running immediately on the Cl.
Price for the two floppy version will be
around $3000; for one floppy and an internal
hard disk, around $4000. It looks like the
Macintosh is in for some competition as the
portable music computer.

monochrome Multisync 11 compatible monitors.
Extras inside include an extra timer for
applications, adedicated processor for handling
the sliders and SMPTE jacks, the ability to
handle all MIDI jacks at full bandwidth using a
custom Yamaha communications chip, and a
ROM with amusic font built in. On the outside,
you'll notice note numbers screened above the
normal ASCII keys, two serial outputs, aprinter
port, and the ability to expand the internal I
Meg
of RAM up to 2.5Meg. It runs normal IBM
applications and comes with DOS, a pair of
MIDI utilities ( MIDI monitor and a generic

I
NEXPENSIVE NOTATION
Grandmaster, Inc. has just announced the
release of version 2.0 of their "music processing
program," MusicEase. A WYSIVVYG (what you
see is what you get) music notation editor for
the IBM PC, it can accept note entry from
either the computer keyboard or MIDI. It
includes a I- 2- 3-like menu interface plus a
VVordstar-like set of commands, plus multiple
(non-overlapping) windows. More eye-catching
features include an unlimited number of
connected staves; up to three lyric lines per
staff; the ability to stretch astaff to an exact
measured width; and the ability to transpose,
shift, invert, retrograde, or add to each staff,

Song

MORE FROM Yamaha, 6600 Orangethorpe Ave.,
Buena Park, CA 90620. Tel: ( 714) 522-9011.
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MusicEase - a WYSIWYG music notation editor for the IBM PC.

block, or entire piece. Requirements are an IBM
or workalike, DOS 2.0 or higher, 5I2K of RAM,
CGA or EGA, an Epson or IBM Proprinter, and
a Roland MPU40I-compatible MIDI interface.
Also, Passport has afree booklet (Passport to
MIDI) for those new to MIDI sequencing.
MORE

FROM

Passport

Designs,

Inc.,

625

Miramontes Street, Half Moon Bay, CA 94019. Tel:
(415) 726-0280.

MORE LIBRARIES THAN BOOKS
With the DX7 having been beat to death, the
MT32 and ESQI/SQ80 synths have been getting
deluged with patch editors and librarians.
On the MT32 side, Rigamer Technology has
just released MTED, which runs on the IBM PC
and allows access to all those functions hidden
by the MTs normal front panel. Features of the
editor include holding two timbre groups of 64
patches along with an additional eight at once;
transferring of any single, group of eight, or
group of 64 timbres; patch mapping of all 128;
and assigning of rhythm sounds or timbres to
any key with its own level, stereo placement,
and reverb switch. MTED requires an IBM
wori<alike with only 256K of memory, DOS 2.0
or higher, and a Roland MPU401 (or
compatible) MIDI interface. Cost is $79; a
demo disk is available for only $5.
For the ESQ family, Playroom Software has
announced MVP-ESQ (also for the IBM,
requiring Windows 1.0 or 2.0). It allows editing

Price is just $99.95 for the un copy-protected
disk and manual; ademo disk is available for $5.
MORE FROM Grandmaster, Inc., PO Box 2567,
Spokane, WA 9920-2567. Tel: ( 509) 747-6773

of patches either as an ESQ patch sheet (with
pop-up graphic envelope editing) or akin to the
front panel flow chart (also with graphic
envelope editing). The Syntrak function displays
on the editor's screen any tweaks being
performed at the ESQ itself. There is also the
provision for selective patch randomization.
MORE FROM Rigamer Technology, 2470 Prentiss
Avenue, New Orleans, LA 70122.
Playroom Software, 7308-C East Independence Blvd..
Suite 310, Charlotte, NC 28212. Tel: ( 704) 536-3093.

QUIET LION; LOUD PRODUCT
Like the Volkswagen Bug, the Commodore 64
won't die. Quiet Lion has just released a
comprehensive sequencer for it that is intended
as acompanion to their scoring program, Music
Printer GS. Features include individual event
editing, cut-and-paste type operations, programmable punch ins and outs, meters from 1/4
to 24/16, velocity scaling and muting, automatic
fixing of stuck notes, and splitting atrack above
and below aparticular note. Limitations seem to
be only eight tracks, and a "plain" user interface
that relies on alphanumeric keys to execute
functions. It supports the Passport or Sequential
MIDI interface along with the Commodore's
MT AUGUST 1988

SID chip, and can read and write both Sonus and
Syntech file formats. Price: $79.95.
MORE FROM Quiet Lion, PO Box 219, Sun Valley,
CA 91353. Tel: (818) 765-6224.

ANOTHER LIVE ONE
RTX8 is a MIDI processor that runs on the
Commodore 64 computer with a Sonus or
Passport interface. Designed to split amaster
keyboard across multiple channels for live or
layered performance, it allows the creation of
eight assignable zones. Each zone includes the
following parameters: MIDI channel, low note,
high note, transposition, sustain pedal effect,
and mapping of any continuous controller to the
MIDI master volume control. Other useful
utilities include apanic button and MIDI data
monitor (either one worth the $39 list price).
Up to eight setups reside in memory at once for
instant selection.
MORE FROM Realtime Music Publishing, PO Box
8144, Loveland, CO 80537.

S
TRANGE S
NAPS
Snap Software is making acareer out of writing
patch editors for otherwise unsupported
products. They began with programs for the
GM70 and GP8; their latest offering is for the
Yamaha MEP4 and runs on the IBM PC. MEP4
Compaoion, as it's called, allows access to every
MEP4 parameter on apair of screens. Features
include within-patch copying from one
processor to another. Available only by direct
order, the program costs $100; ademo version
will set you back $ 10.
MORE

FROM

Snap

Software,

1116

Janey

WonUnder, an accessory for Toshiba laptop IBM-compatible computers.

includes MIDI cards, for portable composition
or live performance. The Toshibas will still fit
back into their cloth carrying case, and will be
less than two pounds heavier (and your wallet,
$379 fighter) for the graft.

TOSHIBAS AND MIDI
Connect Computer has developed WonUnder,
an accessory that bolts onto the bottom of the
Toshiba 15100, 13100, 11200, or 1100 .lus
laptop IBM-compatible computers which allows
any single 2A-length (or less) expansion card to
be used with that machine. This, of course,

MORE FROM Connect Computer, 9855 West 78th
Street, Suite 270, Eden Prairie, MN 55344. Tel: (612)
944-0181.

Way,
é

Sacramento, CA 95819. Tel: (916) 451-9914.

File

Edit

MIDI

Sampler

É

WIDER VISION
SampleVision, avisual sample editing package
for the IBM PC, has been updated to support
the Ensoniq EPS, Yamaha TXI6W, E-mu Emax,
and any sampler using the MMA Sample Dump
Standard along with the original Akai S900.
Aside from all the expected features, some
special treats include equalization, inversion,
reversion, color FFTs, and the ability to locate a
place in asample by sample count, elapsed time,
file percentage, or any type of SMPTE timecode.
SampleVision requires an IBM-compatible with
640K of RAM, a hard disk, CGA, EGA, or
Hercules graphics interface, and amouse. Retail
price is $349.
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MORE FROM Turtle Beach Softworks, PO Box 5074,
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Digidesign was the first company to prove that
sample editors, and then software synthesis
packages, were viable products in the
marketplace. Whereas SoftSynth concentrated
on additive synthesis, their new TurboSynth
package gives amouse-and-windows treatment
to the patchable modular synths of yesteryear. A

uS:al

SampleVision, a visual sample editing package
for

the

IBM

PC

features.
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Digidesign's new TurboSynth - a palette of sound modules interconnect to create samples for nearly

Sae.

some

unexpected

palette of sound modules (which include sample
playback and FM, additive, and waveshaping
synthesis techniques, along with ten signal

processing modules from spectral inversion to
digital delay) can be interconnected in any
fashion desired to create samples which can
then be downloaded into nearly any available
sampler. Running on the Macintosh and costing
$349 list, TurboSynth will also be compatible
with Digi's Sound Accelerator card for the Mac
II ano Mac SE. This combination will allow realtime synthesis and I6-bit performance of the
sounds from the Mac via MIDI.
MORIE FROM Digidesign, 1360 Willow Rd.. Suite 101,
Menlo Park, CA 94025. Tel: (415) 327-8811. •
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Graphic Notes

Music Publisher 1.01
Notation Software

A company from Down Under enters the notation fray with aMacintosh program featuring adedicated piece
of hardware for note entry. Review by Wheat Williams Ill
GRAPHIC NOTES IS the name of an Australian
music publishing company which has released
the software it developed for its own use tc the
general public. Designed to meet the needs of a
professional publisher, it is easy enough to learn
and reasonably priced, and looks to be useful to
the average musician in his or her basement studio.
A great deal of excitement has been generated by the releases of the new generation of
music printing software for use on the Apple
Macintosh with the Laserwriter and other
Postscript printers. In my article last month, I
described Music Publisher as an eagerly-awaited
60

entrant into this growing field. This month, I
actually got areview copy. Does it deliver? Yes
and no.

WHAT YOU GET
First, name confusion: Music Publisher is the
name of the program. Although advanced ads
mentioned the name " Fortissimo," this
apparently refers to amultiple user version of
the program which is still being developed for
professional music publishers. The Postscript
font of musical symbols included with the
program is called Repertoire. The additional 36key keypad supplied with the program is called

Presto. Also supplied with the program are two
sheets of special clear Mylar stickers to apply to
the Macintosh's keycaps. The only thing left in
the package is apair of nonstandard cables for
interfacing the Presto keypad to aMac Plus, and
a more standard cable that will work serially
with the Mac SE or Mac II's ADB port. Finally,
the program's I52-page owner's manual is avery
good one; adequately explaining each function
in alogical order with lots of illustrations.

SETTING UP THE PROGRAM
Music Publisher will only work with Apple's
System 4.1, Finder 5.5, and Laserwriter 4.0 or
MT AUGUST 1988

higher, and requires at least a Mac Plus. For
reasons discussed below, you would be much
better off with aMac SE or aMac II and alargescreen monitor. ( I'm hoping my Mac Plus will
still be useful for something other than a
doorstop in six month's time.) To facilitate
configuring your working disks, Music Publisher
comes with Apple's old Installer utility. Music
Publisher's Installer script will reconfigure any
disk you feed it by replacing your current System
with Version 4.1 (with the four sizes of the
Repertoire screen fonts) and Finder with 5.5. It
also copies over the Music Publisher application
itself, and the Repertoire Postscript font. This
utility is useful if you don't know anything about
how to drag icons in and out of folders or use
Font/DA Mover. Personally, Iwouldn't touch
Installer with aten-foot SCSI cable.
If, like me, you already use ahigher System
and Finder than 4.1 and 5.5, and are paranoid
about letting an automated utility indiscriminately restructure the Blessed Folder on
your hard disk (and all your hard-won fonts,
DAs, and CDEVs), you can manually place the
necessary applications and move the Repertoire
screen fonts out of the System on the Installer
disk with Font/DA Mover. Word is the program
is now also directly Font/DA Mover compatible.
Graphic Notes felt that the best way for users
to learn the layout of all the musical symbols
which are entered from the Mac keyboard was
to provide clear plastic keycap stickers with the
symbols printed on them in blue, green, and red.
These indicate which symbols are triggered by
the normal, Shift, and Option key combinations,
respectively. This makes alot of sense, because
you don't have to memorize long strings of
command combinations ( like those found in
Passport's program Score! for the IBM) to
typeset music. Installation is simple providing
your keyboard isn't caked with pizza, and once
the stickers are in place they stay there and do
not obscure your view of the little QWERTY
letters printed on them by Apple. You'd better
be careful while applying them; they aren't
removable.

HOW IT WORKS
Once hooked up (unfortunately, I had a
prototype cable for connecting Presto that
caused me no end of trouble - at press time I
received new production cables which seemed
to be ahuge improvement), the first thing Inoticed is that Music Publisher launches very slow-

rsgeigligan
•

_

ly. It takes almost 60 seconds to launch this
44IK program from aone-page document off of
ahard disk.
Music Publisher assumes that you will be
making firm decisions about how you want your
pages of music to be formatted before you start
entering the music. As soon as the program is
up, you are presented with apage setup dialog
box if you are starting anew document. Here, a
major shortcoming appears. As soon as you decide on the size of your music page, set its margins, and click "OK," you are locked in. You cannot change the layout of apage of music without
completely trashing that file and starting over
from scratch. Thus, if you had an elaborate piece
of music formatted at 81
/"X 11", and your friend
2
needed it on smaller, narrower pages, you
would be completely out of luck.
Next, Music Publisher presents you with a
blank page in asingle window at WYSIWYG
size. Rulers at the top and left have moving lines
that indicate the vertical and horizontal coordinates of your cursor movement in inches,
centimeters, or points and picas. This is anice
touch. Music Publisher makes screen updates,
such as when the image must be redrawn as you
move symbols about on the page, rather slowly
(it is not nearly as slow, however, as Mark of the
Unicorn's Professional Composer program).
Likewise, using the scroll bars to move around a
page is painfully slow. This is why Ibelieve Music
Publisher will work most effectively on the
faster Mac SE or Mac 11 with alarge-screen fullpage display monitor.
By clicking on a vertical location with the
mouse, pulling down the Music menu and
selecting 'Add A System,' you can select any of

several preforrnatted systems (combinations of
connected musical staves) like Piano/Vocal
(three staves), Melody (one), or SATB. Each
system can only be used in one of four note
sizes, the sizes of the four screen fonts for Repertoire. This is amajor goof. One of the main
points behind using Postscript is that a Postscript printer can calculate and print any font in
aly point size imaginable. However, Music. Publisher rnly gives you four Repertoire screen font
sizes. This is particularly ludicrous in light of the
fact that Music Publisher will let you enter text
and lyrics in any point size at all, in half-point increments.
The program also has a box available for
designing your own custom system configurations. It is very flexible, and lets you design
any combination of braced, bracketed and
barred staves in any clefs you can think of - Alto
and Tenor included. When you finish creating
your new system, it is automatically added to
the list under the Add ASystem box, and can be
called up anytime. This is very, very good.
Unfortunately, it is implemented terribly. While
you are creating anew system, there is co way
to save your work in progress. You can only save
it by closing its window and exiting the
customization mode. Next - you guessed it there is no way to go back and re-edit your new
system if you need to make changes. Iwas trying
to painstakingly recreate acomplicated twentystave orchestral system from asymphony when I
discovered this - not good.
All of the other music entry functions are accessed by clicking one of sixteen icons on a
moveable palette, not unlike the one in
MacDraw.
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The familiar "hand" symbol is used to manually adjust the amount of empty space between
staves in asystem by simply clicking on an area
and dragging to make it larger or smaller. This is
effective, although for the sake of reproducible
consistency it might have been wiser to have the
user specify vertical spaces in point sizes.
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ENTERING MUSIC
10I
The most unique thing about Music Publisher
RI is its method of note entry. Score formatting
EV and most editing jobs are handled with the
mouse and menus in the usual Mac interface
fashion. But when it comes to entering notes
and chords into the staves displayed on screen,

I!'
rd

the mouse is dispensed with altogether and
replaced by keyboard commands. To facilitate
this, Music Publisher will only work with the
special Presto 36-key keypad, supplied. Since
the program cannot be used without th•?. special
keypad, there is no need for copy protection on
this package. Pirated copies of the software
won't do anybody any good - and you can still
install copies anywhere you want them, on
floppy disks, hard disks, and networks - to your
heart's content. Bravo.
The user enters the pitch values of notes with
the right hand on the extra keypad, which has
four rows of keys labeled C through B, and
which place those corresponding musical
pitches on the staff in various octaves.
Durational values and sharps and flats are
changed on the conventional Macintosh
keyboard with your left. This makes for the
fastest and least frustrating method of note
entry I have ever tried in a score printing
program.
When it comes time to do actual note ent
the " note" icon activates the dual keyboards for
note entry. This is the one part of Music
Publisher that fully realizes this program's true
potential. With a little practice, music entry
approaches effortlessnes. You move from staff
to staff with the Mac keyboard's arrow keys.
Normal and percussion notes, rests, and grace
notes from double whole notes to 128th notes
are all right there under your left hand.
Honestly, Idon't ever want to go back to any
other way of notating music on aMac.
Of course, the usual Cut, Copy and Paste
features can be used to duplicate and move
whole blocks of notes.
While we are on the subject of notes, Music
Publisher has avery sophisticated algorithm for
beaming notes within ameasure, which it does
automatically as you enter them. When you
specify time signatures for each measure, you
can instruct the program how to subdivide the
beams into groups. For instance, if you are in
7/8, you can tell Music Publisher that you want
the eighth notes beamed 3+ 2+ 2, 44 3, 5+ 2, or
any other combination you can think of. And
you can change the instructions for every
measure if you like. Iparticularly like the way
Music Publisher handles partial beaming, such as
taking arow of sixteen connected thirty-second
notes and creating four subgroups of four notes
each while using the top beam to connect all of
them. Ididn't have time to investigate two
62
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strange Music menu items labeled " Beam Me
Up" and "Tie Me Up," but somehow Idon't
think they relate to either Star Trek or bondage

notes to occupy afixed percentage of horizontal
space within a measure based on the note's
duration. If you ever need to move some notes

games, respectively. (
They're actually for manual

closer to or farther from other ones to make,
for instance, abrief burst of sixteenth notes in a

beaming and tying if you want to add some additional markings of your own Ed.)
About the only drawback to note entry is the
fact that Music Publisher automatically places

4/4 measure easier to read, you have to
meticulously insert extra space between them in
increments of one and four points. This is
MT AUGUST 1988

tedious - simply being able to click on anote
and drag it to anew position with the mouse
would have been much better.
I'm quite confused as to why Graphic Notes
chose to cram all its extensive text functions
under asingle menu with anumber of internal
sub-menus, while devoting a whole menu to
displaying point sizes for a utility which
determines the thickness of lines and boxes that
you draw freehand with an arrow tool à la
MacDraw. How often are you going to use that?
Furthermore, the Font Size sub-menu does not
indicate which screen point sizes of aparticular
font are installed. The standard way of doing this
is by displaying those numbers outlined, but
Music Publisher simply ignores the issue.
Two other tools on the Toolbox palette
deserve special mention, and praise. Slurs and
crescendos can be accurately drawn and placed
by clicking on the exact points on the page
where each will start and end. Most other
programs will stick these symbols wherever the
heck they feel like it, most often overlapping
text or other symbols. Finally, there are icons in
the toolbox which let you access features like
piano pedal markings, glissandos, and repeat
endings. Graphic Notes plans to implement
routines for fingering symbols for tabulature and
piano music, and guitar fret chord symbols.
All in all, Music Publisher is well suited to
typesetting very complex and esoteric types of
sheet music, and can perform some pretty
advanced notational tricks that we don't have
space to cover here.

PRINTING OUT
VVhen it comes to printout, Music Publisher's
scores look quite professional on an Apple
Laserwriter. Graphic Notes tells me that they
feel that the Repertoire font they have created
is superior to the industry-standard Sonata font
from Adobe, and they could have apoint. Idid
not get the opportunity to try printing out
poster-sized scores on a Linotronic, but it
should be possible.

FINAL OBSERVATIONS
Currently, Music Publisher does not always
let you save your work whenever you want to.
The first time you select "Save" from the File
menu, the "Save" command becomes dimmed,
which means you cannot use it. It only "undims"
itself and lets you save again after you enter
more notes into the score. Thus, if you make a
few formatting changes like moving some
systems and adding clef changes, you can't save
the document and quit. You have to perform
some other operation which Music Publisher
will recognize as asignificant change before it
will let you Save.
The program does not support MIDI or any
method of importing or exporting files from
other programs such as sequencers or other
score printers, though Graphic Notes assures
me that they are committed to implementing
these features. The next revision, due out by
July (which will be free to all registered
owners), should support playback of the music

on the screen polytimbrally through separate
MIDI channels. Icertainly hope so.

CONCLUSIONS
From all of the above, you might get the idea
that Idon't like Music Publisher. This is not the
case. Editing and entering music in this program
is ajoy, and the flexibility of on-screen text and
symbol placement is truly impressive. Plus, the
output looks great.
As for problems, the embarrassing one with
the cable has apparently already been fixed. It
will be harder to implement letting you
reformat page size after you have started work
on apiece of music. On-screen menu placement
and window scrolling speed could be improved.
Also, they had better remedy the inconsistent
way in which the program saves files
immediately.
You'll also notice in the intro that Ipointedly
did not say that the program could be useful for
ahome " MIDI" studio. Again, this program does
not support MIDI - yet. Being able to read and
correctly notate music before you start working
with Music Publisher is simply agiven.
Music Publisher is avery promising program
that, unfortunately, isn't quite up to its
advertised potential yet. But for the first offering
of acompany new to the Macintosh market,
they are definitely on the right track.
PRICE $599
MORE FROM Graphic Notes, 200 Seventh Ave..
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. Tel: ( 800) 336-6683.
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USE OUR " MUSICIAN FRIENDLY"
EDITOR/LIBRARIANS
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Sound Quest Inc.

Dedicated to your Music Software Needs
5Glenaden Ave. E.
Toronto. Canada
(416) 234-0347
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The Power lb Ful
The musical landscape is changing.
A new generation of composers and
players is emerging.

From making music to producing total
sonic environments, they're creating
sounds and effects for the ear and the
eye. They need instruments with
the power to capture, re-shape and
re-assemble sounds as well as notes.

The revolutionary Professional
Performance Series workstations
bring that vision of the future to
life. Four advanced tools with power
and sophistication that eclipse anything yesterday's instruments could
offer.

chine, an eight track sequencer and
33 digital multi-effects. Plus over 100
ROM-based sounds: from acoustic
samples to synthesized waveforms,
from percussive foundations to orchestral sweetening. A complete studio,
ready to produce your ideas.

The MI Music Workstation—a16 bit,
2Megaword composition system,
with a61 note keyboard, adrum ma-

The QI MIDI/SMPTE Workstation—
a256 track sequencer that re-defines
"performance"with memory, power and

fill Your Vision.
editing features that surpass any
computer-based sequencer.
The Si Production Workstation—a
16 bit stereo sampler, aflexible
sampling drum machine, apowerful
MIDI/SMPTE sequencer. With adiskbased system architecture designed
to free your creative imagination.
The C2 Programmable Audio

Mixer —an 8channel, rack mountable,
MIDI controlled mixer of exceptional
audio quality With programmable
3band EQ, effects loops, level and pan.
The center of atotally automated
studio sound control system.
The Korg Professional Performance
Series. Now Korg technology transcends the boundaries of the past.

m!!!finiz

For afree catalog of Korg products, send your name and
address. plus $ 100 for postage
and handling to: Korn USA, 89 Frost St., VVestbury, NY 11590.
or to Korg USA West, .N:86 Deering Ave.. Canoga Park, CA 91304.
Exclusively distributed in Canada by: Erikson Music.
378 Isabey Street, St. Laurent. Quebec H4T 1W1
0 Korg U.S.A. 1988
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LEGAL ISSUES &

THE HI-TECH MUSICIAN part one

Copy Protection

Illustration Colin Cantwell

Time to set the emotional opinions aside, and discuss just how copy protection works, and why companies do
and don't use it. Text by Stefan B. Lipson.

THE POSSIBILMES BROUGHT about by
advances in computer technology are exciting,
but along with the technology have come
innumerable and unforeseen legal problems.
Both designers and end users of computer
hardware and software depend on copyright and
patent law to protect their work. As it stands,
however, US copyright law has not seen amajor
revision since 1976. As such, there is
considerable confusion in the computer industry
as well as in the creative arts as to how the law
applies to these technological developments.
While not all courtroom decisions on
computer-related cases have followed a
consistent legal philosophy, alarge number of
the cases do set precedents in some way.
For people in the creative arts, the outcome
of these cases is of considerable importance.
Music software for sampling, sequencing,
66

composition, and other applications as well as
the output of these programs is govemed by the
same copyright laws previously mentioned.
Ultimately, how the legal questions are
answered in the courts is of great consequence
to artists, musicians, video professionals, and
others in the creative arts (not to mention
computer professionaS).
In dis our first of an occasional series, I'll look
at copy protection, the software deveiopers'
way of preventing illegal diskette duplication.

WHAT AND WHY
Copy protection is ameans of preventing a
user from duplicating apiece of software for use
on more than one machine at atime. Computer
programs come with license agreements whicn
are intended to stop (or at least warn) the user
that installation of the software on more than

one machine for simultaneous use is illegal.
Developers felt, however, that written warnings
alone were inadequate in addressing the
problem - and therefore devised copy
protection schemes as away of preventing illegal
duplication.
A number of different copy protection
schemes exist, ranging from the storage of key
information on an additional undetected
diskette track to drilling holes in the diskette to
act as a signature. Some copy protection
schemes have vulgar side effects, such as
spewing expletives across the screen when the
user attempts to run a bootlegged version.
Some developers have evert discussed retaiating
against bootleggers by using acopy protection
scheme to format and/or destroy various
system components such as hard disks. More
often than not, however, a copy protection
scheme simply will not allow the user to install
the program properly, which in turn prevents
the program from being used.
From the software developer's point of view,
protection is necessary because it stands as one
of the few ways to protect their investment.
Developers, after spending thousands, hundreds
of thousands, or perhaps even millions of dollars
on development, mist recoup these costs to
remain profitable and to generate revenues for
further development.
The cost of software piracy is substantial.
Hypothetically, if a corporation were to
purchase one copy of aprogram that retails for
$200 and copy it onto their 2000 work stations,
the developer is deprived of $400,000.
Developer's fears of such piracy are not based
on the paranoid fears of greedy software
executives, either. As evidence, aprevious study
by The Association of Data Processing Services
found that approximately half of the installed
copies of Micropro's Wordstar, a word
processing program, were ilegal.

A CHANGE IN POLICY
For anumber of reasons, copy protection has
all but vanished in the world of corporate
software. One reason for this change in policy is
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that developers did not see the proliferation of
hard drives and other hardware peripherals,
which have generated a number of additional
problems for copy protected software. If auser,
for example, copies his or her program to ahard
drive and the hard drive fails or crashes, not only
does the user lose the hard drive, but the copy
protected software is lost as well. In such an
instance the user must attempt to secure anew
copy from the software manufacturer ( hopefully

both the honest user who wants only to back up
diskettes for archival reasons and the pirate who
wishes to avoid paying for the product.
Meanwhile, affected developers were angered
that another developer would create aprogram
that so compromised them. In spite of the
developer's sentiments, the program did
tremendously well and a variety of such
programs subsequently appeared, allowing
Apple, Commodore, and Atari owners to

"A number of different copy protection
schemes exist, ranging from the storage

duplicate copy protected software. Copy II PC
was so well done, in fact, that in 1986 Central
Point Software won PC Magazine's Award for
Technical Excellence.

of key information on an additional
undetected diskette track to drilling
holes in the diskette to act as a
signature."
for free). Even if the manufacturer is
sympathetic, the process of getting anew copy
still results in lost time and productivity.
An additional problem surfaces with laptop
computers which use 3.5" diskettes but employ
an architecture traditionally associated with
machines that use 5.25" diskettes, such as IBM
and compatible computers. The user of an old
IBM XT who purchases a new Toshiba ( IBM
compatible) Laptop, for instance, is faced with
replacing software due to obstacles in copying
the 5.25" diskettes to 3.5" diskettes. If the
software is protected, there may be no way to
transfer the program, short of writing to the
software developer.
Another reason for removing copy protection
can be traced to stringent policies on illegal
duplication that many firms have implemented.
These policies have been known to include
immediate dismissal for employees caught with
illegal software.
In the corporate world at least, the
implementation of these policies coupled with
the outcry from customers experiencing the
aforementioned problems has helped convince
developers to remove copy protection schemes.

BEATING PROTECTION
To a great extent, copy protection became
irrelevant in 1983 when Central Point Software
made available the first of what was to become a
wave of "protection bashing" programs. Central
Point's star program, Copy II PC, allowed users
to duplicate most copy protected programs for
IBM PCs.
Every duplication program such as Copy II PC
includes a disclaimer on the opening screen
reiterating that the reproduction or duplication
of software for anything other than archival
purposes is expressly forbidden. Developers
understandably expressed doubt that such a
warning would make any difference to pirates
(remember, one of the reasons they used copy
protection in the first place is concern that their
own warnings would not be heeded). To some,
the warning has as much substance as the sticker
on cigarette machines warning minors of the
criminal penalties for smoking.
Programs which break copy protection are
double edged because they address the needs of
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THE HOME MARKET
While copy protection for software in the
corporate world has almost completely
vanished, it is still commonly included with
software targeted for the home user.
Developers fear piracy by home users because
unlike large corporate buyers, they feel that
home users cannot guarantee ( or coerce)
honesty. They feel that these users would not
hesitate in copying aprogram for one or two
friends, thereby depriving developers of a
significant portion of their revenue stream.
There are other differences between the
corporate market and the home market that
developers cite as reasons for leaving copy
protection on home products. In contrast to the
corporate market, for example, there are few
disk conversion problems for the home market
and until recently, fewer hard drives for home
users. Not to be overlooked is the fact that
corporations which purchase hundreds of copies
of aprogram or negotiate a site license have
considerably more influence with a developer
than ahome user who purchases asingle copy of
the program.

ALTERNATIVE PROTECTION
Many users complain that they only want to
back up a diskette for archival purposes.
Archival duplication is acceptable to developers
but it is not archival duplication that they are
trying to stop.
Some companies have removed copy
protection
all
together.
Others,
as
a
compromise, have adopted ahardware form of
copy protection, sometimes referred to as a
security block. A security block is a hardware
device that fits onto the parallel port of the
computer. A special identification code is
assigned to the block by the manufacturer.
When the program runs, it checks the port to
see if the block is in place and if the code is
correct. If the block is not in place or the
identification code is incorrect, the software will
not run.
Security blocks solve the problem of archival
diskette duplication by allowing the user to back
up the actual software any number of times but
preventing the use of multiple copies. This form
of protection is costly, however, both to the
developer who must pay for the blocks in
advance, and to the consumer who ultimately
pays the additional hardware cost.
There are afew other alternatives to copy

protection. One such alternative is shareware. A
shareware developer encourages dissemination
of ashareware program with the request that if
the end user likes the program and uses it, then
aspecified fee should be sent to the developer
at the specified address. This appeal to the user's
honesty and sense of fair play has resulted in
considerable success for a number of such
developers.
Another alternative for developers is to
provide potential customers with demonstration versions which allow the user to use the
system but not save any work. This gives the
user achance to test drive the program without
actually getting an illegal copy. Both shareware
programs and demonstration programs are
often found on networks such as GEnie,
Compuserve, or PAN where they are made
available to awide audience.

SUMMARY
Developers feel robbed by illegal program
duplication. The complaint that software
developers offer sounds similar to that voiced by
the recording industry, which tries to prevent
duplication of records and tapes. One
distinction which developers make, however, is
that many
developers are
independent
programmers and their programs may represent
many months work with little or no
remuneration. Further, most programs cost
many times more than arecord or tape, and so
the duplication of asingle program represents a
larger loss. Add to this the dilemma of
developing for a narrow market which
inherently offers alimited return.
Finally, developers express concern for the
feasibility of creating new and more powerful
products
if
the
revenues
needed
for
development are not forthcoming. Development can be tremendously costly and illegal
duplication impedes further development by

"To some, the warnings on duplication
programs about illegal copying have as
much substance as the sticker on
cigarette machines warning minors of
the criminal penalties for smoking."
reducing available development funds. Nine
months of product development cannot be
justified with inadequate financial returns.
Ultimately, it is the end user who loses out.
Granted, copy protection has to some extent
helped developers reduce their losses due to
piracy. Copy protection can be bypassed,
however, and it causes an additional set of
problems for the end user ( and developer) as
well. Further, it represents an incomplete
solution to the underlying problem of
protecting an idea or acreative work that can be
electronically copied. Right now there's simply
no easy answers.
We're curious as to what you think of the
issues raised in this series of articles. The
issues do after all, affect you and your
livelihood directly
67
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'Geodesic MIDISynergy 1.0
II

MIDISynergy'l

A rewritable MIDI sequencer for the Amiga. Review by Stefan B. Leon.

MIDISYNERGY IS PRESENTED as a simple
MIDI sequencer/recorder for the Commodore
Amiga. There are afew distinctions to be drawn
with this product, however. First. MIDISynergy
is probably best viewed as alearning tool both
for the folks at Geodesic and alearning tool for
new programmers interested in building music
applications software. The diskette includes all
Re of the C source code for the program
O
wrote Synergy under the Aztec C68
Manx Compiler) so that you can see how
various functions are implemented. Because the
source code is provided, you have the option to
change the program or customize it if you so
desire. To do so, you need to know C and you
will need acompiler if you want to recompile
the code. (The professional system from Manx

ri

Steinberg's

The Ear
Ear-training software for the Mari
SI Review by Mihai A4anoliti.
COMPUTERS CAN BE an ideal tool for music
education: combine endless patience with exact
repetition and perfect memory, and you have
the ideal teacher. Steinberg's The Ear for the
Atari ST goes along way towards filling the need
for an ear training program that is both simple
to operate and fairly comprehensive. All you
need is aMIDI polyphonic keyboard and about
fifteen minutes with the manual, and you will
soon be on your way to more accurate hearing.
The program is separated into four sets of
exercises: Intervals, Scales, Chords, and Melody
Dictations. Exercises consist of the computer
playing acertain chord, interval, or scale and the
student's response; the correct answer appears
once the student has made a response. It is
possible to re- listen to the passage before
responding, and the computer keeps track of
the results of aparticular exercise as well as
cumulative results. These statistics are displayed
at the bottom of each exercise screen.
The Intervals section consists of three
separate exercises: one in which you are asked
68
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is $199. The Developer System is $299 and
comes with Unix utilities.)
Geodesic sees itself as providing ajumping off
point for people who are interested in doing
their own coding. With that philosophy in mind,
the program provides an interface that is really
just skeletal (Geodesic has included the source
code for the interface on the diskette as well if
you are interested in seeing how they
implemented it), providing access to abasic set
of sequencer functions such as play, record,
erase, and rewind. There is also awindow that
allows you to monitor the MIDI data stream in
real time, but there are no pull-down menus or
other features commonly associated with more
powerful sequencers. The documentation
consists primarily of installation information, a

Desk
n--

Intervals

Scales

Chords

Geodesic Publications

Dictations

Options

Hear chords of four and five notes and inversions !
Which kind of chord ? }
Major

—1

Major seventh

r----Major ninth w/o fifth

Minor

Major w/ raised 7

Major with added sixth

Diminished

Minor w/ dim. 7

Diminished w/ dim. seventh

Augmented

Minor seventh

Major ninth

Which inversion ? }
1. inversion

No inversion
3. inversion

r
--- 2.

inversion

4. inversion

Again, please

Again, as arpeggio
Next chord, please

koItIONG !

Stop it !!!
te •:771

to decide which of apair of intervals is larger;
the other two ask you to name the interval
played (one plays the notes simultaneously, the
other consecutively). The Scales section is also
made up of three exercises. The first will play
one of these five scales: Major, Harmonic Minor,
Melodic Minor, Natural Minor, and Hungarian
Minor. As in all exercises, roots seem to be

o

exercIse

selected at random (the range of possible notes
along with the tempo can be set in the
Preferences screen; you can thus set the range
to be within your keyboard's optimal sound).
Another exercise adds the Dorian, Phrygian,
Lydian, and Mixolydian modes to the previous
five scales. The last scale exercise adds the
Whole Tone, and Chromatic scales to all the
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brief description of the interface and a
specification for astandard MIDI file format. All
in all, Synergy is intended for hackers who are
interested in the capabilities of the Amiga.
The code is the most interesting thing for
prospective customers. After looking at some
other files on the diskette, it appears that the
folks
at
Geodesic
are
interested
in
experimenting and learning about the Amiga.
That would explain the presence of several
undocumented programs on the diskette
including U7, aprimitive graphics program that
takes advantage of some of the Amiga's graphics
capabilities. There is also avery primitive game
called Triclops which features crude animation.
There were a few more of these programs
available and the source code is also provided so
that you can see Geodesic's approach to
graphics coding. Granted, the programs aren't
relevant to music applications, but if you're
interested in hacking with an Amiga, they might
be of interest. Ihave to assume that the folks at
Geodesic like playing with the Amiga's graphics
as well as the music and thought that others
might be interested as well.
Geodesic is interested in what people do with
their code and are open to including customer
additions with future releases. MIDI Synergy is
not copy protected. Hack away.

GENWAVEI12
GENERIC
WAVEFORM
EDITOR
For Atari ST
i
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F—mLISR-1200
AKAI
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MORE

FROM

Geodesic

Publications,

P.O.

Box

956068, Duluth, GA 30136. Tel: (404) 822-0566.

others. You are asked to decide which one of
these eleven scales has just been played.
The Chords section consists of four
exercises: triads with and without inversions,
and acombination of triads and more complex
four- and five- note chords with and without
inversions. You can choose to have the chords
re-played as arpeggios (which really helps to
recognize inversions). Among the more
complex chords are minor, major, diminished
and dominant sevenths, sixth, major ninth, and
the minor-major seventh.
The Melody Dictation section is by far the
weakest part of the program. A random atonal
melody is played and you are given its starting
note. This exercise would be more musical if it
was based on random but scalar melodies.
The Ear can make ear training alot easier and
much more fun. However, some improvements
could be made: abetter Dictation exercise, a
computer key for the Again function (or even a
way to control Again and Next functions from
the MIDI keyboard), and away for the user to
define more scales and chords. Such refinements
would make The Ear an excellent companion for
all musical levels.
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The Rack—mounted Macintosh ll

NTSC Converter

Create on the Macintosh II and send the video
signal to Video Tape or Broadcast TV!

• Macintosh II Audio/Video Workstations •
• Digital Matrix Patch Bays for Audio 8( Video
• EWI/EVI MIDI Wind Instruments
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820 Programmable Audio Mixing
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Dr. T's KCS with MPE, PVG, & Copyist
A software environment for the Atari ST

Take apopular sequencer, enhance it and the accompanying scoring program abit more, add algorithmic
composer- like editing tools and wrap it in amulti- program environment, and you're going to be busy for a
while. Review by Lorenz Rychner.
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N THE BEGINNING, Dr. Treleased KCS (the
Keyboard Controlled Sequencer) for the Commodore 64 and Apple II. It featured Open Mode
-which worked quite unlike anything that was
available at the time. Now, afew years later,
KCS works on several more computers as both
anormal and unusual sequencer, and has grown
several arms: MPE (the Multi- Program Environment), PVG ( the Programmable Variations
Generator), and Copyist (atranscription program). Time to get the prescription renewed.

AN OVERVIEW OF KCS
The Keyboard Controller Sequencer, of course,
has evolved somewhat over the years. It is
currently up to version 1.6 and Level II, the
latter of which has some new sections - namely,
the Master Editor and the Programmable
Variations Generator, or PVG. There's room
here for only acursory overview of KCS, so I'll
give you alittle idea of what Open and Track
modes are all about before describing the Dr.'s
latest wonder drugs. ( For a more thorough
explanation see the KCS review in MT February
'87.)
In track mode you record up to 48 tracks,
somewhat like on a multitrack machine. The
length of track 1 (you set it, and change it later
70

at will) limits the length of all other tracks. Each
track has its own screen, and all the features that
you would expect from an advanced program
are there, including Step Time Entry. There's no
looping of individual tracks in Track mode,
however; they either all loop or they don't.
Repetitive phrases have to be in the track as
linear data. You play it in once, then append it to
itself, which takes up memory.
If your piece calls for astructure other than a
short segment played once straight through,
you'd probably use Open mode. In this mode,
you can record all your music right there into
sequences that don't have to be confined to the
length of any given other sequence. Anything
can be a sequence: a single note (a sample
trigger? acrash cymbal?) or awhole bunch of
merged tracks, acontrol sequence that lists all
the other sequences, including transpositions of
pitch and velocity, repeats, and last-minute data
like volume (controller # 7) for aperfect fadeout of awhole merged song - you name it.

THE MASTER EDITOR
This collection of magic elixirs is only available
from Level II. It brings up six screens, and only
the currently selected one will affect the data in
the selected sequence.

The first screen is called Blend; it lets you
make changes to atrack or sequence while the
computer reads the data of another sequence
(the reference sequence) as the model. This can
be done by aligning pitches to those in the
reference sequence, or velocity values,
durations, rhythms, channels, or you can
autocorrect some events to match exactly the
times of events in the reference sequence. Of
course, the model doesn't have to be copied
exactly for all of these parameters, and the
computer will just approximate them if you say
so. The manual suggests this as a way of
producing swing feel, and many other uses come
to mind.
Chords is the next screen. If you played some
chords in aslightly arpeggiated way (and who
doesn't?) and want them straightened out, then
the 'Deflam' feature is the tonic for you.
'Arpeggiation' goes the other way - it spreads
out achord over time. The 'Sort' function could
be seen as apreparation for Arpeggiation - it
rearranges the notes in achord in the order of
their pitches, either ascending or descending,
and with askip (skip every other note first and
play the skipped ones later) if desired. Velocity
and duration can be also changed in several
ways, and the 'Orchestration' feature makes it
possible for the notes to be assigned to a
number of MIDI channels.
Controllers is a screen where MIDI events
other than notes can be treated. After you
define the controller, select 'Split' if you want
that controller's data to be extracted and
moved to the next available empty sequence;
select ' Erase' to simply delete it; pick 'Thin' if
you need to thin out the density of controller
data. As an example of using Thin, say you've
used more aftertouch than necessary, and the
sequence is flooded with AT events. Experiment
with different Fraction Kept values ( 2strips half
the events, 3leaves only one third, etc), and set
aMaximum Time to ensure that events close to
note events will be left in (one of the most
considerate
Thinning
functions
available
overall).
Track Utilities offers changes to all tracks:
'Deleting' arange (shortens all tracks), 'Erasing'
arange ( leaves ablank, like rests), 'Insert' adds aow.
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Now the music ¡nyour head
can look as good on paper.
Creating music in your head may he something that comes easily to
you, but what about writing down those tkoughts, faithf.illy capturing the
beauty al your music ?
Music Publisher" from Graphic Note., combines acreative world of
expression with the reality of absolutely correct music notation. This
software gives you the freedom to create the music you feel, simply and

See your Apple Dealer or your music dealer, or call (800) 336-6683
and we'll ship to you direct.

Great Music should look as it sounds.
Flease send me more information about Music Pub.isherTM7'1
am a
i

D Musician D Composer

easily, supported by over 500 years of music(omposing and publishing
knowledge and the very latest in Macintosh desktop publishing.

copies «P$595 plus $ 7
shipping and handling
fl enclosed is my Ciegue OR charge my
DVisal1Mastercard Credit card expiry date / /

Music Publisher simply produces the best looxing music you'll
ever see.
Its compatible with MIDI and all Macintosh computers; from a
MacPlus with two floppies and adot matrix printer to anetwork of
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Mac ll's and laser printers_
Name

need to get started; Music Publisher softvuare, Repertoire'', the new
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music font and Presto'', our high speed notation keypad that pros
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V'le provide you with one package containing everything you

into your Mac All for $ 595.

[' Copyist D Publisher EJ Dealer

Please send me
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Graphi. -Notes Inc., 200 Seventh Ave., Santa Cruz
Ph (408) 476-0147. Fax (408) 476-4520.
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The computer ofrecordw
These days, more and more
artists are entering the charts not just
with abullet But with aMacintosh'
personal computer.
That's one reason you'll find so
many Macintosh computers in the
studios where they cut the hit
records. No matter what kind

MOO

of music you make, there is Macintosh software to
help you make it better. Composing, arranging,
sequencing, sampling, sound design — you name
it, Macintosh can do it
Macintosh is flexible. It doesn't lock you in to
any single, rigid MIDI configuration. So as your
music grows, your music computer will, too.
And the performance doesn't stop when you
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finish playing. Because Macintosh also gives you
access to ahuge library of serious business software. That means you can shift from playing your
music to promoting it without missing abeat.
See for yourself. Order the Macintosh, MIDI
&Music video. Half an hour jammed with insight
and instruction from many of America's most notable artists. Demonstrating how Macintosh can

t

be as instrumental to your success as it is to theirs.
You can have the video for asong, Just call
800-538-9696, ext. 750, and we'll send pu acopy
You'll discover why, in the music business today, the signs all point to Macintosh.
•
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range of rests. Let's just look at an example for
the latter: say you need to extend averse by
one bar where you'll later add asolo drum fill.
You set aRange Start and an Insert Amount in
clocks, and all tracks will play nothing for a
measure at that point. Back in Track mode you'll
record the fill, give its first note the time value of
the downbeat of that measure (there's a
calculator back on KCS's Edit screen), and
you're done.
Pitch map is the next screen. If your sampler
had the crocodile bark assigned to the note D3
when you recorded it, and you want to change it
to the snake hiss that is triggered from B5,

KCS Level II: shift-click on the last program
loaded to remove from memory. This restores
all the memory, and worked flawlessly from the
KCS 1.6, once Ihad gotten wise to it. It didn't
work quite as smoothly with the KCS Level 11
and the Copyist, because the latter was aprerelease version that hadn't been cleaned up yet.

SEQUENCES TO NOTATION
The Copyist has been reviewed in these pages
before (see review MT June 1987). To teach a
computer how to deal with the many variables
that experienced arrangers and copyists deal
with routinely must be an awesome task;

MPE "
By clicking on the Ext function within KCS you can simultaneously load up to
four of Dr. Ts Editor/Librarian programs without the need to shut
down the sequencer."
maybe with a change in velocity, you're in
business. You can even strip an individual note
out of the whole sequence by giving it the
command ' Channel / Delete O.' A pitch
mapping screen lets you reassign pitches over
the range of 7octaves and 3semitones. Just be
sure to realize that Dr. Tchose to go against the
MIDI standard with the note octaves versus
MIDI Note Numbers - in all his programs, C4 is
MIDI note number 60 ( middle C), as opposed
to C3 in MIDI ( he's in powerful company, since
Korg, Roland, Kawai, Digidesign and others do
the same).
Oh, and finally, tempo commands can be
erased or changed up and down in percentages,
and accelerando/decelerando values can be
converted into absolute tempo values.

TWO PLACES AT ONCE
"MPE" stands for " Multi Program Environment." On the track and sequence Edit screens
it shows as Ext (for - you guessed it - external).
Click on Ext - without the need to shut down
the sequencer program - and you can load up to
four of Dr. Ts Editor/Librarian programs. The
scoring/notation program The Copyist is about
to be updated for MPE. While in the editors,
you have access to SysEx and to the disk drive of
your choice (as defined on the System Screen).
When you select To KCS, you return to the last
KCS Edit.
Of course, nothing's free - loading these
programs into memory results in areduction of
available free events. The Copyist, in particular,
will take up alot of space. In fact, unless you
have a Mega ST ( either 2 or 4), the good
Doctor points out that you won't have very
much room for files if you load the Copyist and
editor programs simultaneously.
The great part about this integration is that
you can listen to the current sequence play the
patch you're working on in the editor program.
Plus, the time and aggravation that this
arrangement saves alone are well worth the
trouble of getting the editor programs in the
new MPE versions.
It's not readily apparent from inside KCS 1.6
that you can also unload the programs - there's
no message to this effect, but there is one in
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therefore, Ialways have some slight sympathies
for their shortcomings. As with all notation/
conversion programs I've seen, you'll soon learn
how to edit any rhythmically interesting
sequences just so that the computer can display
the music in areadable manner (there seems to
be arule that if it looks right then it'll sound
dumb, and if it sounds right then it'll look
dumb). There's a playback mode from the
notation screen, which is nice, but gets hurt by
the aforementioned rhythmic side effect of
applying this balm.
To give acapsule review and summary of The
Copyist, if your music is destined to be read and
played live and you have your copying chops
together, you'll probably win over the computer
hands down (and studio players dislike
computer printouts passionately, anyway). If it's
for shopping your songs around, go for it - the
result can look very professional, and the link
with the sequencer worked like acharm.

THE FINE PRINT
The new programs come with owner's
manuals that are afar cry from the tiny books
with miniature print that Dr. Ts distributed
before. They are very readable, ringbound in
sturdy plastic, with indices and table of contents.
The Copyist's manual left me stranded alot, but
the others made learning abreeze. The disks are
copy-protected, by the way. Hard disk
installation is possible, but the original disk must
be in drive A during the boot-up, serving as a
key disk.

THE PVG
This Escher-like space is also only available
from within the KCS Level II. The basic idea
behind PVG is to take some of your existing
sequencer material and create variations on it
which you control by setting values for avariety
of parameters. Looking at it from a broader
point of view, it's the most powerful editor
you're ever likely to see.
Downright
intimidating, actually - particularly when you
come up against screens that look like they're
test papers in math, with terms like Set Values,
Rotate Values, Gaussian, Macros, Consecutive
Mults, and In-betweens. And the manual waxes

on about "Chaos making anew Science" and
Mandelbrot diagrams (not in my dictionary ....).
We're getting out there, folks. And that's just
where this program will take your music if you
let it. But you're in control at all times, although
it'll take you along time to get asense of how
much control. Give it as little or as much music
to work on, define the direction in which to take
that music, set up restrictions, and see what
comes up.
What you'll be building to operate on your
phrase is aset of definitions called aPreset. The
program can store up to 80 Presets. For more
complex procedures, you combine up to 16
Presets into one of 20 Macros, so that the
computer can combine the commands of the
Presets in one operation.
The first screen in PVG is called Changes. A
number of data fields are ready for entering
parameter values that will randomly change
pitch, velocity, duration, time, shift, and interval,
based on the data on the Edit screen when you
clicked on PVG. If you had a range ( block)
defined at that time, then that's the material the
PVG will work on. It could be as little as asingle
event, or awhole song. You must further tell
the program how many variations it should
perform, and what the likelihood of varying one
parameter over another should be. Ihear you
say "how should 1know?" Well, take astab in
the dark. Fill in some numbers under AMT
(amount) and WGT (weight), set anumber for
Changes per Vary, and see what gives.
For an experiment Iused the default C scale
from sequence 1in the Open Mode, which
moves by quarter notes from C4 up to C5. In
the field 'Change by Constant' Ientered Pitch
Amt 2, Wgt 1, with Changes per Vary at 1, asking
for 10 variations with evolving Mults, not
overwriting the Original. Under ' Restrictions,'
where you delimit things that the program
should not create, Ientered the pitches of A,
A#, C#, D#, E, F#, G#, with pitch limits of
C4 and C5 for upper and lower limit ( in other
words, keep to the range of the original). The
result: the Program wrote 10 new tracks, each
with 8notes picked from the C scale, at quarter
note intervals (since Ididn't ask for a time
change), all between C4 and C5. They read like
this: CCEFGABC, CCEFGGBC, CCDFGGBC,
CCDFFGBC, CCDGFGBC, CCEGFGBC, CC
DGFGBC, CCCGFGBC, CDCGFGBC, and
CDCFFGBC. The manual states that "the WGT
value determines the likelihood that achange
will be made by that particular amount." Low
weighting, small changes.
Instead of Change by Constant, Icould have
chosen Gaussian, where the Amt column is
replaced with SD (standard deviation, which the
manual defines as "astatistical measure of the
likelihood that agiven change will be of some
specified size"). It seems to mean that whatever
you enter there won't always come up, but
more often than not it will. And, Icould have
entered some numbers under 'Time' and 'Shift,'
which would have affected the rhythm and
length of the scale. Selecting 'Staccato' or
'Legato' would have played with the duration of
the notes that would have been changed
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rhythmically. Signed' values is the third option
next to Constant or Gaussian, giving you more
control than the others, since the changes seem
to happen more gradually, and in the positive or
negative direction that you can input.
Another screen lets you assign Swap/Copy
functions, where the source material isn't
altered, just rearranged. Again you enter
numbers, and you set up aprotection scheme.
Set Values will set arandomly chosen event to
the set value irrespective of its starting value.
Interval, Delete, and Erase work here, too.
Global Changes allow you to make changes to
the unprotected notes of a sequence, not
necessarily at random. This is ascreen where
you can make Edits in apredetermined way, by
giving only the global change any weight
(meaning no other parameters, even on other
screens), and by setting the Changes per Vary to
zero. This works for transpositions or inversions
of pitch, velocity, duration, time reversal, delete,
or erase options. Split/Pattern looks for
patterns that you input (acertain interval or
other relationship) and splits it off into anew
track. By careful setting of the parameters and of
the protection options you can split off pretty
much what you want as opposed to random
values.
In-Betweens looks at two existing sequences
and creates new material according to some
mathematical formula, while taking into account
any Autocorrect values (for similarity in
rhythm) and Scale Positions Restrictions that
you have input. Another screen produces
Ornaments (
embellishment figures), including
notes that weren't part of the source sequence.
You can set the timing of the Ornament with
Offset and Delay values. Other parameters
contribute to the amount of time the Ornament
gets played, or split the Ornament off onto
another track.

PVG 'The basic idea behind PVG is to
take some of your existing sequencer
material and create variations on it
which you control by setting values for
avariety of parameters."
Add Controllers is away to introduce random
controller data, not unlike the Ornaments
which are random note data. You choose from
Delay, Type, and Value; consider Looping the
result, or mixing the effect of several controllers
at once. A fixed Program change can be added,
and the introduction of new controllers can be
stopped with Next Note Lim, Extend, &
Duration. Controller events can be further
modulated according to parameters like the
pitch or velocity of notes. If you want to feel
that you at least started the process, Vary
Controllers needs some controller data to be
present in the original in order to do its job. You
specify which controller daca should be varied,
with restriction and protection parameters.
These screens are interactive, and care must be
taken to clear data before setting up another
effect.
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CONCLUSIONS
I have by no means touched on every
parameter: there are just too many. And given
the interaction between screens, with the
variety of effects that can come from them,
you'll win the lottery long before you come
close to exhausting the possibilities that the
PVG offers. With every change in the source
sequence the outcome can change, even if you
have kept the input values to aminimum and if
you use just one Preset. Can you imagine what
could happen if you wrote a Macro with 16
Presets, and lots of Changes per Vary in each? I
didn't have the time to do it, because inputting
the right values (and keeping track of them) is
quite time consuming.
How far you'd want to take KCS is largely a
matter of taste. Idoubt that musicians who are
plugged into the realities of the commercial

music scene will take the PVG portion of the
program very far, while the excellent sequencer
lends itself very well to real-life projects. But for
the explorers out there, this must be paradise.
The ability to jump to other programs with MPE
just adds to the versatility. Cancel your
vacations...
PRICE KCS 1.6, $ 249 ( registered owners can upgrade
from 1.5 for $ 25, if 1.5 was bought after 9/1/87, or for
$40 if the 1.5 was bought before 9/1/87); KCS Level II,
$325 ( registered owners of 1.5 can upgrade for $ 100,
registered owners of 1.6 can upgrade for $75); The
Copyist costs $249 and will soon be available with
MPE; updating editor/librarians to MPE level costs $ 25
if bought after 9/1/87, $40 if bought before 9/1/87.
MORE FROM Dr. T's Music Software, 220 Boylston
Sc., # 306, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. Tel: ( 617) 2446954.

The Macintosh
music video was
made to order
So what are you waiting for? Order it now.
You'll see how America's top recording artists are
using Macintosh' computers to help change the way that
music is made. You'll also learn the basics of MIDI technology, sampling, sequencing, notation, sound design and
much more. (See the ad one page back.)
So don't wait. Use this coupon. Cut yourself ahit. Or
call (Visa or MasterCard only) 800-538-9696, ext. 850.
Please send nie
copy(s) of the Macintosh, MIDI 6- Music video. For each copy send $9.95
plus 53.(() shipping. California residents add 7% sales tax. Rital enclosed.
Name ( please print)

Phone (

Addmis
City

Method of paynent:

State

D MC
D Visa

Account #
Fxp

Zip

D Check
D Money Order

Signature
Make checks ixtyahle to Macintosh Music Video Offer Mail to: Macintosh Music Video, PO. Box MO, Beaverton, OR 97076
tyliy (vim 12/31; 88 or rebrksitirphés
17/Son/r: Allow • 6u
velefrir delivery
Mountrel, is areetered trademark ql Apple Computer Inv
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perspectives
SEQUENCERS, MEET THE HUMANS
In our new regular feature for alternative points of view, our Technical Editor decries the
narrow-sightedness of current sequencer design. Opinions by Chris Meyer.
YES, YES, I'LL agree - sequencers these
days are truly amazing, wonderful things.
They're immensely powerful, very flexible, and work as great songwriting tools.
They're also narrow-minded and
unaware of how to work with humans.
For some (maybe even the majority),
composition and music is apremeditated
thing. But for the rest of us, agood deal of
composition comes out of just playing
around at the keyboard (or on the guitar,
or wherever). Also, some of us prefer
jamming with afew friends over learning
a few songs to play back by rote (and
some good ideas may come out of those
jam sessions, for playing back by rote
later). Therefore, I'd like to see MIDI
sequencers start to accommodate those of
us who want to just jam.
The top of both my Christmas and
birthday lists is what Irefer to as a "free
time" sequencer. This would be something I could flick on in record mode
(akin to a tape deck) and just play into
(notes and program changes, as I get
inspired by various sounds). And Iwant
to do this without plotting ahead of time
what time signature or tempo I'll be
playing in. After jamming for awhile, I'd
want to be able to go back, mark the parts
Iwant to keep around for editing, and
throw the rest away. Then, when Iisolate
afragment inside one of my rough edits
that 1 like, Iwant to be able to mark
downbeats (either by isolating the notes
on the screen, or tapping them in while
playing it back), and say "Okay - keep
those four bars, and that was in 5/4." The
sequencer then replaces the old bar
markers (which were probably something
weird like three beats and 27 clocks per
measure) with real ones where they
belong, and calculates the tempo. Now, I
can edit and quantize the fragment I
played as if 1had premeditated the tempo
and time signature, and overdub against a
metronome click that's now in time with
what Iplayed.
The above can be applied to recording
a MIDI'd band jamming. To do this, a
sequencer would need to take in multiple
MIDI inputs (why hasn't Southworth's
JamBox/4 been copied more?) and be
able to record on multiple tracks (or at
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least multiple MIDI channels). It would
be easier to place the downbeats if the
sequencer could read a particular MIDI
note on a particular channel (say, the
equivalent of the drum or snare) and
automatically map those as half notes (or
whatever). Then, just edit in the missing
or edit out the redundant beats to make it
all fall right. Ihad hoped that something
like this could be done with adrummer
driving aHuman Clock or Master Beat,
but they're always a few beats behind a
drummer's changes, and therefore the
autocorrect goes wacky (quantizing
behind or ahead of the beat) during those
bars.
My next dream relates to jamming as a
form of playing. Imagine that a few
members of your MIDI jam band have
devices that require clocking, and can
sync to MIDI. However, maybe not
everybody wants to have their devices

"I'd like to see MIDI
sequencers start to
accommodate those of us
who want to just jam."

running from the start of the jam - either
they decide to switch from keyboards to
arpeggiator 20 minutes into the set, or
they have to go out to disk to load anew
sequence fragment that they want to play
along with. There has to be a way to
constantly tell everyone on the MIDI sync
line where the downbeat falls. Older
Sequential Circuits devices used to send
out aspecial message that marked where
it was.
Something that can be done generically
is to again specify anote on aparticular
MIDI channel (say, MIDI note 0 on
channel 16) that marked the I. Then,
either one player is designated as the
master clock and builds this note into all
his/her sequences, or some ultracheap
sequencer is set up as the tempo master
under some player's control for tempo
and time signature (the latter of which
could be changed on the fly by running in

drum machine mode, and cueing up
different one bar patterns of different
lengths to loop over and over). Then
(wishfully), the slaved devices could be
told "Okay - start playing this on the next
downbeat
signal
you
see."
Some
sequencers almost allow this to be done
within themselves, but they tend to
expect the player to start alternate
patterns precisely (instead of cueing up
for abar marker) or to premeditate how
things will be chained before the
sequence even starts.
Of course, one would want the ability
to transpose. Most sequencers allow this;
again, it would be nice to designate a
master channel, and the master player
could transpose everybody (or that could
also be built into amaster guide track for
the master to allow chord progressions to
be followed). Additional jam features
would be giving the player/controller
some ability to adjust dynamics and
timing while playing. For the former, just
the ability to expand or compress velocity
levels per track in real time would help a
person orchestrate during a jam. For
timing, the ability to slide tracks slightly
ahead or behind the main beat in real
time would let people play with the feel.
Both of these would be particularly nice
to have under a hardware slider control
while playing (as opposed to amouse and
ASCII keyboard); perhaps MIDI controller numbers and channel could be
specified ahead of time so these
parameters could then be altered from a
master keyboard or something like the
Yamaha MCS2. (The recently announced
Feel Factory from Future Lab may also fit
the bill here.) The last simple trick would
be ahalf/double time switch, for moving
effortlessly into half or double time.
So, whatcha think - isn't it about time
machines started dealing with us on our
own terms?
•

If you have any thoughts you'd like to share
about products, ideas, trends, music or
anything else that's covered here in MT, send
them ( maximum 1000 words) to: Perspectives,
ch Music Technology, 22024 Lassen St., Suite
118, Chatsworth, CA 91311.
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Good Idea

Got Better

To
Trigger those Big, Sampled
Sounds from your
Acoustic Drums, you'll
Need a MIDI Interface,
a Sampler, a Mixer
and a Reverb ... or

The Portakit offers much more than a
convenient way for drummers to trigger the
sounds of MIDI drum machines and samplers.
Its on-board, polyphonic sequencer lets you
record and overdub complex rhythm tracks.
Six acoustic drum mic inputs, coupled with
Simmons' unique " Learn" TM facility enable you
to cleanly trigger MIDI devices from your
acoustic drums. And with fifty kit memories,
the Portakit can form the heart of the most
sophisticated MIDI drum set-up.
But play the Portakit and you'll discover the real
difference. Force sensing film technology means
no crosstalk between pads, and you can choose
from ten dynamic curves to suit your playing
style. There are even inputs for bass drum and
hi-hat pedals and, as the name suggests, the
Portakit is very portable indeed.
So be careful when you play the Portakit. You
might get carried away with it.

SIMMONS

DIGITAl

MUSI(

playing your acoustic drums before
automatically computing the optimum settings
to trigger its on-board sound samples.
And those sound samples are derived from the
SDX sound library - four different drum sets,
with access to awhole lot more via convenient
memory cards.
A six channel mixer lets you blend these new
sounds with the original sound of your acoustics,
and the built in digital reverb will give you a
drum sound bigger than Dallas.
So if you want to sound modern, but love the
feel of your acoustic drums, trigger atrixer. The
intelligent drum brain from Simmons.

SIMMONS

SIMMONS
HMHED

SIMMONS USA, 23917 Craftsman Road, Calabasas, CA 91302. Tel

It's actually four products in one. Plug drum
mic's or bugs into the Trixer and it analyses you

SIMMONS

1800 TEC DRUM

DIGITAL

MUSK

LIMIIED

SIMMONS USA, 23917 Craftsman Road, Calabasas, CA 91302. Tel

1800 TE( DRUM

Fie IEIL

WORK
This is a refinement of a sound developed by the VS's random patch generation function. Yung
(normally, our Readers' Tapes reviewer) named it this "because the random name the VS gave it
looked like Arabic to me." It's aslow attacking atmospheric patch where the amplifier, then filter, and
finally waveform mix slowly take their turns bubbling to the front. Yung describes it as "
a colored
chrome organic view of an alien plonetscape." A special (after)touch is pressure affecting both chorus
rate and depth, "which is like pouring ammonia into the atmosphere." Yes, it is tonal, and no, we won't
inflict him on you again. •

SEQUENTIAL PROPHET VS
ArabTech
Yung Dragen, Santa Monica, CA
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Craig Thomas, San Francisco, CA

Craig describes this interesting patch, which is
short for Bell Reverb, as a "new age sound with
a distinctively Asian character." It has a
somewhat percussive attack which expands into
a windbell-like sound with a slow release. The
"reverb" portion of the patch comes from the
ambience created by this slow envelope. Craig
has given the patch aslightly off- center panning
which you may want to tweak to taste. Happy
contemplating.
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advantage of a variety of reverb selections,
not just the huge Hall patch. There are also
more percussion sounds, brass and analog
patches,
and
although
everything
is
undeniably D50 programming, there are
enough unique sounds to set this cartridge far
above the other two.
Volume Ill is geared more toward acoustic
imitation sounds, and they don't come across
as well. It's not that they're bad, and if you're
looking to collect more D50 sounds this
volume is certainly worthwhile, but to my
ears ( and maybe it's due to listening and
playing 128 previous patches) they just didn't
have the same creative magic of the second
set.
The packaging is quite nice, with asound
chart of every patch on thick, plastic coated
card stock - making for quick reference.
Sounds can be purchased in a variety of

. A_I_

111-11

WARE
REVIEW: If you're looking for new sound
offerings for your D50, you should check out
the new Alternative Soundscapes, Vol. lIII from Day Star Enterprises, which
contain some very good additional sounds. As
in most offerings of this nature ( despite the
programmer's best efforts it seems), there
are some redundant sounds, or simply sounds
individuals won't find useful. It's probably
more like a ". . . you can't please all the
people all of the time . ." situation, because
none of the sounds are of poor or unusable
quality. It's just that everyone will find afew
which naturally fall into daily or at least
routine use, quite a few that are used
occasionally and then there are the 10 or so
that never seem to find aplace on any track.
Volume I contains the basic all-round
selection of sounds, leaning more towards
pianos, basses, brass and woodwinds. The
expected D50 percussion patches are here as
well as some nice pads and leads.
Volume II was the one Ipersonally liked
the best and the one which Ithink really
shows off the strengths of LIA synthesis. The
pads were unusual enough that they added a
different texture to atrack, but not so wonky
that they weren't useful. A lot of patches
were

built

for
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chase

mode,

and

take

formats; from RAM cartridges provided by
DayStar ( at $ 145 per) to easy- to- use data
sheets ($ 15). If you supply your own RAM
card, DayStar will load the sounds on them
for $ 15 apiece, or at $20 they'll load them on
either Yamaha's MDFI disk, Roland's MC500
or avariety of Macintosh librarian programs.
Application notes are also included for each
Volume, giving the user valuable hints about
how to get the best response from the
available sounds.
Overall, the Alternative Soundscapes
series of D50 patches are very good, and the
pricing structure makes them affordable for
just about anyone. Although Ican't say any
new ground has been broken here, you'll
certainly find a few gems to enhance your
tracks. For more info contact: Day Star
Enterprises, PO Box 2387, Amarillo, TX 79105.
Chris Many.
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ISTEN TO HIS solo with Santana on
'Soul Sacrifice' from Woodstock. You
can hear that Michael Shrieve has
always been adrummer who played
around the edges, whose rhythmic
pulse was suffused with melodic and
harmonic invention, at least as much as you
could get on an acoustic drum kit.
"When Ilook at that Woodstock solo
now, which is not very frequently Imust
say," he adds quickly, "but every now and
then it comes out on cable and Icheck
myself out and see myself playing these Max
Roach licks, which rock drummers weren't
doing. Also Iwas playing with aguitar
player like Carlos Santana who was so
melodic that it always created adesire in
me to think melodically on the
instrument"
Shrieve had to wait several years before
electronic drums, sampling and MIDI put
the same tonal palette at his sticks that
keyboardists had had at their fingertips for
years. In 1988, Shrieve is ready to establish
the state-of-the-beat for the 1990s.
Shrieve is sitting in The Site recording
studio, just up the road from George Lucas'
Skywalker Ranch in Marin County. Across
the control room glass, his partner,
percussionist David Beal, is doing the final
mix on their electronic percussion ensemble
album, The Big Picture. Another record,
with synthesist Steve Roach, was released in
June. He's readying plans for ajazz album
with Patrick O'Heam, Andy Summers,
David Torn, and Mark lsham and preparing
for aSantana 20-year anniversary reunion
tour.
Shrieve's career has the logic of aWalter
Payton downfield run, full of missteps,
spins, sprints and stutters with occasional
drops for losses. If you've been wondering
whatever happened to Michael Shrieve after
Woodstock, some updating is necessary. "1
always go through this," says Shrieve
exhaling astream of cigarette smoke that
serves as aresigned sigh. "People are always
saying, `so what have you been doing since
Woodstock.' Iwas just telling my wife the
other day that we could've been living in
Hawaii for ten years for all people know."
In 1969, Michael Shrieve was one of the
hot drummers on the block. His name was
often spoken in the same breath as Ginger
Baker, Mitch Mitchell and Keith Moon,
musicians who expanded the concept of
rock drums beyond simple timekeeping. He
joined Santana while they were recording
their debut album, right after the original
drummer walked out. "Iwas still living with
my folks and Iwas about 17," he laughs.
After seven years with Santana, Shrieve
struck out on his own, working on projects
that ranged from adventurously obscure to
commercially forgettable. At the later end
was Automatic Man, ahi-tech funk group
that recorded two records for Island in the
late seventies. "The idea was like Power
Station," explains Shrieve. "It had R&B
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the STATE
of the BEAT
From the basic latin back-beat of Santana through the complex
world of sequencers and samplers and back again, drummer/
percussionist Michael Shrieve marks out adistinctive beat.
Interview by John Diliberto.
underneath and rock 'n' roll on top. It
didn't work." Neither did his other rock
ventures, Novo Combo or HSAS with
Sammy Hagar and Neil Schon.
But while he was with Automatic Man
he worked with Island label mate Stomu
Yamashta, an iconoclastic avant-garde
classical percussionist, lately turned
synthesist. In the late seventies Yamashta
put together Go!, amulti-media project
with vocalist Steve Winwood, guitarist Al
DiMeola and synthesist Klaus Schulze. They
recorded three albums, Go!, Go Live! and
Go Too!, that careened from space jams to
Winwood's soulful singing and DiMeola's
speed demon guitar.
Out of Automatic Man and Go! came
two events that would shape much of
Shrieve's music for the next 12 years. On
the debut Automatic Man album, he
recorded for the first time with electronic
drums. "In ' 76, Iwas looking into
electronic percussion and invested money
into the first electronic drum company
called Impact," says Shrieve. "In fact, 1used
those on an Automatic Man album in '76
and that was one of the first recordings of
electronic drums. Then Igot out of it."
From Go!, he began along-term
relationship with German synthesizer
legend, Klaus Schulze. Schulze already had a
formidable, albeit underground reputation
as apioneer in space music. His synthesizer
opuses like Timewind, Moondaum and
Picture Music are considered precursors of
the New Age.
"I was really loving Klaus' music except
for the drums," says Shrieve sardonically. "I
said, `Listen, Ireally like your music, but I
can't listen to it because of the drums. I'm
adrummer, and every time Iput it on and

the drums come in, Ihave to take it off.
Nothing against the guy (Harold
Grosskopf), but let me come over and do
some things so Ican listen to the
records.' " Shrieve laughs at his own
audacity.
Schulze, himself aformer drummer,
admits that it was Shrieve who got him
back into percussion. "Ihad stopped the
drums because Icouldn't hear them
anymore," says Schulze. "But then Imet
Michael Shrieve and he taught me how to
use the rhythm in pieces like my own music
without destroying the mood or the
feeling."
Shrieve and Schulze recorded many
sessions that wound up as albums, including
Trance fer and Audentity (Brain Records).
Shrieve discovered that he could play freely
within Schulze's modal maze of interlocking
sequencer rhythms and spiraling synthesizer
refrains. " He was using sequencers, and
sequencers are tight and precise and Ican
play that way," proclaims Shrieve. "Ihad
played alot of latin music where there were
alot of rhythms going on, so it was the
same thing as asequencer, because you
could stop playing or go into it. It was in
and out of the groove, sort of like skipping
rope. You come in and you're either
messing up or you're not. You're floating or
you're not."
Shrieve floated on his own album,
Transfer Station Blue, one of the most
popular albums on the new age Fortuna
record label. The music was derived from
sessions he'd recorded with Schulze,
including pieces from the Wahnfried album,
Tonwelle. Shrieve had taken the 16-track
tapes, re-mixed them and in the case of the
title track, interpolated R&B rhythm breaks
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that were as misplaced as stick figure
drawings on aRothko canvas.
The record made an unusual crossover
from the new age into funk audiences, with
Dis using it as rap background. It also
found an audience with film directors.
"Every film I've ever gotten has been
because of Transfer Station Blue," says
Shrieve. "Directors love that"

S

INCE HE DRIFTED apart from
Schulze, Shrieve had moved to New
York and began experimenting heavily
with electronic percussion and doing
session work, including abit with The
Rolling Stones and then on Mick Jagger'S
`She's The Boss.' It proved to be asort of
psychological epiphany for Shrieve. "Iwent
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ta Nassau for ten days with Mick and Jeff
Beck," he recalls. "We were staying at Chris
Blackwell's house, and Mick was playing me
songs on the acoustic guitar and they didn't
sound that great. And Irealized as he was
playing them for me that they were going to
end up sounding great. This is Mick Jagger
praying and he's written classics. And it just
hit me that Ishould start believing in
m.yself, writing-wise, and just write and not
doubt what Idon't know, but have
confidence in what 1do know."
Shrieve began working again with
electronic percussion, which had taken
quantum leaps since the Synare. With
digital samplers and Simmons drums, he
now had the melodic abilities he once
envied in Carlos Santana. "Now it's gotten

to the point where we can actually play
melodies with the drums," he says with
relief. "But lo and behold, now what do
you do with this technology and what do
you do with the ability to play melodies on
drum sticks? Well you have so play
melodies or play music with it. So it comes
back to the same thing. It has ro be good
music."
Shrieve embraced drum machines and in
1984 recorded In Suspect Terrain (Relativity
Records), an all-percussion solo record
centered largely around the Linn drum
machine with other acoustic and electronic
percussion added in. "There's an art to
programming drum machines," explains
Shrieve. "You can make it sound like a
human. Idid arecord called In Suspect >
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I> Terrain where Itried to do that. The only
problem with that record was that it came
out four years later in America. By that
time there were new chips for the Linn, so
it sounded, perhaps, old. But Istill feel
there was some very hip programming in
the sense that Iprogrammed one piece,
'Ratatouille.' that had the influence of Tony
Williams, and people like that. It's an
exercise that Iwanted to put on record."
But it sounded like an exercise — brilliant

rhythm tracks in search of acontext. The
melodies would come as he began scoring
films. In 1986, he and synthesist Patrick
Gleeson scored Dino De Laurentis' movie,
The Bedroom Window. For the sessions,
Shrieve brought in ayoung drummer
named David Beal. "Just before leaving
New York for California to do the film, I
did asmall session with David Beal, kind of
anew guy on the scene," says Shrieve
admiringly. " He came to the session with all
these samples. He was one of the first guys
in New York to have it so together with
that scene. So Ihired him to work with me
on the percussion for this soundtrack. We
had such agood time doing it, Isaid, 'Let's
create asituation where we can do
something percussion wise.' It felt time for
me to get back into something that was
percussion music. I've always wanted to do
something that was percussion music
besides songs or playing on apiece of
music, but actually percussion music."
If Michael Shrieve was still ahippie,
David Beal would be his worst nightmare, a
post-punk apostle, replete with spiked black
hair, black clothes and black pants. During
the interview, his girlfriend, Catherine
Rush, sat on the studio floor sewing metal
studs into another pair of black pants.
When Michael Shrieve was flailing the
drums at Woodstock, David Beal was
beating on pots and pans. He was five years
old. But in these cross-cultural days, they've
found acommon ground. Although Beal is
asession player, he has performed
extensively in jazz and symphonic music
before making the leap to rock 'o' roll. He
studied percussion at the Cleveland
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Institute of Music, and played in the
Baltimore Symphony, Cleveland
Philharmonic, North Texas State Ja= Band,
in late incarnations of Blood Sweat and
Tears and more recently with Joe Cocker
and Peter Gabriel.
"David is the perfect modern man,"
exclaims Shrieve, while Beal sits in the
control room putting the finishing touches
on their album. " He really has the drum
stuff down, plus the computer and sampling

stuff more than anybody I've ever met. And
we're completely different. He's arocker
and Iguess I'm not."
Beal is amusician who enjoys his role as
apop music mercenary, playing music to
order. Yet he's able to open up to
something different and experimental. "It
was anew experience for me because
coming from arock 'n' roll standpoint, I'd
always had to work with asong and the
song had to fit radio programming formats."
enthuses Beal, through ahoarse, highpitched voice. "It had to be acertain length
and have ahook, verse and chorus. When
we did the film we were able to do seven
minutes of music that didn't fit into
anybody else's category. It was probably one
of the most expressive things I'd done."
Together, they call themselves Big
Picture, and their album, The Big Picture
(Fortuna), is apercussion duet full of
digital samples and acoustic drums. They
create aglobal percussion dance ensemble
that shifts from African drum choirs with
strings to avant-garde percussion ensemble
with agroove.
"Everything is played on sticks," claims
Shrieve, even if the sticks are triggering
strings, brass, basses and every percussion
device from abass drum to awok. "Once
you get your hands on these pads and you
get sounds up that you like, you don't want
to stop playing them. You can start off a
piece of music and just keep going on and
on. On something like the Octapads you
have alimited amount of notes, so
everything sounds good but you have to be
careful about it getting boring."
Using apair of Roland Octapads each

with DW footpedals made by Drum
Workshop and an MSB Plus for MIDI
patching, Shrieve and Beal triggered an
Emulator III, Emulator II, Roland S50, a
Mirage, an Ensoniq ESQ1 and Roland
drum machines. Although almost everything
was played, most of the basic tracks were
sequenced on Macintosh computers with
Performer software as well as Intelligent
Music's M, UpBeat, and Donnie Blank's
Drum File. "On most of the record we
would sequence afoundation and usually
we went back and replaced them track by
track," says Beal. "You can spend hours and
hours programming asequencer to play like
ahuman, but we're players — so why
bother? The sequencer was mainly an
arrangement writing tool That makes the
record sound more exciting to me. In the
pop world they like everything sequenced,
but this is the one world where you can get
away with agood sloppy fun groove. So
why not do it?"
Despite all the computer and electronic
technology, the album has aprimal, organic
feel, like it just danced out of an African
jungle. "One thing sampling has done is
turned you on to world acoustic
instruments," says Shrieve. "When we use
tablas in the music or African drums,
granted we try not to pretend that we're
Indian tabla drummers; we play as we
always play, but use those instruments'
sounds. And that has got to have its own
uniqueness."
"That was the most exciting thing about
electronics," agrees Beal enthusiastically.
"As apercussionist you're only as good as
your collection of percussion, so aguy from
rock 'n' roll who could express himself in
ethnic music, like African music, his
rhythms could never cross over because he
couldn't play instruments like talking drums
and bata drums. They take years to learn
how to play. But once you get into
sampling, you can take that bata or talking
drum, sample it and put it on your
Octapads and all the different ethnic
communities of drummers have now
crossed over.
"In The Bedroom Window," he continues,
"we had African tribes, with 20 or 30
African drums that were all sampled and we
could just play track by track and create
things that drummers like Michael and I
could never express on our own."
It also changes the way they had to
approach the drums, taking into
consideration properties of sound with
which drummers aren't usually concerned,
like sustain and pitch-bend. "With the
authentic percussion there are so many
subtleties on the drums, and subtleties in
the way people play with sticks," explains
Beal. "The sound you're playing, like a
talking drum, may have apitch sweep to it,
so when you're playing those rhythms
you're taking that pitch sweep into
consideration. You want to leave space for
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it. Before, the rhythm you might play on a
cymbal bell, that could never be played on
an orchestral bass drum, because of the
physical aspects. Now, that cymbal bell can
be an orchestral bass drum so you're getting
awhole different rhythm sense."

S

HRIEVE'S CAREER HAS been like a
complex rug weaving, with patterns
re-emerging and threads leaving off
and picking up. But one of the most
interesting threads is Steve Roach, one
of the few American synthesists to create
his own sound out of the German, Klaus
Schulzian school of electronics. Roach is an
admitted Schulze disciple and when you
walk into his studio, the cover of Schulze's
Timewind album occupies aprominent
overview of the room. So perhaps it's only
natural that he and Shrieve would connect.
They initially played together at The First
Annual Palo Alto Space Music Festival in
May of 1987 and immediately found an
affinity in each other's music. Later that
year, Roach flew Shrieve in from New York
to lay tracks on his Dreamtime Return
album. Those tracks were never used, but
Shrieve wound up staying for six weeks, not
only recording tracks for Dreamtime Return,
but laying down the basis for an album of
Shrieve-Roach duets called Tire Leaving
Time (RCA-Novus).
For Roach, it strengthened his spiritual
connection with Klaus Schulze. For Shrieve,
it picked up another dropped thread. They
locked in synchronization together, writing
most of the music in that six-week period,
jamming on the sequencers. "We'd be
programming at the same time on the drum
machine and the sequencer and just
building and changing and shaping in an
intuitive way," says Roach fondly. "Michael
was also using the Ensoniq sequencer (with
the ESQ1) so we had that common
language between us. And the drum
machine programming, of course, there's no
question about his involvement there."
But both decided it needed something
different, so they enlisted electrojazz
guitarist David Torn. "It felt like it needed
more than just the synths to me," says
Shrieve. "Ihad done that with Klaus and I
was beginning ta feel like we had to open it
up."
Roach felt the same way, and David
Tom's distended guitar appears on every
track, adding harmonies far outside of the
new age milieu normally associated with
Roach. "His knowledge of harmonizing
melodies and chords is another element
that took the album to another level of
harmonic sophistication," agrees Roach. "It
was amazing heating these chords- and
melody lines that were on the border of
being way out there, tonality wise. At times
it took my ears awhile to adjust to this new
sound."
The Leaving Time is anew sort of spacefusion, resonating with synthesizer textures,
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ambiences and the synchro-mesh sequencer
patterns of Roach, pushed by the rhythmic
drive of Shrieve, and shaped and bent by
Tom's liquid guitar leads.
But after all this electronic innovation,
Shrieve is looking again at his acoustic
drums. Even on The Big Picture, he and
Beal, after laying the electronic tracks, went
back in with double acoustic drum kits.
Now he's working on asolo project that
he calls ajazz record, using atraditional jazz
drum kit and employing David Tom,
Patrick O'Hearn, Andy Summers and Mark
Isham, doing tunes by Gil Evans and others.
"It's not going to be like one of those new
age records," says Shrieve, with visions of
fuzak rearing its head. "Iwant it to be new
music and Ilove what these guys are doing,
so obviously there's going to be an
ambience to it. But Iwant to play drums
on the record and Iwant to play freely on
it as well. So Iname those names and a
certain thing comes to mind and that will
be there. Iwant it to be improvisational
drum-wise, and not sequenced or
programmed.
"I feel like I've come full circle now,"
says Shrieve with an air of affirmation.
"There was aperiod there in New York
where drums weren't enough. Maybe Iwas
hanging around with the wrong people, but
Iwas really bored with the drums, and now
I'm really back into them. The direction I'm
going in is more of ajazz direction, because
it has more to do with the art of drumming
than anything else."
Since Shrieve has been known to shift
gears at amoment's notice, it remains to be
seen how the project will turn out. And a
new wrinkle could be the Santana 20-year
Reunion that will take place later this year.
The only sure thing is that Shrieve will
follow his own instincts and that it will all,
somehow, be interconnected. "Ilearned
from Stomu that if you do interesting
things, interesting people find it," he says
philosophically. "You -don't have to worry
about doing something that everybody
might like. Do what you feel and the
people who like that will come towards it
and they will be interesting people."
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TRYING TO REMEMBER what issue the DSO review was in? Need to do some
research on MIDI Time Code? Well, if you've ever needed or wanted to know what
we've covered in MT over the last two years,

here it is: the definitive,

all

encompassing index. We hope you find it to be a good reference source; it certainly
proved to be an eye-opener for us.
Our thanks go to intern Susan Leach, who spent many long hours inputting and
revising the following list. Without her help it probably would've taken another year
to get it out. •
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INTERVIEWS
John Abercrombie
Laurie Anderson
Wally Badarou
Tony Banks
Adrian Belew
Amin Bhatia
Bill Bruford
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May 88
Aug 87
Sept 87
Sept 86
Mar 87
Nov 87
Jun 87

Harold Budd
Richard Buriner
The Christians
Cutting Crew
Holger Czukay
Depeche Mode
Thomas Dolby
Geoff Downes
Earth, Wind, and Fire
Danny Elfman
Brian Eno

Sept 86
Jul 88
Apr 88
Jul 87
May 87
Oct 86
Apr 88
Jul 87
Jul 88
Aug 87
Feb 88

Erasure
Peter Erskine
Larry Fast
The Fents
Peter Gabriel
Jerry Goodman
Jan Hammer
Peter Hammill & Paul Ridout
Paul Hardcastle
Jerry Harrison
Jon Hassell
Heaven 17
Rupert Hine
Michael Hoenig
Allan Holdsworth
Richard Horowitz &
Sussan Deihim
Lucia Hwong
Icehouse
Robert Irving Ill
Mark lsham
Howard Jones
Mick Karn
Nik Kershaw
Kitaro
Daniel Lanois
Level 42
Living in aBox
Jeff Lorber
Man Jumping
Marcus Miller
Patrick Moraz
Patrick O'Hearn
OM D
Séigen Ono
Hugh Padgham
The Philip Glass Ensemble
Jean-Luc Ponty
John Porter
Steve Reich
Lee Ritenour
Steve Roach
Todd Rundgren
Rush
Ryuichi Sakamoto
The San Francisco
Synth Ensemble
Ravi Shankar/Frank Serafine
Jane Siberry
Michael Steams
Steps Ahead
Carl Stone
Morton Subotnick
David Sylvian
David Torn & Kurt Wortman
Vienna
Greg Whelchel
Yes
Frank Zappa

1988 .
Oct 86
Feb 88
Jul 88
May 88
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Jun 87
Jun 88
Mar 87
Nov 86
Dec 86
Dec 87
Jan 87
Dec 86
Dec 87
May 87
Jun 87
Jan 88
Sept 86
Feb 87
I
naug
Nov 86
Apr 87
Apr 87
Nov 87
Nov 87
Sept 87
Oct 87
Mar 87
Aug 87
Mar 88
Inaug
Jun 88
Jan 87
Feb 87
Apr 87
Nov 86
Dec 87
Feb 87
Mar 88
May 88
Sept 87
Oct 87
Feb 88
Jul 87
May 87
Apr 87
Jun 88
Mar 87
Dec 86
Apr 88
Jan 87
Nov 86
Oct 86
Oct 87
Nov 86
Jan 88
Feb 87
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ON CIRCUIT
The Bonedaddies
Brian Bromberg

Apr 88
Jun 88

ON STAGE
Art of Noise
Miles Davis

Oct 86
Jul 88

Keith Emerson
GTR
Peter Hammill, Mike Lindup
Allan Holdsworth
Pink Floyd
Todd Rundgren
Rush
Spyro Gyra
Sting
Joe Zawinul's Weather Update

Nov 86
Sept 86
Feb 87
May 88
Feb 88
Apr 87
Sept 86
Nov 87
Jan 88
Oct 86

PERSPECTIVES
But Isn't Standard
Notation Dead?

BOOKS

Jul 88
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MIDI: The Ins, Outs and Thrus
Nov 87
Music Through MIDI: Using MIDI To
Create Your Own Electronic Music
System
Nov 87
The Casio CZ Book
Nov 86
The Complete DX7
Oct 86
The Complete DX7I1
Apr 88
The Complete Electronic
Percussion Book
Aug 87
The Complete Guide to
MIDI Software
Jul 87
The Korg DSSI Sampler:
Making It Happen
Aug 87
Touch Sensitivity: Building Keyboard
Skills For Playing and Home
Recording
Jul 87
Yamaha DX711D/IIFD, A Complete
Guide to the DX Synthesizer
Apr f38
Yamaha DX71IFD, A New Beginning
Volume I
Apr 88

COMPUTER MUSIC SYSTEMS
Atari ST:
Hybrid Arts ADAP Soundrack
(preview)
Hybrid Arts ADAP Soundrack
Macintosh:
Integrated Media Systems Dyaxis
(preview)

Sept 86
Oct 87

Aug 87

Nov 86
Feb 87
Mar 88
Oct 87
May 88
Apr 87
Nov 86

DRUM MACHINES
Akai MPC60 (preview)
Akai MPC60
Alesis HR16 ( preview)
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Apr 88
Jan 88
Jan 87
Jun 87
Sept 87
Nov 86
Jun 87
Apr 88
Dec 87
Nov 87
Jan 87
Mar 87
May 87
Feb 88

EXPANDERS
Oberheim Matrix-6R
Roland MT32
Simmons SDE
Yamaha FB01

Sept 86
Oct 87
Jan 87
Nov 86

GUITAR SYNTHS
Beetle Quantar MIDI Guitar Controller
(preview)
Jul 88
Casio MG 510
Dec 87
Photon MIDI Converter
Apr 87
Roland GM70
Apr 87
Stepp DGI
Jan 87
Stepp DGX
Dec 87
Unisynth XG Iand XG I
M
Nov 87

KEYBOARDS
Casio SK2I00
Ensoniq Digital Piano
Korg SG IPiano
Roland RDI000
Roland RD300
Technics PX Digital Pianos

May 87
Nov 86
Mar 87
Sept 86
Feb 87
Inaug

MIDI PROCESSORS
360 Systems MIDI Patcher
360 Systems MIDIMerge+
(preview)
Akai MIDIFX
Axxess Mapper 2.0
Forte Music Mentor
JL Cooper Electronics
MSB Plus
KMX MIDI Central and
Merge/Select
Peavey RMC45I2
Yamaha MCS2

Inaug
Jun 87
Oct 86
May 88
Jul 88
Dec 86
Jul 88
Nov 87
Oct 86

OTHER

CONTROLLER KEYBOARDS
Akai MX73
Casio AZI
Elka MK88
Kawai M8000
Lync Systems LN4
Roland MKB200
Unique DBM MIDI Master
Keyboard

Alesis HRI6
E- mu SPI200
Kawai R100
Kawai R50 ( preview)
Kawai R50
Korg DDDI
Korg DDD5
Korg SI ( preview)
Roland TR626
RSF SDI40
Sequential Studio 440 ( preview)
Sequential Studio 440
Yamaha FtX5
Yamaha RX7

Apr138
Jul 88
Sept 87

360 Systems Pro Midi Bass
Audio Optics QED Infra- red Guitar
Pickup
Beetle QR1 Ram Disk
Beetle PR7 TX7 Programmer
Fast Forward Designs MIDI Step
Pedals
Grey Matter Response E! 2.0
Grey Matter Response E! for
the DX7I1
Group Center Innovations
DX- MAX
Kahler Human Clock
MIDI Connection MIDICaster
Oberheim Prommer
Obfuscator MIDI Desktop
Controller

Feb 88
Apr 87
Feb 87
Feb 87
Apr 87
Sept 87
May 88

Sound Process Digital Sound Synthesizer
for the Mirage
Jul 88
Twister Programmable Automation
Computer ( PAC)
Jun 88
Very Vivid Mandala Video- MIDI
Instrument
Feb 87
Yamaha MDF IMIDI Data Filer
Jul 87

PATCHES
Angel City Audio ( Korg DW8000)
McGill University Master
Samples
New Man Studios ( D50)
Optical Media International
Universe of Sound, Volume 11
Prosonus Sound Library
Softworx Emax Samples

Apr 87
May 88
Apr 88
Aug 87
Jun 88
Jul 88

PERCUSSION
Dynacord ADD- one Drums
(preview)
Dynacord Rhythm Stick
Korg DRM I
Palmtree Instruments AirDrums
(preview)
Peavey ED300
Roland Boss MPD4
Roland PMI6
Roland Boss Dr. Pads
Simmons SDS1000
Simmons MTX9
Simmons SDX
Simmons Silicon Mallet

Nov 86
Oct 86
Jan 88
Dec 86
May 87
Dec 87
Jan 88
Oct 86
Inaug
Aug 87
May 88
Feb 88

SAMPLERS
Akai S900
Akai X7000
Akai S9V2.0 & ASK90
Casio FZI
E- mu Emax ( preview)
E- mu Emax
E- mu Emax SE
Ensoniq Performance Sampler EPS
(preview)
Ensoniq Performance Sampler
ERS
Korg DSM I
Korg DSSI
Oberheim DPXI
Oberheim DPXI v1.3
Roland S50/S10
Roland S220
Roland S550
Roland S50 v2.0
Sequential Prophet 3000 ( preview)
Sequential 2002+
Yamaha TX I6W

Inaug
Jan 87
Oct 87
Jun 87
Sept 86
Jan 87
Jun 88
Jan 88
Mar 88
Jan 88
Oct 86
Feb 87
Jul 87
Dec 86
Nov 87
Jun 88
Jul 87
Sept 87
Jul 87
May 88

SEQUENCERS
Alesis MMT8 MIDI Recorder
(preview)
Alesis MMT8
Korg SQ8
Roland MC500
Yamaha QX5
Yamaha QX3

Sept 87
Mar 88
Jun 87
Inaug
Jan 87
Oct 87

Mar 87
May 87
Jun 88
Mar 87

ADA Pitchtraq
AKG Acoustics ADR 68K Digital

Jan 87

Apr 88

Reverb
Alesis Microverb

Jul 88
Feb 87

STUDIO
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Alesis Midiverb II
May 87
Alesis Midiverb
Inaug
Alesis Midifex
Sept 86
ART DRI Digital Reverb
May 87
Ashly CL52 Compressor
Oct 86
Barcus Berry Electronics 402 & 802 Sonic
Maximizers
Mar 87
DigiTech DSP 128 Digital FX
Processor
Jun 88
Fostex El6 Multitrack Tape
Recorder
egi Fostex 160 Multitracker
al Garfield Electronics Time
Commander
D Ibanez SDRI000 Digital Reverb

111

(preview)

Iota Systems MIDI Fader
JL Cooper MIDIMation
JL Cooper MAGI Automation
System
Korg DRV-2000 Digital Reverb
Korg DRV-I000 Digital Reverb
Korg DVPI Vocoder/Voice

Nov 86
Dec 86

Sept 86
Sept 87
Feb 87
Oct 87
Apr 87
Feb 87
Inaug
Sept 86
Oct 86
Nov 86

Roland VP70 Voice Processor
Roland GP8 Guitar FX Processor
Roland DEP3 Multi-FX Processor
Simmons SPM8:2 Mixer

Nov 87
Jan 88
Jul 87
Mar 87

Synhance MTSI MIDI Synchronization
Unit
Jul 87
Tascam Porta Two multitrack
Jan 87
Toa D-5.5 Mixer
Sept 86
Yamaha REX50 Multi-FX
Processor
Oct 87
Yamaha SPX90 Multi-FX
Processor
Inaug
Yamaha DMP7 Digital Mixer
(preview)
Feb 87
SYNTHS

Ensoniq ESQI
Ensoniq SQ80 ( preview)
Ensoniq SQ80

Oct 86
Jul 88
Oct 86
Sept 86
Jan 88
Feb 88

Kawai KI ( preview)
Kawai KI & KIM
Kawai K3
Kawai K5 ( preview)
Kawai K5 and K5M
Keytek CTS- 2000
Korg MI ( preview)
Korg MI
Korg DS8
Korg 707
Kurzweil 1000
Roland MKS70
Roland D50 - Ptl
-Pt2
Classic Synths: Roland Jupiter 8
Sequential Prophet VS

Mar 88
Jun 88
Dec 86
May 87
Aug 87
Nov 87
Apr 88
Jul 88
Jul 87
May 88
Feb 88
May 87
Jun 87
Jul 87
May 87
Inaug

Technos Acxel Resynthesizer
(preview)
Wersi MKI
Yamaha DX7I1 ( preview)
Yamaha DX7IID & DX71IFD
Yamaha TX8I Z

88

Mar
Dec
Mar
Apr
jui

88
86
87
87
87

Sept 87
Nov 87
Jun 88

WIND SYNTHS
Akai EWI/EVI ( preview)
Akai EWI/EVI
Artisyn MIDISax
lntertune Perk- a- phone
IVL Technologies Pitchrider

Oct 87
Dec 87
Feb 88
Inaug

4000 Mk11
Sting EW2 MIDI Wind Controller

Jan 88
Apr 88
Mar 88

Yamaha WX7
Oct 87

Processor
Lexicon 480L Digital Effects
(preview)
PPG Hard Disk Unit
Roland DEP5 Multi-FX Processor

Casio CZI
Classic Synths: The Minimoog
Elka EK44/EM44, EK22/EM22

Yamaha TX802 ( preview)
Yamaha TX802
Yamaha DXII

3oCM Ulna
EloCIEN
APPLICATIONS
Computer Notation
Getting More Miles Per Mac
Getting On Line
Multitasking
Networking
User Groups

Jul 88
Jun 87
Mar 88
May 88
Mar 88
Apr 88

REVIEWS
Note: (M) denotes Micro Review.
COMPOSITIONAL
Amiga:
Music Mouse
Atari ST:
Intelligent Music " M" ( M)
Macintosh:
Intelligent Music Jam Factory
Intelligent Music " M"
NOTATION
Atari ST:
Hybrid Arts EZScore Plus
IBM:
Dr. Ts Copyist
Oberon Music Publishing System
Passport Designs Score
Roland Mesa
OTHER
Amiga:
Other Guys Software
Synthia ( M)
Apple II:
Advanced Software Sound, Song &
Vision ( M)
Atari ST:
Compu-Mates R100 DrumDroid
Commodore 64:
Auricle, Auricle 11
IBM:
Lyre FDSoft
Megamix MR16/1PC
Microsoft Windows v2.03 ( M)
Macintosh:
Altech Systems MIDIPascal,
MIDIBasic ( M)
Apple Hypercard
Bruce Coughlin Click Tracks 2.0
Coda Music Software
MacDrums ( M)
Digidesign Softsynth & Burner

Dec 87
Mar 88
Feb 87
Mar 87

Digidesign Softsynth v2.0
Intelligent Music UpBeat
Opcode Cue 2.0, The Film Music

Mar 87
Aug 87

System
Resonate's Listen! v2.0 ( M)

May 88
Apr 87

SEQUENCING

à

Atari ST:
C- Lab Creator
Dr. Ts Keyboard Controlled

Apr 88

Sequencer
Hybrid Arts MIDITrack ST:
Passport Master Tracks Pro ST:
Steinberg Pro24
Commodore 64:
Sonus Sequencer and MIDI Data
Editor
IBM:
Ad Lib Personal Computer Music
System
Dominant Functions Tiff
Sequencer
Jim Miller Personal Composer

Feb 87
Jun 87
Apr 88
Nov 86

2.0
LTA Productions Forte 1
Magnetic Music Texture v2.5
MIDI Connection Tape ' nStep ( M)
MIDIConcepts Concepts:one
Music Quest MSSI
The 48 Track PC II
Twelve Tone Systems Cakewalk
Voyetra Sequencer Plus MkI
Yamaha Playrec Sequencer

Jul 8E
Mar 88
May 87
Jul 88
Jun 88
Jun 88
Jul 87
Nov 87
Mar 88
Oct 87

Macintosh:
Digidesign Q- Sheet
Mark of the Unicorn Performer
2.2
Passport Master Tracks Pro
Southworth Music Systems
One- Step
Southworth Music Systems Jambox
4+ & MIDIPaint

Apr 87

Feb 88
Feb 88

Jan 88
Jan 88
Jul 87
Jul 88
Dec 87

Mar 88
Jun 87
Nov 87
May 88
Aug 87

Apr 87

Apr 87
Feb 88
Apr 87
Apr 88
Mar 87
Apr 88

Jul 88
Nov 87
May 87
Apr 88
Sept 86

VOICE & SAMPLE
EDITING/LIBRARIAN
Amiga:
Sound Quest DX7Il Editor/Librarian
Apr 87
Sound Quest MT32 Editor/Librarian
Jun 88
(M)
Atari ST:
Aegix Perfect Patch
Sept 87
Beam Team Transform
(preview)
Jan 87
Beam Team Transform
Nov 87
Command Development D50 Command
(NI)
Apr 87
Dr. Ts MT32 Editor/Librarian
(1)
Apr 87
Drumware Genwave/I2
Jul 88
Drumware S900 Soundfiler
Feb 88
Hybrid Arts DX-Droid
Inaug
MIDIMouse Music CZ Voice Master
(NI)
jui 88
Jun 88
Paradigm Omni- Banker
Dec 87
Savant Audio Edit8000
Jun 87
Steinberg Cosmo
Jan 87
Steinberg ProCreator
Feb 88
Steinberg S900 Sound Works
Apr 88
Steinberg Synthworks ESQ ( M
IBM:
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-Pt2: Prophet 2000/2002
-Pt3: Akai S900
-Pt4: Yamaha SPX90
-Pt5: Sequential TOM
-Pt6: MIDI Guitar Controllers
-Pt7: More Guitar Controllers
-Pt8: Ensoniq ESQI
Making Sense of MIDI
Implementation Charts - Pt,
-Pt2
-Pt3
-Pt4
-Pt5
-Pt6
MIDI 101
MIDI 102
MIDI 103
MIDI 104
MIDI 105
MIDI Basics
MIDI Mixification
MIDI Processors - Ptl: Processing
the Data
- Pt2: Creative Data
Processing

4

Bacchus TX8IZ Graphic Editing
Systems
Sept 87
Bacchus TX802 Graphic Editing System
(M)
Apr 87
Macintosh .
Beaverton Digital TX8IZ Editor/Librarian
(m)
Apr 87
Blank Software Alchemy
Jun 88
Opcocte D50 Librarian
Apr 88
Snap Software GM70 Companion
(M)
Jun 88

TECHNOLOGY
Direct to Hard Disk Recording
Massive Memory
Real Music Through Artificial
litelligence

Jun 88
Feb 88
Feb 88

UttHI o oGIB
COMPUTER MUSIC SYSTEMS
Apple Macintosh SE,
Macintosh 11
May 87
136sendorfer 290SE
Feb 87
Commodore Amiga: The Alternative
Micro
Nov 87
Fairlight Series Ill Explained

1

-Ptl
-Pt2
Future Shock ( Fairlight & PPG)
Synclay.er Past, Present and
Future

Nov 87
Dec 87
Sept 86
Inaug

GUITAR SYNTHS
Guitar Synthesis: The Next
Big Thing?

Inaug

KEYBOARDS
Digital Pianos

Jun 88

MIDI
Getting the Most from Mono Mode
Part I: Casio CZIOI
MT AUGUST 1988

Inaug

MIDI Sample Dump Standard
-Pt1
-Pt2
-Pt3
MIDI Switchers
MIDI Time Code
Modes of Confusion
The Last Word on MIDI Delays
The Search for Middle C

Sept 86
Oct 86
Nov 86
Dec 86
Jan 87
Feb 87
Jul 87
Inaug
Sept 86
Oct 86
Nov 86
Dec 86
Jan 87
Aug 87
Sept 87
Oct 87
Nov 87
Dec 87
Inaug
Mar 88

SAMPLING
Bow Sampling
Every Little Bit
IWant Your Samples
Implementing the Sample Dump
Standard
Introduction To Sampling - Ptl
-Pt2
Re- sampling
Sampling in Stereo
Sampling Vocals
-Ptl: A Vocal Chord

Jun 88
Feb 88
Oct 86
Dec 86
Inaug
Sept 86
Apr 88
May 87
Jul 88

Mar 88

Inaug
Sept 86

Apr 88

-Pt3: Looping the Loop
-Pt4: New Sounds from Old

Oct 86
Nov 86

Mar 87
Apr 87
Jun 87
Jan 88
Jul 87
M; r87
Jun 87
Dec 87

Nov 87
Mar 87
Jan 88
Jun 88
Jul 87
Sept 87

Sept 87
Oct 87
Nov 87

SHOW REPORTS
86 AES Convention
87 AES Convention
Frankfurt Musikmesse 87
Frankfurt Musikmesse 88
Japanese Trade Fair
Northern California Atari Expo
Summer NAMM 86
Summer NAMM 87
Winter NAMM 87
Winter NAMM 88

Jan 87
Dec 87
Apr 87
May 88
Feb 88
Dec 86
Sept 86
Aug 87
Mar 87
Mar 88

SOUND REINFORCEMENT
Synthesizer Sound Systems
-Ptl
-Pt2

Jun 88
Jul f38

STUDIO

PERCUSSION
MIDI Percussion - Keep in Time
With the Times

Jul 87
Aug 87
Sept 87
Oct 87

The Art of Looping - Ptl
-Pt2
-Pt3
Towards More Creative Sampling
-Pd: Multi-Sampling
-Pt2: Aliasing

OTHER
Made in Japan
On the Bandwidth Wagon
Picture Scoring
The Secrets of Timbre
To DX711D or Not to DX711D?
Why Just Intonation?

-Pt4
-Pt5
-Pt6
-Pt7

Feb 87

PROGRAMMING
All About Additive - Ptl
-Pt2
Inside Envelopes

Apr 88
May 88
Feb 88

Making the Most of Sequencers
-Ptl: Real-time Recording
-Pt2: Step-time Programming
-Pt3: Transferring Sequences
Shaping the Wave

Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan

86
86
86
88

Sounds Natural - Ptl: Brass
Instruments - The Trumpet
Jul 87
-Pt2: Fender Rhodes
Aug 87
-Pt3: The Snare
Sept 87
The DX Explained - Pt1
Inaug
-Pt2
Sept 86
-Pt3
Oct 86
-Pt4
Nov 86
-Pt5
Dec 86
Wavetable Synths - A Deeper Wave
Than This
Aug 87
We Can't Go On Beating Like This
-Ptl
Apr 87
-Pt2
May 87
-Pt3
Jun 87

Digital Reverb Technology
First Take
First Take/Take Two
Marrying MIDI and SMPTE
Mixdown Lowdown - Ptl
-Pt2
-Pt3
More Power to the Plant
(The Record Plant)
Recording Without Tape - Pd
-Pt2

Feb 87
Inaug
Sept 86
Inaug
Nov 86
Dec 86
Jan 87
Feb 87
Jan 87
Feb 87

TECH TALK
Douglas Adams - The Hitch- Hiker's
Guide to the Macintosh
Keith Barr (Alesis)
Berklee College of Music
How East Met West
Kim Ryrie ( Fairlight) - Ptl
-Pt2
Programmers Roundtable
Steven Randall ( Stepp)

Inaug
Oct 86
Feb 87
Oct 86
May 87
Jun 87
May 88
May 87

WIND SYNTHS
Learning To Apply Wind
Synthesis
The Power of Wind: Pioneers Nyle
Steiner & Sal Gallina

Jul 88
Dec 87
89

D

On Circuit
EMMETT CHAPMAN

Le Café, Sherman Oaks, California
This month's pick performer, also the designer of The Stick and
The Grid, shows off what he can do with his own creations.
Report by Chris Meyer.
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Key to Instruments
A

The Stick

B

The Grid

C

Layered Voices

D
E

Yamaha MEP4
Yamaha TX802

F

Patch of Shades
Lexicon PCM60

H

Toa DE4

Photography Rose

G

THE EVOLUTION OF the guitar has been
a slow one. Most of you probably didn't
know it used to have just four strings; the
addition of afifth afew centuries ago was
heralded as the perfection of the instrument . . . For the past couple of decades,
Emmett Chapman has experimented with
90

adding even more strings, eventually
settling on the ten-stringed Stick - a
fretboard instrument with five bass and five
treble strings meant to be tapped, as
opposed to plucked, àla Stanley Jordan.
About ayear ago Emmett took an IVL
pitch-to- MIDI converter intended for the
pedal steel guitar and experimented with
fitting it to aStick. After going "hyper" (all
strings the same light gauge and tuning to
improve response and tracking) and some
custom software to match up to the Stick's
dynamics, the Grid was born - a
synthesizer controller which Chapman
likens to " 10 tiers of keyboards." Aside
from normal guitar- like tricks, the IVL
system also allows different tunings to be

called up from footpedals (since all the
strings on The Grid are the same, tuning
can become arbitrary).
Chapman also designs signal processors,
attempting to show sensitivity to the needs
of a guitar-style player. His " Patch of
Shades" is a pressure-sensitive footpedal
that can be used as a volume pedal, an
effects return level controller and asort of
wah-wah pedal in its own right. His latest
creation is a MIDI processor called
"Layered Voices." What this box is about is
taking in a couple of channels of
information and then allowing the user to
switch in and out various parallel lines
under footswitch control to layer up the
performance. A simple concept, but well
suited for its players.
For the Le Cafe gig, sounds were
provided by a Yamaha TX802. Percussive
FM voices seem well suited for the basically
percussive style of the Stick and Grid. A
PCM60 provided basic reverb ambience
and echo; aphase shifter behind the rack
was applied to the Stick's bass for some
motion. The mixer was a simple Toa D4
that occasionally flickered its clipping lights,
but no clipping was heard (aside from
some woofer flap out of the Toa 30SD on
the first number). Le Cafe is very small and
only required a couple of speakers and
Walter Woods 350 watt amplifiers (selected for their durability and headroom).
Unfortunately, anasty buzz crept into the
Stick's pickups that was never tracked
down (and tentatively blamed on the light
dimmers).
The concert ended up being a very
friendly, personable sort of affair, with
Emmett switching between Grid and Stick
every other number, and explaining to the
audience what was going on between
numbers. Unfortunately, he had to reach
back to the TX802 to change patches
during the tunes on the Grid, which hurt
some of the flow. The mostly improvised
performance ended up being a cross
between easy listening, jazz and mutated
bluegrass, often devolving into blues. The
Patch of Shades and Layered Voices
performed their jobs subtly and effectively.
Emmett's technique (sliding and bending
mixed in with the hammer-ons) was also a
subdued piece of showmanship. Ididn't
always agree with the selection of patches
on the TX for the Grid (such as plinky
treble versus strong bass), but the
phrasings left me musing that akeyboardist
wouldn't think of splitting notes between
the left and right hands as a Stick player
would.
It's fun to see an inventor get achance
to stretch out in person, and explain why
he's doing this in the first place.
Want to see your band featured here? It's
possible - write for a copy of the guidelines
to: Music Editor, MUSIC TECHNOLOGY,
22024 Lassen Street, Suite 118, Chatsworth,
CA 91311.
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GO
LO!

Over the years, thousands of guitarists in countless playing styles have made their name through soloing. Bu
until now, no single music book has offered the cream of rock history's solos, transcribed, explained, and read y
for the average musician to play at home.
SOLO changes all that. It's acompilation of 50 ofth e fi nes tso l
os ever played. The world '
s most respected
guitarists are all represented here. From Chuck Be rry' s Johnny B Goo de to I
sl
and i
n the Sun by Yngwie Maim
steen. From Jimi Hendrix' Purple Haze to The Ed ge '
s Sun d
ay Bl oo d
yS
unday. From Jimmy Page '
s classic solo in
Stairway to Heaven to the phenomenal co nt
em p
orary st
yl
e ofAll an Holdsworth '
s In the Mystery.
Each guitar solo is given the same expert t
rea t
men t, Mus i
c no t
at i
on, ta b
,and chord boxes, plus — in many
cases — aguide to accompaniment. And there's an explanation of how each solo shou ld be pl aye d.No matter
what level of ability you've reached, you'll fi nd somethi ng i
n SOLO you can play.
The man behind SOLO is Phil Hilborne, exper i
en ced rock guitar player, regular contrib ut
or t
o
GUITARIST magazine, and one of the most respected music transcribers in the business. It's t
ak
en
Phil months of painstaking work to ensure every
piece in SOLO is accurately reproduced — yetstill
presented in an accessible way.
The result is, quite simply, the most comp reh ens i
ve
collection of guitar solos ever published — over
150 pages of them. An essential educational aid,
and an invaluable reference work that will never be
out-of-date.
To order your copy of SOLO simply clip th e coupon
and pop it in the mail or call 818-407-0744 . Th ere
will never be a better time to go solo!
Music Maker Pu bli ca ti ons Inc ., Ch atswort h, Ca liforn i
a

Order Today!

Please send we

SOLO Book(s)

$19.95 each

California Residents add 6% or 6'/A Sales Tax
Sub-Total

N 1N1 E

Add $ 2.50 for Shipping and Handling
(Foreign Orders, add $ 6.00)
TOTAL ENCLOSED

ADDRESS (Sired addreci only. IPS cannot deliver to P.O. Bove..1

PLEASE -11,1.1111 - 3-1 REEKS DELII .
Ell)

urn

Mail your order to:

sTATE

Music Maker Publications, I
nc .
22024 Lassen Street
Chatsworth, CA 91311
Pre-paid orders only. Sorry, no C.O.D.

ZIP

[ ] My check
enclosed. (
Make cheek payable to Music Maker
l'uldieations, tote.) ['lease do not send cash:
Li Please charge my VISA/Mastercard.
.\ C(: OL NT NI)
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Casio PG380
Guitar Synth

keyboard technologies either. However, it
did allow the guitar to serve as a MIDI
controller for asound module or external
synthesizer. To date, guitar MIDI controllers have been plagued with tracking
problems, due largely to the inherent
slowness of pitch-to-voltage conversion at
low frequencies (remember, at least two
cycles of apitch must typically be sampled
before that pitch can be unmistakably
identified).
The Casio PG380 Guitar Synth is the
first (with all due respect to the Vox
Guitorgan) serious attempt to go beyond
the guitar MIDI controller, and into the
unique realm of the self-contained guitar
synthesizer. It is part of Casio's ongoing
battle to gain some respect in the
marketplace, and is closely linked to the
new VZI keyboard synthesizer. The
onboard synth allows aguitarist to simply
plug in and play, without the usual rackmount array or pedal matrix. This really
opens up the concept of the guitar
synthesizer for the working guitarist; ie.
one who might play consecutive rock,
show, or solo gigs on the same instrument,
as opposed to astudio musician who can
(sometimes) take the time to get just the
right sound.

Luthier Talk
THE GUITAR ITSELF is aStrat copy with
two single coil pickups and abridge pickup
that can be switched from humbucking to
single coil operation with a push/pull

Interested in guitar controllers but not in the mess of cables
and converters? Casio's latest may be the answer: a synth built
into a normal- playing guitar. Revtete by Steve Shepard.

S

INCE THE INTRODUCTION of the
commercial keyboard synthesizer in
the early 1970's, guitar and keyboard
technologies have evolved in very

different directions. The electronic
keyboard family has grown from an amplified mechanical keyboard and electronic
organ to include analog and digital
synthesizers, and the current breed of
hybrid and sampling instruments. The
evolution of the electric guitar, on the
other hand, hasn't been nearly as dramatic.
The state of the art electric guitar in the
late 1980's is basically arefinement of the
92

old Fender Stratocaster, with modest
improvements in electronics, materials,
and machining. A wide variety of effects
processors are also available for the guitar,
including the new generation of digital
multiple effects processors.
Essentially, the keyboard has evolved
into a family of sophisticated electronic
instruments, while the electric guitar has
not, and there has been little or no attempt
to integrate more sophisticated electronics
into the instrument itself. Surprisingly, the
advent of the MIDI standard didn't do
much to close the gap between guitar and

adjustment of the guitar volume control.
The maple fingerboard and ebony neck are
well crafted, and the guitar is quite easy to
play. The overall quality of the instrument
is much higher than its predecessor (the
Casio MG510 Synth Controller). A Floyd
Rose tremolo allows deep bends without
loss of intonation. This tremolo has the
tradeoff that to change strings it requires
an Allen wrench (included) and a pair of
wire cutters ( not included, but necessary
for cutting the ball end of the strings
before seating them in the bridge). It is
also, in my opinion, somewhat disappointing that Casio didn't follow lbanez's
lead and allow the tremolo arm to change
the pitch (or whatever else was desired)
digitally.
Another aspect of the PG380 that may
take some getting used to is the close
proximity of the volume controls and
hexaphonic synth trigger pickup to the
bridge. The trigger pickup is right next to
MT AUGUST 1988
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the bridge, and the guitar volume control is
just ahead of the trigger. If you are used to
playing close to the bridge things get very
crowded, because there is really no room
to rest your hand. However, these are
relatively minor (and highly subjective)
points, as overall the PG380 is an excellent
guitar.
A built-in tuner stays in operation
whenever the synth electronics are
switched on (these don't have to be on for
use in normal guitar mode). The chromatic
tuner consists of two LEDs which indicate
sharp or flat strings. When both LEDs are
on, the string is in tune. If you are used to a
tuner with a meter and needle indicator,

number which indicates the relative trigger
sensitivity when agiven string is plucked.
According to the manual, numbers below
85 indicate that sensitivity should be
increased, while numbers above 99 register
as "oL" (over level), indicating that
sensitivity should be decreased. The
adjustments are made by turning one of six
set screws with aPhillips head screwdriver.
The process is pretty straightforward, and
you probably won't want to change this
once you've found the settings that match
your technique.
The
aforementioned
set
of
DIP
microswitches allow the user to set the
MIDI bend range, channel, and mode

Sounds "The quality of the preset voices is quite good. Several of the
piano and organ voices are outstanding, as are the flute, vibes, marimba,
and steel drum sounds."
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ORGANIZE YOUR RECORDING.
COMPUTER AND RACK
MOUNTABLE EQUIPMENT
IN AN ATTRACTIVE. MOBILE
WORK STATION
SON OF FX FEATURES
• Two adjustable shelties for
multi- tracks, drum machines.
computers and morel
• Holds up 10 10 rack " spaces"
of equipment
nwd
Peorpt!onal
• Shown
Dr. .
ASKRac
YOUR DEALER FOR A DEMONSTRATION
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

FOUR

18181 716-8540

ECONOMICAL ir RACK MOUNT
"FURNITURE" FOR THE
PROFESSIONAL OR HOME STUDIO
EX RACK FEATURES
• Holds up lo 18 " spaces" of
equipment

you may be somewhat wary of tuning with
only two LEDs. However, Iwas able to
tune quickly and accurately, and once it is
in tune, the guitar stays there for a long
time (my review model came out of the
shipping carton in perfect tune).

Harboring Fugitive Electronics
THE BACKSIDE OF the guitar is
partitioned to hold compartments for
batteries, microswitches, trigger pickup
sensitivity controls, and the ROM/RAM
card slot. The electronics are powered by
six I.5V AA batteries or an optional AC
adaptor (the standard Radio Shack 9V
negative tip adaptor works just fine). The
battery compartment is covered by a
plastic plate that is held in place by two
screws. These screws can be manipulated
with acoin, but for aquick battery change,
the arrangement is somewhat awkward.
Also, the hinged plastic cover of the ROM/
RAM card slot tended to pop open from
time to time on the unit Itested.
A set of batteries kept the setup
powered up for approximately 12 hours,
with no problem. When the batteries
begin to weaken, the LED display will flash
for 15 minutes and then the power
automatically cuts off (an analog battery
condition indicator would be nice, to
prevent the guitarist from being caught in
the middle of aset of music with dead or
dying batteries).
The pickup sensitivity controls and
microswitches are easily accessed by
removing
rubber
covers
from
the
compartments. The sensitivity controls
allow the synth trigger pickup to be
adjusted for each string. A sensitivity check
mode is initiated by turning the power on
while simultaneously depressing the octave
up and down keys on the front panel. In
this mode, the front panel LEDs display a
MT AUGUST 1988

(poly/mono), as well as the exact pitch of
the "A" note of the built-in tuner (four
settings are available, from 440-443Hz).
There are eight bend range settings,
ranging from 2-48 semitones. With the
"chromatic" front panel setting enabled,
the bend range is automatically set to zero.
Two standard 1/4" output jacks are
available on the PG380, which allow four
possible combinations of guitar and synth
sounds. The iPD/mix output yields a
monophonic mix of the straight guitar and
synth sounds, with the mix determined by
the guitar and synth volume controls. The
guitar output yields either astraight, mono
guitar sound, or both the guitar and synth
simultaneously ( if astereo plug and cable
are used). By using both output jacks,
separate mono iPD and guitar output
signals are obtained. Ifound the guitar
output to be significantly louder than the
iPD/mix output, but was able to get a
satisfactory mix using only one standard
guitar cord.
The 64 preset synthesizer voices
available on the PG380 are selected by
entering the number of the desired voice
onto an eight button keyboard. The
current voice number is displayed on a
two-digit LED readout which is mounted
at an angle, allowing aclear view from the
player's perspective. The data keyboard
arrangement takes some getting used to if
you want to change voices quickly. One
inherent problem with a self-contained
guitar synthesizer is that aguitarist doesn't
usually have a free hand to make
adjustments with, the way a keyboard
player might, which is why many previous
systems have relied on foot pedals for
control. After some practice, Iwas able to
make voice changes reasonably quickly.
Additional pushbuttons allow voices to be
shifted up or down one octave, and also
select smooth or quantized treatment of
string bends. There is also a front panel

• Attractive black textured enyl
tamale
• Shown with optional wheels
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR A
DEMONSTRATION
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

FOUR

SI
GN
iMPANY

65.3 , GROS< AvESUE • CANOGA PARK CA 9,307
(818) 716-8540

n-rs-321.
4-Hf
EVERY AUDIO PROFESSIONAL NEEDS THIS VERSATILE
PHONE / OLA'' ADAPTER IN THEIR TOOL KIT
RTS-321 FEATURES
• 1/4 RTS Male Phone and 3 pm Cannon Female X1R.
• 32 mutton swdch instantly changes tiro internal
twring to match your specihc interconnection needs
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR A DEMONSTRATION
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

FOUR

RACKCRATE

A UNIOUE PRODUCT DESIGNED TO
SAFELY TRANSPORT YOUR
VALUABLE RACK
MOUNTED EOUIPMENT
RACK ORATE FEATURES
a Holds up to sax
"spaces" of equipment
11 5 deep
✓ Threaded steel mountIng
rads w/padded handles
al Lower weight, greater
strength. lowest cost

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR A DEMONSTRATION
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

FOUR

,

•urss AvENUE • .ANOGA RAM, CA s''
(818) 716-8540

FOUR DESIGN'S
PRODUCT INFORMATION
CALL 1-800-544-3746
Say you saw it in
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
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a> pushbutton to select optional RAM/ROM
cards if any are installed (none were
available in time for this review).

iPD Synthesis
YOU MAY RECALL that after the
introduction of the
DX7 and the
widespread acceptance of FM synthesis,
Casio introduced phase distortion synthesis with the CZ family. The 64 preset
voices are generated by anew technology
Casio calls interactive phase distortion
(iPD), which is incorporated in the new
VZI keyboard synthesizer.
With the iPD technology, it appears that
Casio is trying to provide the best of both
worlds. Eight modules, each consisting of a
digitally- controlled oscillator ( DCO) and
amplifier ( DCA), generate independent
waveforms which can be used to modulate
output from other modules, or to hook
directly to the outputs. These modules are
set up in four pairs called " internal lines."
The waveform pair generated in each line
may either be mixed or used to modulate
one another for ring or phase modulation.
An "external phase" modulation mode
allows the output from one line to
modulate one of the modules in another
line.
The importance of understanding any of
this depends on whether you plan on
buying a VZI along with your PG380 so
that you can program your own sounds on
the VZI, and then transfer them to the
guitar via RAM cards - they fit in a
compartment on the
back of the
instrument. Without a VZI, you have 64
preset voices and virtually no capacity to
alter them.
Fortunately, the quality of the preset
voices is quite good. Several of the piano
and organ voices are outstanding, as are
the flute, vibes, marimba, and steel drum
sounds. Some of the sounds (the basses in
particular) are more interesting when the
octave keys are used to shift them up or
down an octave out of their usual range. A
few of the piano sounds tend to glitch
during fast passages, and there are several
novelty sounds (explosion, ambulance)
which will be of little use to most players.
These are not serious problems, but if you
have 64 voices and no means of altering
them, you would like them to all be
winners.

o
o

o

Tracking and Slaves
THE REAL TEST of any guitar controller or
synthesizer is its tracking. This is one area
in which the Casio is quite surprising. To
put it simply, it tracks better than anything
else I've tried. The reason for this isn't
exactly clear. Casio's promotional literature claims that the PG380 will "track its
own internal sounds with no MIDI delay."
This is undoubtedly true, but MIDI delay is
not the source of the tracking problems
that have plagued just about every
94

controller on the market to date. The
tracking problems are a by-product of
pitch-to-voltage conversion, and Casio has
managed to keep them to aminimum. The
tracking on the low E and A strings,
although a bit slower than that of the
higher strings, is quite good when
compared to other units on the market. It
has become amore or less standard trick
for guitarists using pitch- to-voltage MIDI
controllers to replace their low E and A
strings with lighter gauge strings tuned up
an octave to improve tracking. This won't
be necessary with the PG380.
To use the PG380 as aMIDI controller,
all that is needed is a MIDI cable and an
external synth or sound module. The
onboard synth continues to operate when
the PG380 is used as acontroller, so it's
quite simple to get an extremely rich,
layered sound by combining the guitar and
onboard synth sounds with the external
sound source under MIDI control. The unit
does track its internal sounds somewhat
faster than it tracks an external sound
source, supporting Casio's MIDI delay
claim, but it's quite impressive either way.
The PG380 may be used in either Poly
or Mono modes. In Poly mode, all six
strings control the same MIDI voice, while
in Mono mode, each string can be set to
control adifferent source. A DIP switch on
the back of the guitar is used to set the
desired mode.
Program changes are sent by entering
the
appropriate
number
with
the
pushbuttons on the guitar. Unfortunately,
the appropriate number is not the actual
program change number. Because the
guitar keypad has only eight pushbuttons,
an alternate numbering system must be

you hold anote, which is anatural thing to
do when you have an excellent organ or
cello sound, it is quite disconcerting to
have the sound cut off abruptly after 1.5
seconds or so. The problem is that when
the amplitude of the string falls below a
certain threshold the synth's circuitry
reacts as if it received anote off command.
Without some kind of external sustain
pedal there seems to be no way around
this problem because the threshold is not
adjustable.
The lack of sustain will also pose a
problem for rock players, as the guitar itself
is afairly " hot" Strat copy, set up for rock
playing, yet the synth provides no sounds
that sustain as well as the guitar. Hopefully,
Casio will address this problem in future
updates or accessories.

Twang for the Buck
THE COST OF the PG380 is deceptive. Its
list price is in the neighborhood of $ 1500,
which might sound shocking at first.
However, you don't have to buy anything
else to use it, so there are no hidden costs.
Compare this to some of the other MIDI
controllers on the market, which require
that you buy separate trigger pickup and
pitch- to- MIDI converter units at a price
comparable to the PG380 (not to mention
the price of the sound source you wish to
control, and aguitar to mount it all to),
and also consider the fact that the PG
guitar is an excellent Strat copy, and you
see that the Casio is actually apretty good
buy. It's easy for guitarists not to see what
all of this would cost them with other
systems (and going hi-tech guitar isn't
cheap, no matter how you look at it).

Guitar synth "
The PG380 is the first serious attempt to go beyond the
guitar MIDI controller, and into the unique realm of the selfcontained

guitar synthesizer."
used to access all of the numbers from 063. Thus to send MIDI program change 3,
the number 14 would be entered on the
keypad and displayed, or to send 13, 26 is
entered. Got that? Furthermore, program
change numbers 64-127 can only be sent if
an optional ROM card is installed.

Living with it Live
IHAD THE opportunity to "road test" the
instrument on a number of gigs, and the
results were definitely positive. It takes a
while to get used to having a dead- on
Hammond B3 or Rhodes sound at your
fingertips, or playing convincing classical
flute duets with aflute player, but many of
the 64 preset sounds are quite impressive.
The synth tracking is very good and the
majority of the onboard sounds are glitch
free.
One thing that did strike me as odd is
the lack of sustain on any of the voices. If

To summarize, the Casio PG380 is a
unique instrument that affords guitarists
the opportunity to create awide variety of
synthesized sounds without the use of
outboard accessories. As a self-contained
synthesizer it is versatile and easy to use. It
is by no means an ideal instrument, but it is
the first of its kind, and Casio is to be
commended for introducing this innovative
new product. The PG380 is certain to
generate a great deal of controversy and
competition in the marketplace.
PRICE $1499; $59 for 64-voice RAM; $99 for 128voice ROM
MORE FROM Casio, PMP Division, 570 Mt. Pleasant
Ave., Dover NJ 07801. Tel: ( 201) 361-5400.

Steve Shepard is a physicist and professional
musician living, working and playing in the
Detroit area.
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SELL IT FOR NOTHING

WITH A

FREE CLASSIFIED AD IPI 1411./SIC TECHNOLOGY

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's free classified section is designed to help private sellers find buyers and bands find other musicians. If you buy
and sell musical equipment or sounds as part of a small business, please contact the Advertising Department to place a regular
classified ad.

KEYBOARDS
ANALOG 2600, Odyssey, Micromoog,
Axxe. Solus, MicroComposer, Synare II,
Rhodes, Polysix, Maestro, more. Sale/
trade. Complete list. Richard. Tel: ( 206)
364-7881.
CASIO CZ101 programmable synth.
brand new w/box and receipt, bought
but never used. List $ 500. sell $270. Tel:
(714) 985-4307.
KORG EX800 synth module. $225.
Will ship COD. BT., Tel: ( 904) 5761893.
MOOG MEMORYMOOG synth, w/
MIDI and built-in sequencer. Owner's
manual, schematic, foot pedal included.
Mint cond. $900. Tel: ( 919) 489-8430.
MOOG
MINIMOOG,
fine
tune,
accessories, spare parts. Moog Liberation, case all new, mint cond, best offer.
Tel: ( 914) 725-3023.
PPG WAVE 2.2 with ATA case, great
cond, great sounds. $4800. Erik, Tel:
(714) 540-7718.
PPG WAVE 2.3 with Waveterm,
$4500. Roland Juno 106 with case, $550
obo. Tel: ( 718) 229-5057.
ROLAND JUPITER 8, classic analog,
mint cond, anvil f/case. MIDI interface,
cables, $ 2000 obo. Peter. Tel: ( 713)
790-0738 ( earlier is better).
ROLAND MT32 with Sony MDR-40
headphones, $400. Listen 2.0 software,
$500. Dave, Tel: (805) 964-7724. X385,
days.
SCI PROPHET T-8 MIDI synth. 76
keys with polyphonic aftertouch. $ 1100.
Akai S612 sampler, disk drive, disks,
$350. Tel: ( 205) 356-8987.
SCI SIXTRAK, interface, sequencing.
patch editing software for CBM4, $500
obo. Tel: (918) 847-2480.
YAMAHA CP70 electric grand, $ 1200
obo. Trade for Ensoniq Piano, Prophet
T-8, Yamaha KX88/76, any controller.
Tel: ( 718) 966-5829.
YAMAHA CS7OM polysynth, mint
cond, w/road case, $750 obo. Tel: ( 818)
888-6846.
YAMAHA DX21, exc cond, home use
only, $470. Roland TR505 drum machine, $ 190. COD accepted. Tel: ( 916)
923-9387.
YAMAHA KXS, Yamaha FB01, and
Casio RZI. Complete performance
setup! $875 obo, trades negotiable. Jason, Tel: ( 516) 242-3352.
YAMAHA TX8I6 rack, 8 DX7s, studio
use only, excellent cond. $ 2700. Leslie
Mizell, Tel: ( 803) 254-4463.

included, mint cond, good sequencer,
$995. Tel: (615) 824-6391.
YAMAHA QX7 sequencer, 2- track,
6000- note memory, great for beginners.
used, $ 150 or best offer. Tel: ( 312) 2894317.

DRUMS
KORG
DDMII0
SuperDrums,
9
sounds, 32 programmable patterns,
good cond, $ 100. Tel: ( 918) 847-2480.
L1NNDRUM w/MIDI, owner's manual,
factory patch cassette, perfect cond,
$450. John, Tel: ( 302) 654-1805.
LINNDRUM w/MID1, expanded memory, mint cond, $800. Tel: ( 601) 4524593.
OBERHEIM
DX,
timing
pedals,
accessible tuners, $395. SCI TOM,
reverse sounds, MIDI, $375. Synare 11

AKAI X7000, $625, perfect! Kawai K3,
$599. Korg 707, $599. Boxes, manuals, I
pay shipping. Tel: ( 14) 741 7894.

SEQUENCERS
YAMAHA QXI version 7, disk drive,
80,000 note, home used, 50 disks
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GIFTED MUSICIAN seeks producers
with ear for music for professional
opinion. Contact: D Ewing, 8251
Roselawn. Detroit, Michigan 48204.
PHILIS McCLENNAN, where are
you? Let's make some music! Contact
me. Bill, PO Box 14121, Tulsa, OK 74159.

MISC
D50 ENTHUSIAST seeks same to
trade patches and exchange information
and tips. Write: Bruce Pelley, Box 444,
50 Lancaster, Mass 01561.
IBANEZ FRETLESS BASS, Casio CZI,
Fostex 350. Boss Micro FX, Roland
Spirit 40A guitar amp, others. Write: F
Chirife, 145 4th Ave # 5C, NYC, NY
10003.

w/sequencer, $475. Trades. Richard,
Tel: ( 206) 364-7881.
SIMMONS SDS7 five-piece drum set.
all pads, cables, stands, and selector pad,
$1500. Jeff. Tel: ( 513) 563-7431.

MIDI COMPOSERS: we buy usage of
select sequences. For info, write:
Markham, 10521 Gulfdate, San Antonio,
TX 78216.

YAMAHA RXII drum machine, eight
outputs, excellent cond, $300. I pay
shipping. Tomas, Tel: ( 619) 583-7851.

ST. $750. TX7 and DX-Android, $450.
ADA 2FX multi- effects, $ 150. Tel: ( 501)
394- 6027.
PERFORMER 1.22, paid $360, asking
$180.
Dokorder
reel-to-reel
4-tr,
excellent cond, $375. 20 X4 X2console,
needs work, $375. Tel: ( 201) 572-5917.

COMPUTING
APPLE IIE CLONE, complete, Roland
MPU401, Passport/Roland sequencing
software,
more, $695.
Macintosh:
Performer, Drumtraks, Jam Factory,
more. Richard, Tel: ( 206) 364-7881.
ATARI SOFTWARE: Hybrid Arts,
SMPTETrack, $250. GenPatch, $ 100.
MacDrum file, more, call. DPX1, w/
disks, $ 1190. Trades? Tel: ( 206) 7591185.
COMMODORE C-64, 1541 disk drive,
MIDI interface, Passport Master Tracks,
Sonus Super Sequencer, and more. $350
for all. Tel: ( 919) 726-7345.
HYBRID ARTS SMPTETrack sequen-

MIRAGE RACK w/ filter and VES for

SOUND
WORKSHOP
t280B,
Calzone case, Yamaha CX5M computer, 64 Fender Precision Bass, EMG
pickups, will sell cheap. Tel: ( 303) 9255660.
SOUNDCRAFT 200BSEQ
mixer,
4mths old, excellent cond, $5900.
Lexicon PCM60, $450. Contact: Bruce
Siekmann,
RD#1,
Box
167-B,
Mertztown, PA 19539.
STUDIO EQUIPMENT for sale. Send
name and address for info sheet to:
Hughes. 496 La Guardia PI, Apt 169,
NYC, NY 10012.

WANTED
ARP MOO modular synth: documentation, parts, information and help are
requested.
Michael
Simmons,
211
Lambert Palo Alto, CA 94306. Tel:
(415) 322-1661.
BIZARRE and unusual demo- tapes for
review in new apocalyptic art magazine:
Caffeine Magazine, 150 Haight St. Apt
1
, 105, San Francisco, CA 94102.
STOLEN: EMAX, #1233, and Korg
DW8000, # 2868.
Reward
for
information leading to their return. Tel:
(303) 755-9633 or ( 303) 977-4328.
TEAC 3340S tape deck manual. Ray
Rideout, Sound Creation, 900 John
Nolen Dr, Suite 130B, Madison, WI
53713.

MT FREE CLASSIFIED
ORDER FORM
FILL IN THE FORM to amaximum of 18 words ( one in each box).
and send it to: MUSIC TECHNOLOGY, 22024 Lassen Street,
Suite 118, Chatsworth, CA 91311. Please print clearly in BLOCK
CAPITALS. Your ad will be printed in the next available issue.

cer for Atari ST. Latest update, perfect,
$375 obo. Farhad, Tel: ( 619) 461-5427.
IVM MIDIDISK, 31
2 "floppy disk MIDI
/
storage device. New, in box, warranty.
$350. Tel: ( 919) 726-7345, after 6m
EST.
YAMAHA
CX51111/128
computer,
FD05 disk drive, Taxan 12" monitor,
mouse. YKOI keyboard, software, 1500
sounds, $ 700. Tel: (401) 272-7378.

RECORDING
SAMPLING

PERSONNEL

AKAI
MGI212,
12-channel,
12-tr
recorder, new in box, with stand, cover,
and tapes, $4600. Tel: ( 714) 645-9984.
AKAI
Mr_;614
recorder
w/box,
manuals, under warranty, used once,
$950. Tel: ( 314) 926-0280.

Name
Address

City
State

AMPEX MM 1000. 16-tr tape machine,
remote control, updated, easy punch- in
from remote, 15/30ips, excellent cond,

Zip

$6500 negotiable. Tel: ( 516) 589-2169.

Please include this ad in the

section.
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Graphic Notes
Guitar Shack

71
37

Julian Systems

69

SAMPLING CASSETTES

500 High Quality Samples in Maxell XL11 Cassette
Vol. 1-500 Orchestral, Jazz, Pop, Rock, Sounds $1995
Vol. 2-500 Great DX-7Sounds $19.95
Vol. 3-400 Drum and Percussion Samples $1995
All three tapes $5000! Specify DOS or Dolby
IS3.00 P11-1 on all orders)
SOUNDSATIONS, 370 Mount Vernon Ave.
Grosse Pointe Farms, MI 48236 (
313) 8851539

BACKGROUND TRACKS
THOUSANDS OF HITSII ( HighBias Cassettes) FREE CATALOG'!

THE SINGING SOURCE
23530 PLATINA DR. Suite R
VALENCIA, CA. 91355-2247
805-254-5602

New Used & Demo Equipment
SONY PCM-2500 DAT RECORDER,
ROLAND S-330, S-550 SAMPLERS,
D-110 MODULES, TASCAM MS-16 16TK,
YAMAHA SPX9011, REV- 5
Special Pricing on Studio Packages

E.A.R. PROFESSIONAL
AUDIONIDEO (602) 267-0600

MATRIX

6/6R Opcode floppy

disks

Macintosh

for

MUSICAL WAVES
P.O. Box 25078
San Mateo, CA 94402
(CA res add 6% taxi

Computer
Musicians
Source
Book
"the one source
for all your
computer/music
needs"
consultant/dealer inquiries welcome
for more info write or call:

Computer Musicians
Cooperative
N. Sterling Av.
Peoria, IL 61604
309-685-4843

7"do,te

3010

1(417

Kawai
Korg
Kurzweil
Manny's
Martin Audio
Midco
M iditech
Music Loft

12, 13
64, 65
6
43
11
IFC
85
29

Playroom Software
Prelude Software

25
1

Resonate
Roland

37
39

Sasalido
Saved by Technology
Sound Quest
Steinberg Jones
Stick Enterprises

29
85
63
53
21

Trebas
Triton

17
20

World Music

35

Yamaha
Yamaha Pro

40, 41
47

patches

(100/50); includes " Look Ma.
No Hands" Patch. Send $19.99 ta

COMPACT DISKS!
(f g)

407-0714

HEAR
ALL THE MIDI MUSIC YOU'VE
IMAGINED ... ON COMPACT DISK.
Periodic Muse Is aCD forum for interesting new
developments
in
electronic
muse
MIDI
ensembles algorithmic compeorton, alternate
tunings and digital orchestration are lust some of
me KleaS well ve featuring Ask for us at your
favourite CD shop or write tor free catalog to

HOME STUDIO OWNERS
Join the
HOME STUDIO CO-OP
Save money on tape, cables,
and accessories

Periodic Music
271 Madison Avenue, . 908
New York, NY 10016

DW8000 SOUND LIBRARY in 8volumes.
Questions , We are as dote as your telephone.
Sarnokis and complete into available tree See
MT revew 3/88 128 sounds: $.32.50.
Complete 585(X)

For more information send SAS E
HOME STUDIO CO-OP
P.O. Box 10995
Merrillville, IN 46411-0995

TX81Z LIBRARY in 2volumes * 45.00. Our
uncondrturial guaraniee lets you find out what
the Anst prograrnning sounds like at no risk.

Difficult to find NEW AGE and
ELECTRONIC MUSIC Compact
Discs. Laser Video Discs and
CD- V also available. Catalog
$2.00, refundable with order. Laser House, 1409 West 14 Mile
Road, Suite 264. Madison
Heights, MI 48071. ( 313) 875E040.

D-50
M256 RAM Cards

$55.00:,
•III guand rs

of 3or

rnorc.

$69.00
Buy 2RAM Cards Only $
65.00.
ROM Memory Cards
Buy 1RAM Cards Only

$40.00,..,

The
STUDIO SERIES'
448 new voices available on our seven
STUDIO SERIES" Sound Blocks.
•Top 40. Analog • New Age •
•Orchestral • Digital • PCM • Eflects •
90 min. D50 Demo cassette only $3.00p/p.

To order or for info call:
1-313-548-9360 ext: 507

OD

ANGEL CITY
2 Liberty Pl., Middletown, CT 06457
(203) 347 5166

L.A. RECORDING
WORKSHOP
Recording Engineering Program

Record Producing Program.
FREE CATALOG
12268- HS Ventura Blvd.,
Studio City, CA 91604
(818) 763-7400

Mal

Orchestral • Bass Guitars • Percussion
Acoustic Pianos • Electric Pianos • Brass
Woodwinds • Sound Effects • Synth Sounds
Strings • Ensembles • and many more!
80 - Voice ROMS $ 25.00 ea.
160 -Voice ROMS $ 52.00 ea.
320 -Voice ROMS $99.00 ea.

UnIke some ROM manufacturers, VALHALA's
cartridges use oNy 100% high-quality parts, gdd
plated edge connectors (fcr les wear 8tea and
reliable connections), and the exact same housing
as Enscniq (unlike some bulky cartridges1), along
with the rediability that VALHALA is known lorl

** NEW**

80 Voice Percussion ROM
Only B30.00!
Please write or call for complete
details and voice lists.

VALHALA

Box 20157- MT Ferndale, MI 48220

USA $ 3.50 Sill. Mich add 4% tax. Canada $ 7.50 S/II. All
other Countries 816.00 Sill plus $ 3.06 for each extra item.
All payments must fr. in USA FUNDS drawn on aUSA bank'.

Prtces/Spco subiect to chtnge eithoui prior notice Snide SRI..

trelenek of Vtlhalt Mum, Inc
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Intelligent harmonizer
The DigiTech Smart Shift represents abreakthrough in digital pitch shifters. It's an intelligent
harmonizer that can add one or two extra notes to
each one you play. Notes that are clear, pure and
perfectly synchronized to as many as 41 different
harmonies. And the IPS-33 Smart Shift is priced
far less than harmonizers of comparable quality.
Smart Shift is different from most other pitch
shifters for two reasons. First, the pitches it
generates are crystal clear and free from distortion. In fact, they're clean enough to be played
without accompaniment.
Second, it offers intelligent, user-defined
harmonies that synchronize to 41 different scales.
These scales include chromatic, natural minors,
harmonic minors and pentatonics, all the way to
Dorian, Phrygian and Mixolydian.
The IPS-33 Smart Shift is actually a16-bit
real time sampler and acomputer rolled into one.
The powerful technology it contains allows you to
program harmonies by either defining the key
and scale type to be used, then selecting how far
above and/or below your note you want the
others to play; or by assigning up to two different
notes for every note you play, from A to G#.
Regardless of which programming method
you select, Smart Shift is asimple way to recreate
the classic pop guitar harmony styles of legends
from Les Paul and Mary Ford, to Duane Allman
and Richard Betts. Best of all, you instantaneously generate each flawless note without studio
overdubs and multiple guitarists. That leaves you

DigiTech is aregistered trademark of the DOD Electronics Corporation.

free to create complex, three-part guitar
harmonies—in the studio or on the stage—with
only one guitar.
The Smart Shift offers the musician alist of
powerful features:
• Superb sound quality.
• Capability to produce two intelligent harmonies per note played.
D Two separate user-defined intervals allow a
musician to program two discreet intervals
for harmonies. Intervals are displayed in semitones from - 12 to + 12.
• 41 harmony types means the Smart Shift will
accommodate virtually any style of music
that exists.
D Adisplayed value specifies the MIDI channel
to be used for both the reception and transmission of program changes.
D Smart Shift capability allows amusician to
save and access presets at will.
CI Effect bypass permits user to defeat the harmony effects either at the panel or with a
footswitch.
The Smart Shift delivers virtually unlimited
power and flexibility to create complex guitar
harmonies.
snap
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Start at the top.

5639 South Riley Lane Salt Lake City. Utah 84107
Telephone: (801) 268-8400 FAX: (801) 262-4966

1988 DOD Electronics Corp. Manufactured in the U.S.A.
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KD-2
KD-3
KD-1

Toa's Keyboard Amps make your "sounds" sound better!
Toa 'sflexible KD Series is designed specifically for today's
electronic musician.
Most other systems simply can't live up to the complex timbres of electronically created music. With the KD Series, every subtle variation
in pitch, level and timbre is illuminated with exacting sonic accuracy.
"If you're looking for akeyboard amp packed with features, search no
further Toa KD-2 is that and more...(On stage) the sound rang loud and
clear and didn't distort under the power strain...Ideal for studio applications...We're happy to give this unit the praise that it deserves."
—David Leyize. Keyboard

Toas KD Series— for musicians who demand flexibility and
performance.
Toa Electronics, Inc.
Professional Music & Entertainment Division
601 Gateway Boulevard, South San Francisco
California 94080 (415) 588-2538
Toa Canada: (403)489-5511 Edmonton or ( 416) 624-2317
Toronto: (514)931-5888 Montreal— Toa U.K. ( 0277) 233882 Essex —
Toa Europe: (040)2506091 Hamburg —Toa Japan (0797) 71-2222

